THE TRIAL
In the Case of the Atrocities Committed by the German
Fascist Invaders and their Accomplices in
KRASNODAR and KRASNODAR TERRITORY
JULY 14 TO 17, 1943

ON 14TH JULY, 1943, IN mE CITYOF KRASNOOAR, rN THE NORTH CAUCASUS,
the trial was opened before a Military Tribunal presided over by
Justiciary Colonel N. Y. Mayorov, President of the Military Tribunal
of the North Caucasian Front, of the case of the atrocities perpetrated

by the German fascist invaders and their accomplices in the area of
the city of Krasnodar and the Krasnodar Territory during the period
of their temporary occupation. Justiciary Major General L. I. Yachenill
acted as State Prosecutor.
The defendants in the case were: I. Kladov, T. K% m/sev, M.
Lastovifta, G. Misan, Y. Naptsok, V. Pavlov, I. Paramollov, N. Puslr

karev, I. Rechkalov, V. Tishchellko and G. Tuchkov. They were
charged with committing crimes covered by Articles 58-1 a and
51·1 b of the Criminal Code of the R.S.F.S.R., i.e., treason to the
country.
The accused were defended by Advocates A. I. Nal.arevsky.
V. I. Yakullenko and S. K. KOl.llacheyev as appointed by the court.
The morning session on the 14th was taken up with the pre
liminary formalities. At the afternoon session the indictment was
read and before the court there was unfolded a frightful picture of
the wholesale murder of innocent Soviet citizens who were killed in
thousands by the German fascist invaders during their temporary
occupation of the Krasnodar Territory.
The preliminary investigation, the indictment stated, had revealed
that all these acts of murder, outrage, violence and plunder were
committed by the punitive units of the German 17th Army, com
manded by Colonel General RI/Off.
The immediate supervision and execution of all these acts of
brutality were vested in the Krasnodar Gestapo, headed by the
German Chief of the Gestapo, Colonel Chr;stmallll.
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The Gestapo had under its command a special punitive unit of
the Secret Police called the SOllderkommolldo SS-1O-a, which was
immediately responsible for the perpetration of all the atrocities.
The investigation revealed that persons under arrest were tortured
and that prisoners confined in the ceUal' of the Krasnodar Gestapo
were burnt to death; that patients in the Krasnodar Municipal
Hospital, at the Berezaosk Medical Colony and also in the Territory
Children's Hospital at Tretya Rcchka Kochety Farm, in the Ust
Labinskaya District, were kiJled wholesale.
Lastly. the investigation revealed that many thousands of Soviet
citizens were put to death by asphyxiation by means of carbon
monoxide in motor vehicles specially equipped for this purpose,
known as "murder vans."
The Sonderkommando SS-lO-a was a punitive unit of the
Gestapo, numbering about 200 men. The head of this SOllder
kommando was Colonel Chrislmann, a German, Chief of the Gestapo.
His immediate assistants in the work of exterminating Soviet citizens
were the German officers: Rabbe, Boss, Sargo, Sa/ge, Halm, £rich
Meier, Paschel1, Willz and Hans Miinster, the German Army Surgeons
in the prison and the Gestapo, Herz and Sc1ll1ster and also officials
of the Gestapo, the interpreters Jakob Eicks and Sellerter/all.
Furthermore, the following traitors, now before the court as
defendants in the case, were recruited by the Gestapo and participated
in the perpetration of all the aforementioned atrocities: V. Tishchenko,

G. TllChkov, 1. Rechkalov, M. Lastovina, N. Pushkarev, G. Misan,
J. Naptsok, 1. Paramonol', I. Kotomtsev, V. Pavlov and I. Kladov.

The investigation revealed the following definite cases of atrocities
perpetrated by the German fascist invaders in the Krasnodar
Territory :
Soon after the occupation of KIasnodar, the cellar of the
Krasnodar Gestapo was crammed with prisoners as a result of syste'.:
matic raids upon and the wholesale arrest of the peaceful inhabitants.
No investigation whatever was made into the cases of the hundreds
and thousands of innocent people thus arrested. The latter were
subjected to the most brutal violence and torture. Their fate was
decided arbitrarily by Colonel Chrislmalln, Chief of the Gestapo,
who personally issued the orders for their physical extermination.
In the autumn of 1942, the Germans began to utilize speciaJly
equipped motor vehicles, which the population called "murder vans,"
for the purpose of doing away with Soviet citizens.
These "murder vans" were covered five-ton or seven-ton grey
painted motor trucks, driven by Diesel engines. TIle interior of
these vans was lined with zinc-plated sheet iron. At the back they
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had double doors which closed hermetically. The floor consisted of
a grating beneath which there was a pipe that was connected with
the exhau t pipe of tbe engine. The exhaust gas from the Diesel engine,
which contained a high concentration of carbon monoxide, penetrated
the interior of the van, causing the rapid poisoning and death from
asphyxiation of the prisoners confined in it.
Several times a week, and in January, before the Germans retreated
from Krasnodar two and three times a day, the "murder vans" were
filled with peop e confined in the cellar of the Gestapo, which was
situated in 61 Orjonilcidze Street. The loading of the vans was
usually supervised by Captain Rabbe, Deputy Cluef of the Gestapo
and Governor of the Gestapo prison. Before being dragged from the
cellar tbe prisoners were stripped of their clothing; then they were
bundled into the "murder van," 60 to 80 at a time. The doors of
the van were then hermeticaLly closed and the engine started. After
standing with the engine running for several minutes, the van would
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drive to an anti-tank trench which had been dug outside the Measuring
Instruments Factory on the outskirts of Krasnodar. As a rule, the
murder vans were escorted by a convoy of police frolll the SOllder
kommando SS-lO-o. By the time the vans reached the anti-tank
trench the people were asphyxiated by the gas. The bodies were
flung into the trench and buried. Men, women and children were
bundled into the van without discrimination.
In the course of time, in spite of the efforts the Germans made
to keep this fiendish method of exterminating Soviet citizens a se�ret,

the inhabitants living in the neighbourhood of the Gestapo premJses,
and, through them, the entire population, learned of the use to wWch
these vans were being put.
The prisoners in the ceUar of the Gestapo also learned of the
purpose of the "murder vans," and on being loaded into them they
offered resistance. At the time of loading the courtyard of the
Gestapo premises echoed with their shrieks and wailing. Owing to
this they were seized and dragged into the van by force. Soon after
the engine was started the shrieks of these unfortunate people gradually
subsided as they succumbed to the gases.
Yevdokia Fedorovna Gazhik, who. one day, witnessed the forcible
loading into the "murder van" of an arrested woman and her five
year-old daughter, stated as follows:
"luto this 'motor bus' the Gestapo men were forcibly dragging
a woman about thirty years of age. The woman refused to go
into tbe van, resisted, and all the time tried to reach a little girl
behind her, four or five years old, who was crying: 'Mummy,
Mummy, I want to ride with you.' Unable to subdue the arrested
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woman, one of the Gestapo men seized lbe little girl and smeared
her lips and nose with a thick black Liquid. The child instantly
fell unconscious. The Gestapo man picked her up and threw her
into the van. On seeing this, the mother uttered a wild shriek
and rushed at the Gestapo man. Arter struggling with the woman
for several seconds the Gestapo man succeeded in overpowering
her and dragged her into the van."
Not only prisoners, but people indiscriminately seized ill
U1C
streets during wholesale raids were also put to death in the "murder
vans,"
\Vhen the anti-tank trenches were dug up, among the victims
of
the fascist fiends were found bodies clutching baskets and other
receptacles with which these unfortunate people were going to
town,
to the market, and so forth. When the anti-tank trench in the region
of State Farm No. I was dug up, many corpses were found which
were afterwards identified by their relatives.
Thus, Nikolai Kuzmich Ko[omyitsev, an inhabitant of the city
of Krasuodar, identified the body of his wife, Raissa lvanovna Kolo
myitseva, whom the Gestapo had arrested on 2nd _February,
1943.
VassiJy NikoJayevich Pelrenko, a worker employed at the Krasnolit
Works, identified the bodies of his wife, Vera Zinovyevna, of his
son
Yuri, seven years of age, and of his daughter Inna, three years
of age.
Petrenko's wife and children were also arrested on 2nd February.
1943. Father lIyashev, priest of St. George's Church in the
city of
Krasnodar, personaJly identified Cyril Lugansky, Vladimir Golovaty
and other inhabitants of tbe city of Krasnodar whom he had
known.
In August, 1942, the Surgeon of the Gestapo, the German Herz,
came to the Municipal Hospital in Krasnodar and inquired how
many
patients there were in the hospital. Shortly afterwards Herz
visited
the hospjtal again, accompanied by several German army
officers'
who inspected the hospital and then drove away again.
On 22nd August, Herz presented himself to Dr. Bashlayev.
the
head doctor of the hospital, and informed him and the other
doctors
that, in conformity with Ule orders received from the German
Com
mand, the patients were to be "removed" from the hospital.
Shortly
afterwards a "murder van" arrived and patients were forcibly
bundled
into it.
On the first occasion about eighty patients were loaded
in the
van, which drove away and soon returned. ]n the course of the
next
two hours the van made four journeys and carted away
over 300
patients, all of whom were kiJled by the method described
above and
their bodies flung into the anti-tank trench near the Meas
rin8
Instruments Factory.
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The above facts were established by the depositions of witnesses
Makarov, Kanlollistov, MoklIllO, and others.
Thus, the witness Moklmo stated as foHows:
"After making several journeys, this same maCl1l11e came to
the building where the male patients lay. An order was received
from the German officer to undress all tbe men who were capable
of moving about, and to take them out to the van. Here, too,
the patients raised a din with their groaning and shrieking, but the
Germans brutally seized them and pushed them into the van.
The gravely sick patients were brought out on stretchers and the

l

Germans fiung them into the van, too."
Onc day lvan Ivauovich Kotov, an inJlabitant of the city of
Krasnodar, who had been discharged from this hospital long ago,
came for a certificate just at the time when patients were being loaded
into the van. One of the Gelman officers who was supervising the
loading caught sight of Kotov, seized him and pushed him into the
"murder van." When the doors were closed and the van started of,f
Kotov, feeling that he was being asphyxiated, torc his shi.rt off his back
and moistening it with his own urine put it to his mouth and nose.
After a while he lost consciousness. When he came to hc found
himself in an anti-tank trench among dead bodies which had been
haphazardly flung into the trench. He climbed out and returned
home.
During the preliminary investigation Kolov stated as follows:
u• • •
A German who was standing near the car rushed at
me shouting something I could not understand, seized me by the
coUar of my coal and pushed me into the van. When I got in
I found a lot of people there. How many I cannot say. There
were men and women. Th.e van was packed. The people were
standing pressed close against each other. The vau was filled
with groans, shrieks and waiJing. The people were ill a frenzy,
for they had a presentiment that the German barbarians intended
to subject them to frightful torture and death. After me another
five persons were pushed into the van, after which the doors were
slammed to and several minutes later it moved off.
in motion I felt that I was beginning to choke. I tore my shirt
from my back, moistened it with my urine and put it over my
mouth and nose. At once I felt some reUef."
After the patients at tbe Krasnodar Hospital had been exterminated�
only oue ward with twenty beds was left for new patients. As a matter
of fact thjs ward was nothjng more than a trap, for Herz, the Gestapo
surgeo;), made two visits to the hospital for the new patients who had
been placed in this ward and took them away in a umurder van."
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On 5th September, 1942, this same Herz, Surgeon of the Gestapo,
,
arraved
at the .Berezansk Medical Colony and informed the medical
superintendent, Dr. Kireyev, in the presence of Dr. Sltapollolova, that
the van would ar �ive on 7th September to take the patients away,.
also to be exterminated. Dr. Kireyev begged Herz to leave at least
the convalescents who were working in the vegetable plot. Herz
cO-?5e;nted aDd gave ordc!"s that the convalescents be put into a separate
bUlldmg. On the mOfDlDg of 7th September a "murder van" arrived
at the colony and the Germans, stripping tbe women patients naked
loaded them into it. Many of the patients tried to resist, but the
were dragged into the "murder van" by force.
10 all ,320 -patients were taken from the Berezansk Colony and put
to death ill this manner. Their bodies were tluown into an anti-tank
trench which was situated five kilometres from tbe colony.
Several days later, a group of Germans, headed by an officer of
the Gestapo named Hails Miillster, arrived at the colony and took
away everything of value as weU as all the stocks of provisions.
In October, 1942, seventeen patients arrived at the colony from
Krasnodar, and these, too, were subsequently put to death in a
"murder van." As for the convalescents who were allowed to
remain by Herz's permission, on 20th October, 1942, sixty of them
were bundled into a motor truck by order of Hans MUnster and taken
to an anti-tan� trench, where they were shot. Just before the shooting,
a woman patient named Marusya cried out in frenzy: "Our men
.
WIU come and avenge us!" MUnster beat this sick woman about the
face and head with the butt of a rifle until she was covered with blood.
Another patient named Dobuntsov tried to run away' but was kiUed
by a rifle shot.
ln September, 1942, the Germans in the same manner organized
the massacre of sick children in the Children's Hospital situated in
Tretya Rechka Kochety Farm, Ust-Labinskaya District Krasnodar
Territory. � this h ?spital, Erich Meier, an officer of the Gestapo,
and lakob EICks, an rnterpreter, took up their quarters.
On 21st September, 1942, Surgeon Herz and several other Germans
arrived at the hospital in a passenger car accompanied by a "murder
van." Forty-two sick children, dressed only in singlets and shorts
were bundled into the "murder van" and taken away and killed in th�
manner described above. The bodies of these Uttle children were
�ung it:t� � laTge pit which had beeD dug speciaUy for the purpose
10 the VIClruty o� Chernyshevka Farm by the local inhabitants by order
.
of Meter and EICks, ostensibly as an anti-aircraft gun position"
In t�e course �f the preliminary investigation of tbis case, pits
.
contammg the bodIes of the victims of the German fascist rnonster50
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were dug up at thirteen places. Of the vast number of bodies found
in these places, 623 were examined by medical experts. Of these
bodies 85 were children, 256 women and 282 men, 198 being of
advanced age.
On the basis of the thorough medical, chemical and spectroscopic
investigation which was carried out, a Committee of Experts consisting
of Dr. V. I. Prolorovsky, Ch.ief Medico·Legal Expert of the People's
Commissariat of Public Health of the U.S.S.R.; V. M. Smolyollinov,
Chief Medica-Legal Expert of the People's Commissariat of Public
Health of tbe R.S.F.S.R.; Professor M. I. Avdeyev, D. M. Sc., Chief
Medico·Legal Expert of the Red Army; Dr. P. S. Semellovsky,
Consulting Physician of the Moscow City Medico-Legal Experts'
Department; and S. M". Sokolov, court chemist, arrived at the con
clusion that the cause of death in 523 of the cases examined was
carbon monoxide poisoning, and that in 100 cases death was due to
firearm wounds inflicted, in the majority of cases, in the head.
In their report the Committee of Experts stated that the carbon
monoxide could undoubtedly have had lethal efe
f ct
from the Diesel engine penetrated the closed van.

The Commission stated:
"If the outlet for the carbon monoxide (including waste gases)
is in closed premises, the concentration of carbon monoxide in
those premises increases very rapidly and may cause death even
in the course of a few minutes (from five to ten)."
Thus, the report of the medical investigation fuUy confirmed the
data obtained during the preliminary investigation concerning the

wholesale and brutal extermination by the Gestapo of Soviet citizens
held in custody by the Krasnodar Gestapo and also of other peaceful
inhabitants, adults and children, lying as patients in the Krasnodar
Hospital, the Berezansk Medical Colony and in the Territory Children's
Hospital.
The total number of the Soviet citizens asphyxiated in "murder
vans" is 7,000.
The indictment also enumerated the established circumstances
of the wholesale arrest and torture of Soviet citizens at the head
quarters of the Krasnodar Gestapo.
In the ceUar of the Gestapo premises, the prisoners were beaten
every day. The officials of the Gestapo brutally assaulted them with
ramrods and clubs, kicked them, stuck pins into the quick of their
nails, and so forth. After these tortures the prisoners were flung
into their ceJJs in a state of unconsciousness, disfigured beyond
recognition.
Particularly ferocious in torturing the prisoners were Colonel
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Christmann, Chief o f the Krasnodar Gestapo, and Herz, the Surgeon
of the Gestapo. The witness Miroshllikova, who had been held at
the Gestapo premises for some time, stated as follows:
"While 1 was in cell I·] at the Krasnodar Gestapo I saw Vera
Brormik. lrina Yatsenko, Grunya Grigoryeva, and a number of
other Soviet girls and women return to the cell after interrogation
in a battered condition. They told me that the officers of the
Gestapo had stripped them naked and had flogged them and
kicked them. Some of them were raped while under interrogation.
When they returned to the cell the girls were covered with bruises
and weals cnlsted with dried blood. Some of them, whjlc in
this state, were thrown into solitary confinement cells, where they
were kept without water, or given salt water to drink."
According to the statements of the witness Gazhik, shrieks for
help were constantly heard from the cellar where the prisoners were
kept. Often she heard the prisoners shouting: "Give me a drop of
water, or at least a cmst of bread. The children are dying!"
Before their flight from the city of Krasnodar owing to the advance
of the Red Army the Gestapo committed another fiendish deed.
On 10th February, 1943, the premises of the Gestapo were Set
on fire by a detachment of the Sondel'kommarldo SS·lO-a led by
an ofHcer named Hallll . The rapid spread of the flames and the
explosion of mines which had been placed in the premises prevented
the saving of the prisoners from the burning building. Only one
prisoner managed to escape from the flames, but it was impossible
to ascertain who he was as he died soon after as a result of the tortures
to which he had been subjected and of the burns he had received in
the fire. This was confirmed by the statements of the witnesses
Rozhkova, Dobrova and Gazhik, and by defendant Pushkarev.
The total number of arrested Soviet citizens who died a painful
death in the fire at the premises of the Gestapo is 300. Some of the
charred bodies subsequently found in the cellar of the Gestapo premises
bore traces of fiendish torture and torment. Thus, the body of an
unidentified male of middle age was found with the hands lopped off.
In their brutal efforts to destroy as many Soviet citizens as possible,
�
the German fascist gangsters did not hesitate to resort to the vilest
tricks. One day, for example, the inhabitants of the city were
informed that tripe would be on sale in the New Market. The
inhabitants believed this announcement and gathered in the market.
Instead of stalls selling tripe, they found a covered motor truck filled
with police and German soldiers guarding an unidentified sailor of
the Red Navy. In the presence of the crowd this sailor was hanged
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on a post. As the noose was being put round his neck the sailor cried
out to the weeping crowd:
"Don't weep! These butchers of the people will answer for
this with thousands of their lives. Our men will be bere soon
and will avenge all this!"
On another occasion tile German Command announced to the
inhabitants of the city that several thousand Red Army prisoners of
war would be led through the city and that the inhabitants would be
permitted to give them food. A large number of the inhabitants of
Krasnodar came into the streets expecting to meet the prisoners and
brought small parcels of food with them. But instead of Soviet
prisoners of war they found motor trucks filled with German wounded
soldiers and, as the trucks drew near, a German cinema operator
photographed the scene to produce a picture which the German
provocateurs intended to use to illustrate how Soviet citizens "wel
comed" German soldiers.
Summing up the fiendish crimes established by the investigation,
the indictment stated that the entire responsibility for the atrocities
and crimes perpetrated during th.e period of lhe occupation of tJle
city of Krasnodar and the Krasnodar Territory, responsibility for the
torture and torment, for the wholesale shooting and fiendish exter
mination with the aid of asphyxiating gases in specially constructed
vehicles, for the burning and other methods of murdering abs<:,lutely
innocent Soviet citizens. including the aged. women and children,
rested upon the heads of the piratical fascist Government of Germany
and the German High Command, and, in particular, on the Corn·
mander of the 17th Army, Colonel General RuoD; and also on the
immediate executors of these fiendish deeds, viz.:
ChristmOllll-Colonei, Chief of the Krasnodar Gestapo,
Rabbe-Captain, Deputy Chief of the Gestapo,
Sa/g.-OlIicer of the Gestapo,
Sargo-Officer of the Gestapo.
Paschell-Officer of the Gestapo,
Boss-OlIicer of the Gestapo,
Willz-lnvestigator of the Gestapo,
Hahll-OlIicer of the Gestapo,
Hans Miinsler-Officer of the Gestapo.
Erich Meier-Officer of the Gestapo,
Herz-Surgeon of the Gestapo,
Schusler-Surgeon of the Gestapo,
Jakob Eicks-OlIicial of the Gestapo,
Scherterlan-Official of the Gestapo.
In addition, the following were charged with complicity in all
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these atrocities and crimes and had been' brought into the case as
defendants: V. Tisltchenko, G. Tuchkov, 1. Recltkalov, M. Lastovilla,
N. Pushkarev, G. Misan, J. Naptsok, 1. Paramollov, I. Kotomfsev,
'
V. Pavlov and I. Kladov.
All the accused pleaded guilty to the charges brought against
them. During the preliminary investigation they had given detailed
evidence of their treasonable activities and of the part they had
played in the atrocities committed by the German fascist invaders.
The reading of the -indictment was followed by a brief adjournment,
after which the Military Tribunal proceeded to examine the defendants.
The first to be examined was Tishchenko who, in answer to tbe
questions put to him, admitted that he had treasonably, and of his
own accord, joined the Gennan Police Force in the occupied region
and had been promoted to the rank of Police Inspector. Later he
was transferred to the Gestapo. where he first served as a Sergeant·
major in the Sonderkommando and then as a Gestapo investigator.
The State Prosecutor, Justice Major General Yachenio, requested
the defendant to describe the Gestapo's method of operations.
Tishchenko confessed that it was a method of savage and unbridled
tyranny and the wholesale extermination of Soviet citizens.
The State Prosecutor: "Describe this more definitely, and in
greater detail."
Tishchenko: UNo charges were levelled against persons arrested
by the Gestapo, no witnesses were called and no confrontations were
arranged. The officers who interrogated the pri�oners were always
drwik. They flogged the prisoners with ramrodS, clubs and whips,
kicked them WiUl their hobnailed boots, and tore out their hair and
their finger nails. Quistmann, Rabbe, Salge, Sargo and other
officers raped arrested women."
The State Prosecufor: "Was that a regular practice 1"
Tishclrenko: "Yes, a regular practice."
...
Proceeding with his evidence Tishchenko, while doing his utmost
to minimize the part he had played, admitted that he had personally
assaulted prisoners, and that, on reports which he had sent in, the
Soviet citizens Sarkissov and Patushinsky were shot by the Gestapo,
while others were sent to a concentration camp.
The accused was questioned about the "murder vans," i.e., the
motor vehicles specially equipped for the purpose of brutally putting
Soviet citizens to death. Tishchenko answered in great detail showing
that he was quite familiar with the whole business. These vans
were five-ton or seven-ton motor trucks, he said, with bodies built
over them. These had double walls and false windows which gave
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them the appearance of motor buses. At lhe rear of each vehicle
there was a door whkh closed hermelically. The floor consisted of
a grating under which ran the exhaust pipe from the Diesel engine by
which the vehicle was driven. The exhaust gas penetrated the interior
of the vehicle. When tbe vehicle was standing with the engine
running, death ensued within seven minutes; when it was in motion
death ensued in tcn minutes. The .,f'risoners learned that a horrible
death awaited them in these vans and, therefore, strongly resisted
when they were being forced into them and shouted for help. When
that happened the Gestapo officials grabbed their victims and bundled
them into the vans by main force. The loading of these "murder
vans" was usually supervised by Colonel Christmann, Chief of the
Gestapo, Rabbe, and other German omcers. Tishchenko stated that
one day he was present when 67 adults and 18 children were bundled
into a "murder van."
The State Prosecutor inquired about the ages of the children.
Tishchenko answered: "From one to five years." At lhis reply a
gasp of horror went up from the public in the halJ.
Both the President of the Tribunal and the State Prosecutor tried
to elicit from Tishchenko how he came to be promoted so rapidly to
Police inspector, Sergeant·major in the Sonde,.kommando and then
to Investigator of the Gestapo, but he did all he could to wriggle out
of these questions. At last, in reply to the question put to him by
the President of the Tribunal: "We must assume that the Germans
trusted you, since they promoted you so rapidly, is that not so 1"
Tishchenko answered: "Yes, they trusted me."
The accused pleaded guilty to the charge of treason to his country,
of having voluntarily deserted to the enemy, of having entered the
service of the German Police, and later of the Gestapo, of having
participated in lhe work of tracking down Soviet citizens, and of
having assaulted, tortured and exterminated them wholesale.
This concluded the proceedings or the session of 14th JulY.
MORNlNG SESSION, 15TH JULY

At lhe morning session or 15th July. the examination of the
accused was continued. In the course of the proceeding s the fiendish
crimes committed by the German fascist invaders and their accom·
pLices-the. wholesale extermination of Soviet citizens, the torture,
rapine and plunder which these Hitlerites perpetrated in the area of
the city of Krasnodar and of the Krasnodar Territory-were fuUy
brought to tight.
Of the eleven accused, ten had served lin the so--called Sonder·
B
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kommalldo SS-IO-a, the punitive unit o f the Gestapo. All had
voluntarily joined this body and had zealously fulfilled aU their
infamous duties. doing their utmost to win the approval of their
German masters. The Germans had recruited for the Sonder
kommalldo, as weU as for their Police Force, criminal elements,
embezzlers and thieves, who had been sentenced by Soviet courts
and had served various temlS <ff imprisonment (such as Rechkalov,
Kotorntsev and Tuchkov), and also former kulaks and other persons
hostile to the Soviet regime.
The morning session commenced with the continuation of tbe
examination of Tislzchellko. The latter supplemented the evidence
he had given on the previous day with additional facts about the
blood-curdling atrocities which the German invaders had committed
against peaceful Soviet citizens. He quoted numerous cases of
outrage perpetrated by Colonel Christmann, the Chief of the Gestapo,
and by Rabbe, Salge, Sorgo and other officers of the Gestapo against
Soviet women; be related how prisoners in the cellar of the GesLapo
premises who were dying of thirst were given salt water to drink,
how women were bundled into the "murder van" and their children
flung in after them as if they were logs of wood. In one case which
he had witnessed, a mother could no longer bear to see her child's
sufferings and rushed forward to help it. but was knocked down with
the butt end of a rille.
Tbe child, which was being forcibly dragged
into the "murder van," bit the hand of its tormentor. whereupon
another German crushed its skull with the butt end of his rifle.
The next to be examined was the accused Pusllkarev. He too
stated that he had voluntarily entered the service of the Gestapo and
had been soon promoted to the post of Gruppeu/iillrer (platoon
Commander). He, with olher Gestapo officials, had visited the
slanitsas (Cossack villages).
The State Prosecutor requested Pushk"arev to describe these
journeys in greater detail. The accused stated tbe following:
"We were provided with false papers and sent to the stallitsas
ostensibly as Soviet prisoners of war who had been reLeased from
camp. We were instructed to track down Soviet citizens who had
been publicly active, and also those who sympathized with the guerrillas.
During one journey we visited Anapa where I witnessed the shooting
by the Gennans of twenty peaceful inhabitants. These people were
stripped naked, pushed into a pit which had been dug for them, and
then shot point-blank with automatic rifles."
The State Prosecutor then requested the defendant to relate what
he knew about the atrocities perpetrated by the Gestapo. Pushkarev
quoted a number of cases, each more frightful than the other.
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�'One day," he said, "a family of three was brought to the estapo:
the husband, a sick man, his wife, and a ten-year-old child . The
husband was so sick that he had to be carried; nevertheless he was
stripped half-naked and Hung into the cellar. it �vas a very c�ld
day, the temperature being far below zero . AIL mght . the sentnes
.
standing over the cellar heard groans and cnes for aSSIStance. By
the morning these cries subsided. The prisoner had been frozen to
death."
III answer to a question Pushkarev stated that as Gruppelljlihrer
he often acted as Chief of the Guard of the Gestapo.
. .
The State ProseclItor: "That is to say, you guarded the Vlctuns
of the Gestapo 1"
.
Pushkarev: "Yes, I saw people brought to the Gestapo premLSes,
taken for interrogation and returning to the cells. Only rarely did
they walk back to the cells after interrogation. In most c�ses t ey
were carried or dragged back with their faces disfig�red their bodies
?
covered with bruises and bleeding weals, and their h nbs broken.
�
The cruellest of the German officials was Colonel Chnstmann,
the
Chief of the Gestapo, but on the whole there was not much to choose
between him and the other German officers."
From his further evidence it transpired that Grllppell/iihrer Push
karev was extremely "exacting" towards his subordinates. "This is
not the Soviet regime.
The Germans have trained us differently,"
he said to one of his subordinates one day. Once, in December, a
.
woman who had just been brought to the Gestapo tned to �scape
.
and would have succeeded. but Gruppell/iillrer Pushkarev, deslflng to
win the favour of the Germans, ordered the sentry to shoot . The
latter hesitated, so Pushkarev snatched the rifle from his hand and
shot the woman himself.
Pushkarev fuJly corroborated the evidence of the other accused
as
concerning the "murder vans." His evidence �n. this p oint \
�
LD loadmg
particularly valuable because he had directly partICipated.
prisoners into these frightful vehicles. In reply to questions put to

�

him Pushkarev stated:
"The loading was supervised by Christmaon, Rabbe, Dr. Herz,
.
and other German officers. First women were bundled mto the
vans, and then men . Once. when I was present, �Ieven children we� e
flung into a van; of these a number were sucklmg babes. The alr
.
was rent with weeping and wailing. Whoever resisted was beaten
until he or she was nearly dead and then simply flung into the van.
The door was then closed and the engine started."
Pushkarev stated that he was the last of the members of the
SOllderkommalldo to leave the premises of the Gestapo when the
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Germans fled from Krasnodar on the advance of the Red Army.
Here he was a participant in another fiendish crime which the German
invaders committed.
"Before the Germans left," he said, "the ceUs were crammed with
prisoners. 1 was on guard then and heard shots and shrieks in the
cellar. A number of German officers emerged from the cellar and
soon after huge Dames burst from the windows. 1 realized that these
officers had set fire to the building with these prisoners locked in.
became louder and rose to a pitch of frenzy, but gradually
The shrie
they subsided."

!G

The Stale Prosecutor: "Why were you acting as sentry on that
occasion? Was it to prevent the unfortunate victims from escaping 1"

Pushkarev.- "Yes, when the people had been burnt to death the
guard was removed."
In the course of his evidence Pushkarev revealed the vile tricks
the German invaders resorted to. Thus. they tried to palm off the
people whom the Gestapo had brutally kiUed as "victims of the Soviet
regime." One day, according to Pushkarev, the Germans circulated
a rumour to the effect that a contingent of Soviet prisoners of war
would pass through the town and that the people would be permitted
to give them food. When the people assembled in the street through
which the prisoners were expected to pass, a train of motor trucks
carrying German wounded appeared and German cinema operators
photographed the scene. The purpose of this, as Pushkarev said in
his evidence, was to produce a film showing how the inhabitants of
Krasnodar had come out to welcome the German wounded soldiers.
ln concluding his evidence Pushkarev stated that one day Winz
one of the German detectives of the Gestapo. while under the influen
of drink, had confided to him that a secret order had been received
from Colonel General Ruoff, the Commander of the German 17th
Army. to the effect that, when retreating from Krasnodar, the Germans
were not to leave a stone standing in the city. that everything was to
be put to the flames, and that as many Soviet citizens as possible were
to be slaughtered and the rest carried away with the retreating German
forces.

�

�

T e successful offensive of the Red Anny, however, prevented the
.
Hltlentes from carrying out their fiendish designs to the full.
The next to be examined was the accused Rechkalov. He admitted
that he had been an embezzler and thief and had served two sentences
of imprisonment passed upon him by Soviet courts' and that he had
voluntarily joined the Gestapo.
The State Prosecutor: "Why did you do that ?"
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Rechkalov,' "I wanted a job with as little work and as much pay
as possible."
Like the other defendants, Rechkalov admilled that he had taken
part in rounding up Soviet citizens, had stood guard over Soviet
prisoners and had zealously carried out all the orders of his German
masters. One day he formed parl of the convoy which escorted a
"murder van" to an anti·tank trench. Concerning this incident he
stated the following:
"While the people were being loaded into the van they strenuously
resisted. One woman shouted: 'What are you doing? Why. 1 have
not been interrogated once!' When all the people had been loaded
into the van and the van had started off it was followed by twelve
mounted men from the Sonderkommando, including myself.
The
van stopped at the anti-tank trench and we began to unload. All the
people were dead. From the appearance of the bodies it was evident
that they had undergone frightful suffering. One woman clasped a
tuft of hair which she had torn from her head. Among the bodies
1 saw several children."
The accused Misall was then examined.
In answer to the
questions put to him by the President and the State Prosecutor he,
mumbling rapidly, related how he had taken part in loading prisoners,
including women and children, in the "murder van." In particular,
he related that he had voluntarily olfered to shoot Constable Gubsky,
whom the Germans had suspected of being secretly in sympathy with
the Soviet regime, and that, after performing this executioners job,
he had won the con1idence of the officers of the Geslapo.
In reply to further questions Misan tried to wriggle and deny his
guilt, but Paramonov and Naptsok, Rechkalov and other accused,
on being interrogated, exposed him as an agent of the Gestapo, a
provocateur and a spy.
Evidence was then given by Kotomtsev. He admitted that he had
served in the Red Army but had voluntarily deserted to the enemy
and had accepted service in the German Police Force and later in the
Gestapo. He also admitted that he had taken part in three punitive
expeditions against Soviet citizens.
"One of these punitive expeditions," he stated in the course of
his evidence. "was commanded by Colonel Christmann, the Chief of
the Gestapo, himself. During that expedition a girl, whose identity
was not ascertained, was hanged on suspicion of being in communica
tion with the guerrillas. But that was not enough. All the inhabitants
of this village were driven from their homes. t.
"How did the German Command reward you for this 7" inquired
the State Prosecutor.
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A t first Kotorntsev pretended that he did not
understand the
question, but finally he admitted that he was officially
thanked by
the Chief ef the Gestapo.

The Slate Prosecutor : "What for ? For faithfulJy serving
the
German invaders ? For helping them to extermin
ate Soviet people 1"
"Yes," answered Kotomtsev, thus himself summing
up his criminal
and treasonable activities.
The accused Naplsok was then summoned to give
evidence. The
President asked him:
"Were you aware that the SOl1derkommalldo was
a punitive
body of the Gestapo and that its main function
was to exterminate
Soviet citizens 1"
"Yes," answered the accused.
The Presidelll : "Consequently, you deliberately betrayed
your
country and deserted to the worst enemy of your
people 1"
Naptsok (after a brief pause) : "Yes, deliberately."
The last to be examined at the morning session was
the defendant
Tuchkov, who fuBy admitted that 00 entering the
service of the
Gestapo he did his utmost to win the favour of
the German officers
and t�at he �a taken an active part in all the
telToristic and pro
vocatlonal activities of the Gestapo in the area
of the city of Krasnodar
aod the Krasnodar Territory.

?

ArrE RNOON SESSION, 15TH JULY

During the afternoon session the accused Kladov, Paramollov,
PaJllo � and Lasto villa were examined. Their evidence supplemented
.
the picture descnbed
by the previous accused. In particular, they
corroborated all that had been said about the "murder vans" which
the German fiends had invented for exterminating Soviet people.
It anspired from their evidence that at first the "murder vans" made
their appearance on definite days in the week. Later 00, however,
when the Red Army had passed to the offensive and the German
invaders realized that they would Soon be compelled to flee from
Krasnodar, they began to exterminate Soviet people wit11 feverish
hast�, and the 'murder vans" were worked to the utmost capacity,
makmg several Journeys a day. In all, according to as yet incomplete
figures, they put to death in this way as many as 7,000 people, including
hundreds of children.
All the accused pleaded guilty to the charges of having actively
.
assl�ted the Gen�lan invaders in their acts of rapine and murder
.
against the mha ltants of Krasnodar and the Krasnodar Territory.
AJI of them admitted that they had voluntarily taken service in the
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Gestapo, had carried out all the fiendish orders of the German officers,
and bad directly participated in the wholesale extermination of Soviet
citizens.
The accused Lasfovilla, who had been employed as a male nurse
at the Berezansk Medical Colony where there were hundreds of
patients, stated ill his evidence that after the Germans had brutally
put to death the majority of the patients in their "murder vans" they
rounded up the rest and carted them to an anti·tank trench in motor
trucks. He, Lastovina, was ordered to escort the trucks containing
these doomed people, and he gladly consented.
"When the patients were being loaded on the trucks," he con
tinued, "they struggled and begged to be spared, but the Germans
bundled them in. One woman patient named Marusya struggled
more than the rest, and as she was overpowered she shouted : 'Our
men will avenge all this!'-whereupon a German officer cracked her
skull and flung her into the truck. All the patients were taken to
an anti-tank trench five kilometres away and there they were pulled
out of the truck in batches of five. 1 undressed them and, after they
were shot, threw their bodies into the trench."
.
After a brief adjournment the court proceeded to examme the
witnesses. In their evidence the witnesses drew a frightful picture
of the orgy of terrorism indulged in by the Hitlerites and of the
incredible outrages and tortures to which they subjected the inhabitants
of the towns and villages they had occupied. The first to be examined
was the witness Klimova, who related what she had herself seen and
experienced when she was arrested and thrown into the cellar of the
Gestape.
"The women in my cell," she stated, "were unrecognizable when
they returned from interrogation. [ vivi ly remell�ber the story told
by a girl who came back to the cell after mterrogatlOn. The German
officers had ordered her to be stripped and tied naked to a table.
They then started a gramophone and while the music was playing
.
they beat the girl almost to death . Then they began to Interrogate
her but she refused to confess anything and so they started the
gra ophone again and beat her until the record was played out.
This went on for two hours."
The public in the hall listened with bated breath to the evidence
of the witness Golovaty, who said :
"My son, a member of the Young Communist League, 17 years
of age, was arrested and taken to the Gestapo. From that moment
I did not see him alive again. I saw him only after the Germaos had
been driven from Krasnodar, but h.e was dead. 1 found his body
frightfully mutilated in an anti·tank trench. Around him there were
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many other bodies, including those of women ::lOd little children
The bodies had been throw!' into the trench in rows, onc on top o
the other . . I was accomp� nted by anot er workman from our factory
and he discovered the fnghtfully mutilated bodies of his wife and
little child."
The witness identified the accused in the prisoners' dock and
denounc�d t cm as vile traitors to their country and active accomplices
. all the foul crimes and outrages they had committed
of the Hitlentes m
against Soviet citizens.

�

f
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MORNING SESSION, 1 6TH JULY

At the morning session on 16th July, the examination of witnesses
was continued. The Military Tribunal heard the evidence of 22 wit
nesses who had either th �mselves been in the clutches of the Gestapo,
,
had lost relatives and fnends, or had witnessed the frightful crimes
committed by the fascist invaders.
The proceedings were opened by the examination of the witness
Kolomyitsev. who stated :
uln the beginning of February my wife was arrested and r did not
see , her again until 28th February-she was dead, and lying in an
anti-tank trench, Her face was marked with livid vertical streaks,"
The Slale Prosecutor : "Were there many other bodies in the '
trench?"
Kolomyitsev : "Thousands ! What was very noticeable was the
number of little children. many of them tiny infants, also women and
aged men. Many of the bodies bore obvious traces of ferocious
beating an
torture
The majority bore no signs of injury from
:
ftr�arms; I t was eVident that they had been asphyxiated by some
pOIsonous substance."
The State Prosecutor : "What had you known about the German
atrocities previous to that 7"
Kolomyilsev : "The Germans began to exterminate Soviet citizens
o � the very fust day they occupied the city, but at the end of January
tlus assumed a wholesale character. Gallows were erected all over
tbe town ; people were also hanged on telegraph poles. I remember'
the body of one man hanging for several days. To his chest was
attached a tablet bearing tbe inscription: 'He stole firewood from
Germany.' He was hanged for taking a few twigs from tbe cemetery."
TIle next to be examined was the witness Petrellko, who stated :
"Shortly after the Germans arrived in Krasnodar J was summoned
to the Gestapo premises and there called upon to divulge the where
abouts of Soviet citizens who, to my knowledge, had been active in
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public life. I had no desire to be a traitor, an so I s�cretly left the
town to hide in a stonilso. My wife and two children dId not manage
to get away, and in revenge for my escape the Gestapo ar sted them."
.
The Stale Prosecutor : "How old were the chIldren 7
Petrellko : "The boy was seven years old and the girl th.ree."
The Stale Prosecutor : "Please continue."
Petrenko : "After Krasnodar was liberated from the German
invaders I returned and began search.ing for my wife and children.
Wherever I went, in all tbe cellars of the Gestapo, I found bodies of
people whom the Hitlerites had burnt to death. At last 1 went to
the anti-tank trench. Tbere [ found dead bodies in countless numbers,
Among them 1 found my wife and daughter. Both were stripped
naked. 1 found my son in the same trench two weeks later. As we
learned afterwards they had all been asphyxiated in a 'murder van' . ..
The State Pro ecutor : "What did you see in the cellars of the
Gestapo when you were searching for the bodies of your wife and
children 7"
Pelrellko : "1 saw the bodies of people who had been b�rnt to
death. By their pose one could see that they had suffered fnghtful
agony before tbey died, and had made desperate efforts to get out of
tI
the cellar.
Petrenko was followed in the witness stand by Agrippina Antonovna
Korolclwk, an old lady who lived near the anti-tan trench i� to �vhich
the Germans had flung their victims. In her eVidence thiS witness
stated :
"Large covered motor vans passed our house on their way to the
trench every day. They were usually escorted by mounted men
carrying spades. One day a van got stuck in the mud and, try as �hey
wou1d the Germans could not drag i t out. They drove us all mto
the h use so that we should not see what was going on, but I peeped
through the window and saw a cart ride up to the van and into this
cart the Germans began to unload dead bodies from the van. They
would fill the cart with as many bodies as it would hold, take it off
to the trench. unload, and come back for more. This they di six
or seven times until all the bodies had been carted to the trench,
The whol ale slaughter of peaceful Soviet citizens by the German
invaders was corroborated by the witness Talashchellko, who also
lived near the anti-tank trench . 1n her evidence she stated:
"Among those whom the Germans brought h�re to be s ot every
day were many women and children. 1 can still hear their heart
rending shrieks : • My God, how many of us i.nnocents are here! '
The 'murder van' also came t o t h e anti-tank trench every day. it
was backed right up to the edge of the parapet, the doors were opened
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and the bodies flung out
as i f they were logs o f woo
d. The Germans
threw a few shovelfuls of
earth over the bodies and rode
away."
The next witness was Fath
er lIyashev, the aged priest
ofSt . Georgc's
Church, who, in his evide
nce, told of numerous Russ
ian families whom
the Germans had robbed
of Uleir bread-winners, of
mothers who had
been tortured to death, and
or sans and daughters who
had been killed.
"The very next day after
the Germans fled from
KrasDodar,"
he said, "1 was invited
to visit a family which had
suffered a great
bereavement . They had
just brought hom e the body
of their only
Son whom the fascist butch
ers had killed. The day aCter
that 1 visited
the family of my friend
Lugansky, a photographer
. 1 had seen him
quite shortly before that,
and now I was invited to
perform t.he last
rites over him. 'Did the
Germans kill him l' 1 aske
d. 'Yes, Father,
the Germans, may they
be cursed!'-was the answ
er. I could not
read the prayers, for tears
streamed from my eyes and
.I thought of
the innumerable Russian peop
le who, for no reason at aU,
had been
put to death on their own
native soil by those Germ
an monsters.
My neighbour, Raissa lvan
ovna, also died at their accu
rsed hands. I
knew her family very well
indeed, a friendly, industrio
us Russian
family. The Germans asph
yxiated Raissa lvanovna
with Some
poisonous substance ; her
body bore no sign of woun
ds ; only her
face was lined with livid
streaks."
Continuing, Father Uyashev
said :
"Ma ny of my parishioners
told me that on the day befor
e they
left, the Germans put on Red
Army uniforms and went from
house to
house saying : 'What are you
waiting for, citizens 1 The
Red Army
is here already. Go and help
it.' Credulous people believ
ed them
and ran out into the streets,
some of them taking hidde
n arms with
them. But the German prov
ocateurs pounced upon them
and killed
them out of hand.
" All tbat tbe Germans have
done here-their wholesale
repressions,
round·ups, and extermina
tion of thousands of inno
cent people
utterly convinced me of what
the Germans are. I testify
here, before
the entire Russian nation, befor
e the whole world, that they
are savage
beasts, and 1 cannot find the
words with which to express
our hatred
and curses for these fiend
s!"
The witness SkrYllnikova, in
her evidence, corroborated
the story
abou t the vile trick the Germ
ans played on the inhabitants
of Krasnodar
by circulating the rumour abou
t Red Army prisoners passi
ng through
the town. She said :
"One day the Germans anno
unced that on such and such
a date
a contingent of Red Army
prisoners would pass by the
Cathedral,
and that whoever desired
to give them food would
be permitted
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to do so. Thousands of people galhered. But instead of Red Arrny
men we found motor trucks with German wounded. German photo
graphers climbed on the balconies of the houses near by, and on tele
.
graph poles' and photographed the scene in order to ma
plctures
to illustrate how the people of Krasnodar welcomed the German
army. After the motor trucks had passe t.he
ermans began to
.
disperse the crowd, prodding them With theIr TInes.
.
A deep impression 00 the court was made by the ��ldence 0f.the
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witness Kozelsky, a physician at the Krasoodar MUDlclpal Hosplta1.
He
days after lhe Germans occupied the town, the alleged
surgeon but actually the butcher of the Gestapo, Herz, came to our
hospita and inquired how many patients were the�e, and who the
were
Several days later he came again, accomparued by a group 0
,
Ger an officers. On 22nd August, the cor:idors of the hosPlt I
again echoed with the tTamp of these German Jack boots. On Her s
�
,
orders aU the doctors of the hospital were assembled lll.the hea� o�to 5
office and there Berz unhitched his revolver from IS belt, laid It on
the desk and in broken Russian asked : 'CommunIsts, Young Corn·
aguers Jews any such here l' He was informed that none
munist
of the doctors \ ere e ther Communists or Jews. He then went on
to say : 'I am a German officer. 1 have received orders to remove
all the patients from here. The German Command has
rdered
that there must be no sick persons in war time. They . must f exter
:
minated
How they are to be exterminated is no bUSiness 0 yours.
"De thIY silence reigned in the office. Everybody's face was as
pallid as chalk . Somebody asked : 'What about �he conv lescenls 1
They are almost well.' 'I shall tell you what to o wl h them, answered
Herz roughly, 'but now J must proceed to bUSlllesS
:
"r went into the courtyard ' " continued the WItness, .. and thele 1
.
'
found that while Herz had been speak 109
to us the loading of the
.
.
.
'murder vans' had already started. At first the patients did not r ah
.
what was happening; they were told that they were b�lOg trans erre
to another hospital. But later they guessed. The shneks aod groan
that then went up were truly he�\I tren d'109. When the 'mur der van
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. a ot er
was packed to its fullest capacity it went off and returned
load
In the course of several journeys the Germa.l1s mlll dere 0 er
300 atients. I must add that, after killing all the patten.ts, the erm s
ut
s
Jeft a small ward with about twenty beds for �e":,, pattents.
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turned out to be a trap in which to entice fresh vlctnlls for the augh er.
The 'murder van ' came again once or twice to take away t e un or·
e l rr ed
tunate victims who had fallen into this trap. Afterwar s
that the same thing had happened at the Children's Hosplta at re ya
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Rechka Kochety. People witness�d tJle scene there mform
.
ed me
that when the children hadWll0
bee
Ioade and the van had moved
,
piercing shrieks and the wailil�g of ch,.!dren were heard from off
the
interior orthe van Me��;s� r th� hOS�lta I staff afterwards identified
their little patienl� who
n ruta ly murde�cd by the German
fiends. When one pit wa� 0 I�ed
of cbildren were
.t.wol" bodies
�
found wearing underclothing th th'efohrty
esplta
All these facts were corroborated b�J the wstamp
.itness...A'/Okf1ill l. who
added that the patients who were u n , e tO walk were carne� d out
by the Gennans 011 stretchers alld
'
g' Int0 the van .
.
The tragic' scenes that occurrednun
at
Berezansk Medical Colony
were described by the witness M klmoo thCSle
I stated the following ''
"One day a G erman 0illlccr
to the coIony and roughly ordere
d
us to assemble all the patients incame
resisted and they had their armsthet\V��t��y��indS���fr o�at�:s,patTielots
were beaten and pushed ioto the van
. by mam. force, I heard Germley
an
soldie..r say to somebody, laugh
mgly : 'Russian patjents kaplIl with
gas!'
.
. trick
This wjtness gave details of an0tber vile
the Germans perpetrated on the inhabitants of
Krasnodar. She said. '
"0
�; ��� rU:��; �V��O���ea� that tr�pe wo�ld be on sale in
the Ne�: r ,
g
the market, . for since
mody
the Germans had been bossin the t�wthered
n
everyb
starving. The
crowd stood and waited Su �den Iy a r:t0tor truck was
drove up and from
it the Germans dragged' a man weanng a sailor
. 's unlrorm, They
put a noose round his neck and de �eparatlOn
to hang him. The
women were petrified with horro�, . o any of t?sem
to weep.
The sailor shouted : 'Don't weep. ,r men \\IJII bebegan
here Soon and
wilt avenge all this!' "
The next witness to be examined wa� /(.ololl, "hom the Germans
had seized and bundled int�
the "7� er �an". ; bu� who had saved
himself by his coolness and resourcefu
hi eVidence he stated :
.s
"On 22nd Au ust J w:��j� �h�e;:n;�d
Municipal Hos�ital, �"here
1 had been a patfent: to
t
�te. When � arnved the
courtyard the first tlting I notice
d
s
a
arge van with a dafk grey
;:
body. Before 1 had managed to �
coupl
e of step.s a German
officer seized me by the collar of my co:tand pushe
d. me mto the van.
The van was packed with peapl
e
some
of
them
qUi
others
'
t
only in their underclotl ing. The door was slammedtetonaked,
lhe van
moved off. Several minutes later I fieIt bad and bega� atondlose
sc�ousness. At one time I had taken couIs. e of anti-gas bombcon
ing
drrll and I SOon realized what
It ap��.wg-�ve werc be�g poisoned
.
with some kind of gas. 1 torewas
�ff ny 1ft,
mOIstened It with my urine
5
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and pressed it to my nose and mouth. 1 began to breathe more easily,
but 1 lost consciousness all the same. When J came to I found myself
in a pit among scores of dead bodies. I managed to climb out of the
pit somehow and crept home with great difficulty."
A frightful picture of the extermination of children by the German
invaders was drawn by the witness !lIozem tseva, a member of the
staff of the Children's Hospital. In her evidence she stated :
"On 13th September a group of German officers arrived at the
Children's Hospital. Among them were Erich Meier and Jakob
Eicks. They stayed at the hospital several days, roaming about the
wards, watching the children and the medical staff. Going 011 duty
on 23rd September, I saw a large dark grey vehicle in the courtyard,
which looked something like a furniture van, A tall German roughly
asked me how many people lived. in the neighbourhood of the hospital
and what nationality they were Tlus German proved to be Doctor
Herz, one of the most brutal of the Gcstapo butchers. He had arrived
with a number of other Germans who, on his orders, began to put the
children into the van, We were not allowed to dress the children,d
although we were told that they were being taken to StavroDol-an
that meant a long journey. The children were dressed only in singlets
and shorts. When all the children had been loaded in the van the
butchers slammed the door and the van moved off, faUowed by a motor
car in which there were several German officers, Twenty or twenty
five minutes later they returned and began drinking, . . . I shall
never forget those little children-some of them were only a year old.
They cried and shrieked, instinctively feeling that somethingourterrible
little
was going to happen to them, Volodya Zuzuyev, 011e of nursies.
boy patients, cried out : 'Good-bye Comrade Stalin, good-bye
1 am never coming back any more!' 1 shall never forget that frightful
day as long as 1 live."
Inozemtseva's evidence was fully corroborated by the witness
Popovich, who stated that the Germans put to death in their diabolical
"murder van" no less than forty-two child patients at the Tretya
Rechka Kochety Children's Hospit.1.
The witness /vko, who lives on the outskirts of Krasnodar, stated
in her evidence that she had been an. involuntary witnesstheof what had
taken place after the "mufder van" had left the gales of Children's
Hospital. She said:
the
"One day some Germans came 10 our district and compelled
said, was to
inhabitants to go out and to dig a large pit, which, they
afraid to disobey
serve as a position for an anti-aircraft gun, We werelater
grey
and so we went out and dug the pit. Several daysstore. aALarge
German
motor van stopped outside our co-operative
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jumped down from the driver's cabin and ran towards the collective
farm 0 ce. I walked up to the machine and heard what I thou ght
.
were �tl ed groans. I listened again ; they were indeed groans coming
from Lnslde the van. I heard footsteps and quickly skipped away from
the van. I saw the German coming out of the office and heard him
swearing terribly at our book-keeper, saying : 'You-so and so
Russian swine, get me a spade, 1 don't care where you get i t from !'
When they got him a spade he drove the van straight to the pit which
we had dug several days previously. About fineen minutes later a
motor car, with German officers in it, arrived at the pit.
"We then got an inkling of what was going to happen and we began
to cry. Wc were sure that these scoundrels had come here to kill
g
uerrilas, or Je,y s. Soon. a little girl came running towards us, her
fac� distorted With horror. It appeared that she had been at the pit
rakmg the fresh earth with which it had been fiUed and had discovered
a child's dark·blue singlet. Later we learned that here the Germans
ha� bur ed the child patients from the Tretya Rechka Kochety
Children s Hospital, whom they had killed with gas n
i
their 'murder
van'."
Evidence was then given by the witness Rozhkovo, who stated :

!B
�

�

!

.

"On the night before the Germans fled from Krasnodar a stranger
came to our house, or rather crawled into Our Jl0use. It turned out
that he was a Red Armyman who had been taken prisoner by the
Germans. I-Je was an Uzbek. He told us that he had escaped from
the cellar of the Gestapo premises after the Germans had set fire
to the building. We gave him something to drink and put him to
bed. but all our e(forts were in vain. Soon after he died."

The Stare Prosecutor : Describe his appearance.
RozhkollO : He was covered with wounds and burns.

His jaw

was knocked to onc side.

rhe State Proseclltor : Did he manage to tell you anything ?
ROl.hkova : The only thing he managed to tell LIS was that there
had been forty men in his cell, but he was the only one to get away.
AJI the rest were burnt to death."
The last to be examined was the witness Gazhik. who lived in the
house next to the premises of the Gestapo. She stated :
"When 1 swept the pavement outside my house 1 kept my eyes open
to see what was going on in that place. J often heard women's shrieks
and children �rying. The sounds came from the cellar of the Gestapo.
Often the pnsoners would beg in a feeble voice : 'Give us at least a
sip of water.' Sometimes, when the sentry was not lookillg. I managed
to push a cupful of water or a crust of bread tlrrough the grating and
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: "Don't drink i t
then I would hear excited children's voices saying
drop!'
little
a
e
all; leave m
'murder van.'
"Through the fence 1 saw them loading people in the
understanding what
With my own ears I heard a five�year·old girl, not
dragged into the
was going on, shout to her mother who was being
officer took a
German
A
you!'
with
ride
to
want
l
y,
van : 'Mumm
the little girl's
small tube from his pocket, squeezed it and smeared
been stunned. The
lips WiOl some stuff. The little girl seemed to have
The mother rushed
German picked her up and Uuew her into the van.
Germans rushed
Other
face.
his
bit
and
d
scratche
and
brute
at the
her into. the van.
at her, twisted her arms behind her back and bundled
to the houses.
"Before leaving Krasnodar, the Germans set fire
State Bank, the tobacco.
With our own eyes we saw them set fire to the
n in the premises
warehouse, and other buj ldings. After the explosio
I saw was a
thing
first
111e
ceUar.
the
into
of the Gestapo. 1 went
were lying charred
dead body with the arms cut ofT. All around
the names. There were
bodies and numerous petrol tins twisted by
count them. There were
not
could
1
that
there
bodies
dead
many
se
spring we were given a
dead bodies not only in the cellar. In the
the Sonderkommalldo
vegetable plot Ilear the premises where
s in the dock]-had
those fellows over there [pointing to the prisoner
the plot we fo und
digging
began
we
When
.
quarters
living
their
to death."
tortured
been
had
who
people
several bodies ef Soviet
The court then adjourned.

AFTERNOON SESSION, 1 6TH JULY

The afternoon session was devoted to hearing the evidence of the
Committee of Experts consisting of V. L Prozorovsky, Chief Medice
Legal Expert of the People's Commissariat for Public Health of the
U.S.S.R .• and Director ef the State Medical Jurisprudence Research
Institute ; V. M. Smolyaninov, Chief Medico-Legal Expert ef the
People's Commissariat for Public Health ef the R.S.F.S.R., and
Professor of Forensic Medicine at the Second Moscow Medical
lnstitute ; Dr. P. S. Semenovsky, Consu lting Physician of the Moscow
City Court Medical Experts' Departmen t, and Court Chemist S. M .
Sokolov.
The Committee's report was read by Dr. V. 1. Prozorovsky. who
stated that the exhumation and examination of the: bodies of the victims
of the German fascist invaders had established the fo llowing:
"The corpses were lying in the pits in such a way as to form a
jumbled tangle of human bodies.

Some of the bodies lay in a hori·
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zontal position with their arms and legs stretched out, some face
upwards and some face downwards. Some of the bocties were lying
in a half-bent position ; others were in a sitting position and some even
in an upright position. The arms, legs and heads of the bodies were
so interlaced that in attempting to raise individual bodies from the
pit, several were pulled out together. This proves that the bodies
were not properly buried, but thrown into the pit haphazard, and just
covered with earth.
"As a rule the bodies-of men, women and children (including
infants at the breast) were bereft of clothing and footwear. in those
cases where bodies were clothed, the clothing-underwear or top cloth
ing-was mere rags. In some of the pits bodies were found with
wooden crutches near them, and household utensils (such as market
baskets, bottles, and so rorth).
"From 1st March to 26th June, 1943, the Commillee exhull1cd and
examined in all 623 bodies.
"The medica l, chemical and spectroscopic investigations established
beyond doubt that in 523 cases the cause of death was poisoning by
carbon monoxide ; in 100 cases, death was due to wounds inflicted in
the head and chest by firearms."
At the request of the State Prosecutor the court appended to the
documents in the case the affidavit of the Krasnodar City Extra
ordinary State CQmmission. for investigating atrocities committed by
the German fascist invaders and their accomplices.
The President declared the court investigation at an end and invited
Justiciary Major General L. 1. Yachenift to deliver the speech for the
prosecution.

SPEECH FOR TI-IE PROSECUTION
The State Prosecutor said :
"11 is with feelings of profound grief for the innocent blood shed
by thousands of martyred Soviet people, with feelings of unquenchable
halred of the German invaders for their brutalities and violencc, and
the sorrow and suffering they have caused our people, that I commence
my speech for the prosecution.
"Comrades judges, during the few days that this trial has proceeded
we have followed the tracks of a wild beast. Before us yawned the
dark depths of anti·tank trenches which the German fascist fiends
converted into gigantic graves for over seven thousand peaceful Soviet
citizens, women, children and the aged. The groans and death rattle
of our brothers, sisters and children who were tortured, asphyxiated,
or shot still ring ill our ears.
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Dr.
Semenovsky, a member of the Committee of Experts
exammmg the body of a child which had been brutall
murdered by the German fascist invaders.
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"For six months these swarms of brown locusts devoured and
devastated the bounteous Krasnodar Territory. Reeling back under
the blows of our Red Army, they len a trail of blood and tears, heaps
of corpses, fire, and an abyss of hopeless misery.
"The Krasnodar Territory does not stand alone in this respect.
Wherever the foot of the fascist beast has trod the gloom of night
prevails. Life has died out. Hundreds and thousands of innocent
�
people have been thrown into yawning graves.
"Such is the nature of fascism ; such is its savage programme in
action.
"Hitler, that vile chief of the fascist gangsters, boasted of these
bloodthirsty plans with diabolic candour even before the war; and
it is by his direct orders that his henchmen kill, strangle, rob and hang.
"For years Hitler and his clique imbued the German people with
the ethics of the jungle and eradicated from their hearts and minds
every trace of conscience and honour.
"Characterizing the Hitlerites in the speech he delivered on
6th November, 1941, Comrade Stalin quoted the following passages
from statements made by Hitler and Goring : 'Kill everyone who is
opposed to us.' 'Kill, kill! It is not you that will be held responsible,
but I! Therefore, kill !' This is what Goring said. And Hitler said :
'1 emancipate man from the humiliating chimera which is called
conscience. Conscience, like .education, mutilates man. M:y advan·
tage is that I am not deterred by any considerations theoretical or
moral.'
"This war wiU end with our victory ; the buildings wrecked in
Krasnodar and other cities will be restored. Our gardens and orchards
will flourish again, and will ring again with the laughter of our children.
The wounds which the fascist hordes have intlicted on our land will
heal. But the memory of the dark pits and anti-tank trenches in which
they buried thousands of their human victims, of the charred walls
of the Gestapo premises in the cellar of which three hundred Soviet
patriots met their death in Dames, and of those thousands who were
aspliyxiated, shot, tortured, and outraged will for ever haunt us like
a frightful shadow and caU for implacable vengeance and retribution.
"The enemy is still trampling upon our soil; he is still perpetrating
his deeds of violence against our Soviet people in the occupied regions.
At this very moment, while 1 am speaking, somewhere in the districts
occupied by these German fascist barbarians the engines of 'murder
vans' are droning as they convey new victims to the graves which have
been dug for them.
"The entire responsibility for the atrocities and crimes committed
during the German occupation of the city of Krasnodar and the
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Krasnodar Territory, responsibility for the torture and outrage, for
the wholesale shooting, burning and fiendish extermination with poison
gases, for the burning aod hanging of innocent Soviet people-the
aged, women and chjJdrcn-rests upon the chiefs of the predatory
fascist government of Germany and on the German High Command.
"ResponsibilHy for these frightful crimes rests upon Colonel
General Ruoff, Commander of the Gennan 17th Army. Full respons
ibility for them rests upon the Butcher of Krasnodar, Colonel Christ
mallll, Chief of the Gestapo, and upon his henchmen, the officers of
the Gestapo, Captain Rabbe, Sa/ge, Paschell, Sargo, Winz, Halm,
Miinsfer, Eric" Meier, the so-caUed surgeon Herz, and members of
the staff of the Gestapo, Jakob Eicks and Sellerferlall."
Proceeding to deal with the circumstances of the case, the State
Prosecu tor emphasized the vile and treasonable activities of the
traitors Tishchellko, Rechkolov, NOpfsok, Mistln and the· other
defendants in this case. He reminded the court of the frightful details
it had heard of the torture and wholesale slaughter of innocent people
practised by the Gestapo in Krasnodar, in which the traitors, now in
the prisoners' dock, had taken a n active part. He dealt particularly
with the exceptionally brutal torture inflicted upon his victims by
Colonel Cllrislmatm, the Chiefofthe Gestapo. Everybody in the Gestapo
knew that if a prisoner was taken to be interrogated by the chief, he
or she would not come back alive.
The State Prosecutor also pointed to the fact that the Gestapo in
Krasnodar, and the so-called Sonderkol11molldo, made regular
visits to the slollilsas and farms in the Krasnodar Territory for the
purpose of exterminating Soviet citizens. These punitive expeditions
cost our Russian people a great deal of blood. Sixteen Soviet patriots
hanged in the sfonilso of Krimskaya ; an innocent girl hanged at the
Kurllndllpe Farm, wholesale assault, arrest and shooting in the
district of Temny Gastagai, wholesale robbery of the population
these are only a few of the milestones on the road of blood traversed
by the Gestapo in the Krasnodar Territory. In these punitive expedi
lions the defendants PI/shkarev, Rechka/ov, Kotomlsev. Naplsok and
Pavlov had taken an active part.
The State Prosecutor reminded the court of the details it had heard
of the torture and outrage to which the Gestapo had subjected its
victims even before the doors of the " murder v3n" wereopened for them.
Fresh captives poured into the cellars of the Gestapo in an endless
stream. Here languished people of 70, young girls. and little children
captured together with their mothers. The fiends of tJle Gestapo
massacred the Soviet population wholesale with savage ferocity and
typical German thoroughness. These wild beasts who claim to be
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the bearers of technical progress invented special machines-the
"murder vans"-for the purpose ofpuuing people t� death wholesale.
They invented a conveyor system of death. Accordmg to .!I1complete
figures based on the evidence of witnesses, no less than 6,930 �eople
were hauled out of the cellars of the Gestapo and put to death 111 the
"murder vans."
.
.
.
The State Prosecutor then dea.it with the extermmatlon of SOVIet
people from the hospitals and medical institutions in the Krasnodar
Territory, which the fascist fiends had converte .I to man-trap
:
He recounted the circumstances of the slaughte� U 1 murd� r vans
.
of over 300 patients from the Krasnodar Municipal HospItal, 320
patients from the Bere7.ansk Medical Colony-and of another 1 7
from this colony who were killed subsequently-and o f the 6 0 con
valescents who were taken to an anti-tank trench and there shot by
the German fascist butchers.
.
He then proceeded to deal with the massacre of he fo rty·two Sick
.
children lying at the Krasnodar Children's Hospital 111 Tretya Rechka
Kochety Farm.
"Here, being restored to life and healt and surrounded by he
.
care and solicitude of the Soviet authontles were forty-two Sick
chiJdren," he said. "But the 'murder van' found its way even here,
.
On 2 1 st September, the German officer Herz arrived. Several da�s
previous to that Erich Meier and Jacob Eicks had taken up their
quarters there. These Gestapo officers, with their own hands, loaded
all the children into the 'murder van' and too them away from the
hospital. A few days before that Meie� and Icks ha compelJed the
.
people Uving in the neighbourhood to dIg a Ptt, ostenSIbly for an antl
.
aircraft gun and when these preparations were completed these baby
kiUers set o work to murder these children in cold blo? d! The
.
loading of the children into the van was accompamed by tragIc scenes.
.
These half-naked children struggled, prayed for aSSistance and pro·
tection ; their little hands clutched at the nurses and doctors. Some
of them were unconscious with fright.
.
"When the fascist fiends were driven out of Krasnodar Terntory,
representatives of the public dug up the places where these unfor
tunate children had been buried, and their gaze encounte:ed a shapel�ss
mass of little dead bodies mixed up with shorts and sl� glets beanng
the stamp of the Children's Hospital . Some of these articles of underclothing have figured in the case as exhibits."
.
The State Prosecutor reminded the court that the Co�ttee of
Experts which had exhumed and examined 623 of he bodies found
in these pits and anti-fank trenches in Krasnodar, 10 the Berezaosk
Colony. and nenr Tretya Rechka Kochety Farm. had established that:
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in 523 cases death was due to poisoning by carbon monoxide, and in
100 cases it was due to mortal wounds inflicted by fuearms.
The State Prosecutor then referred to the tricks the German fascist
butchers had resorted to in order to discover Soviet citizens who had
been active in public life and to put them to death.
"They resorted to a tTick of this kind just before they left Kras
nodar," he said. "One of their rearguard units, consisting of men who
spoke Russian, put on Red Army uniforms and went from house to
house calling upon the young people to arm and go in pursuit of the
retreating enemy. Some of the more credulous of the young Kras
nodar patriots allowed themselves to be deceived and paid for this
with their lives. Cases of this kind could be quoted withoUl end, but
this would be supernuous as the brutal features of the bloodthirsty
fascist monsters stand out clearly enough as it is.
"The German barbarians marked the last days of their presence
ill Krasnodar by a crime of the most heinous kind. At dawn, on
10th February, the sky was aglow with the flames of the burning
premises of the Gestapo in which the Germans had placed numerous
tins of petrol and incendiary bombs and deliberately set fire to them.
While the building was burning a strong cordon of police kept guard
to prevent the unfortunate prisoners in the basement from escaping.
Over 300 perished in the flames. Only one Red Armyman, his body
scorched and mutilated, managed to escape from this inferno, and
before dying he told the witnesses Gazhik, Dubrova and Rozhkova
about the last horrible moments suffered by the prisoners of the
Krasnodar Gestapo.
"A monstrous tidal wave of blood swept through the towns and
villages of Krasnodar Territory, driving tens of thousands of human
beings into their graves ; but it did not for a moment break the spirit
of the Soviet people or shake their confidence in ultimate victory.
When death was already Jeering in the face of the sailor of the Red
Navy in the market place of Krasnodar, with the noose over his neck.
he kicked aside the traitor standing near him and shouted to the weep
ing women : 'Don't weep. These butchers will answer for this with
thousands of their lives. OUI men will be here soon and avenge us!'
And at the Berezansk Medical Colony, Marusya, battered and bleeding,
hurled in the face of her executioners as she was about to die : 'Our
men will come and avenge us!'
"The years will pass. In the finest square in regenerated Krasnodar
a monument will rear its head in proud memory of that heroic sailor,
and of all those nameless patriots who gave their lives for their Soviet
Motherland aud for their great people.
"But now let us bow our heads before the ashes of our martyred
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brothers and mothers, children and sisters, and vow to exact implacable
retribution for their sufierings, for their blood, for their terrible fate.
"Let us vow to carry out Comrade Stalin's behest :

" '. . . to liberate from the yoke of the German invaders the
people of our villages and towns who were free and lived l�ke
human beings before the war, but are now oppressed and suffermg

from rapine, ruination and famine . . . to liberate OU! women
from the outrage and violence to which they are subjected by

the German fascist monsters. . . . . <To take ruthless vengeance
on the German invaders for the blood and tears of our wives and
children, our mothers and fathers, our brothers and sisters.'

"The ruthless vengeance which our teacher and leader calls for
will come ' i t will inevitably strike the fascist savages who devastated
K.rasnoda Territory, the murderers of thousands of its peaceFul
inhabitants. It will strike their vile accomplices who are now standmg
before the present Military Tribuna!!"
The State Prosecutor then proceeded to weigh the individual guilt
of each of the defendants, and after analysing the evidence demanded
that sentence of death be passed on Pushkarel'. MisQII, Naptsok.
Kotomtsev, Kladov, Rechkalov, Tis"chellko and Lostollilla for c�ru
.
milling crimes covered by Arts. 58-1 a and 58-1 b of the Crtnuoal
Code of the R.S.F.S.R.
As regards Paramollov. Tuchkov and Pavloll, the State Prosecut�r
waived the demand for capital punishment on the grounds that theLr
crimes had been less heinous than those of the other defendants.

;

111 conclusion the State Prosecutor said:

'�To-day Soviet law will mete out justice to the traitors, fascist
hirelings and boot·lickers now in the prisoners' �ock. :ro-morrow
the court of history, the court of the freedom-Iovmg natl?"S of the

world will pronounce its inexorable verdict on the bloodthLrsty rulers
of Hi lerite Germany and all its associates, on the enemies of mankind
who have plunged the world into the welter of the present war. Not
one of them will escape stern retribution! Blood for blood, death for
death!"

t

•

•

•

•

•

On the conclusion of the speech for the prosecution. the President
called upon the Advocate S. K. Kaznacheyev, whom t�le court had
appointed to defend Tishchenko, Paramonov and LastovLDa.
,
"First of all," said counsel in opening his speech, "l would like to
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express my regret that the chief organizers and inspirers o f these
fiendish crimes are not in the prisoners' dock to·day. The principal
defendants in Ihis case are Hitler and his criminal gang of generals
and officers of the German army, in whose hands the persons now in
the prisoners' dock were only tools, executing their fiendish instructions
and orders. Mankind was aware of the savage nature of fascism
even before the war, but i t saw this in all its repulsiveness and horror
during the war."
Counsel went on to admit tilat his clients Tishchenko. Paramonov
and Lastovina had committed heinous crimes, but he appealed to t1le
court, when deciding their fate, to take into account their frank con
fession of guilt, and the fact that they were merely tools, executing the
criminal will of tbe German fascist butchers.
Advocate V. 1. YakuDenko, whom the court had appointed to
defend Pushkarev, Tuchkov, Kotomtsev and KJadov, rose to speak
in defence of his clients. He appealed to the court to spare the life
of the accused Tuchkov. On behalf of Pushkarev, he appealed to
the court to take into account the fact that when Krasnodar was
liberated from the German fascist invaders he voluntarily gave himself
up to the Soviet authorities and made a full aDd frank confession of
the crimes he had committed.
Counsel made a similar appeal on behalf of the accused Kotomtsev
and Kladov. Ln conclusion he said :
"The main burden of responsibility for these crimes rests upon those
who, like their accomplices, will not escape the hand of justice. Not
the Gruppell/iihrers of the type of my client Pushkarev, but the
Fiihrer who is the chief organizer of these innumerable crimes and
massacres-Adolf Hiller and his gang-must be put in the prisoners'
dock to face their stern but just judges."
The court then adjourned until next moming.

MORNING SESSION, J 7T H JULY

The proceedings at the morning session of 1 7th July were opened
by the speech of the Advocate A. 1. Nazarevsky, whom the court
had appointed to defend Pavlov, Rechkalov and Misan.
Referring to Ule horrors of the six mon ths' occupation of Krasnodar
and the Krasllodar Territory by the German fascist iuvaders, counsel
appealed to the court to bear in mind that the chief culprits in all these
fiendish crimes and atrocities should bear the main responsibility
for all that they have committed . Continuing, he said :
"The fate of the accused Pavlov is a glaring illustration of the
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Major N. N. Kostrov, mem
ber of the Military ' Trib
unal of the same
front, and a Secretary, Justi
ciary Major L. A. Gore v
; and assisted by
the Stale Prosecutor, Arm
y ProcUrator, Justiciary
Major General L. I.
Yachenill " and by Advocat
es S. K. Kamacheyev, V. 1.
Yakullenko
and A. M. Nazarevsky,
appointed by the court
to act as counsel for
the defence ; sitting in the
city of Krasnodar in open
session, examined
the case of the atrocitie
s committed by the Germ
an fascist invaders
and their accomplices in
the area of the city of
Krasnodar aud of
Krh.snodar Territory. in
which the following were
indicted :
L Tishchenko, Vassily Petr
ovich, born 1914 at Bich
evaya Batka
Farm, Pavlovsk District,
Krasnodar Territory.
:- 2. Rechkalov, Ivan Anis
imovich, born 1911 in
the viUage o f
pjchevka, Urgamysh Dist
rict, Chelyabinsk Region,
who has two
previous convictions agai
nst him for larceny and
was sentenced on
each occasion to five year
s' deprivation of liberty,
which sentences
he served.
3. Lastovina, Mikhail
Pavlovich, born 1883
in the stallitsa of
Novo-Titarevskaya, Kras
nodar District, Krasnoda
r Territory, a kulak.
4. Tuchkov, Grigory Petr
ovich, born f9d9 in the stml
itsa of Novo
Dimitrievskaya, Soviet Dist
rict, Krasnodar Territory
.
All four, for committing
crimes covered by AIt.
58.1 a of the
Criminal Code of the R,S.F.S.R.
5. Pushkarev, Nikolai
Semenovich, born 1915
in the city of
Dniepropetrovsk.
.6. Misan, Grigory Nikitovi
ch, born 1916 in the stal1
itsa of Suzdal_
skaya, Goryache-Kluche
vsky District, Krasnodar
Territory.
7. Naptsok, Yunus Mitsukh
ovich, born )914 in the
aul [village]
bf l..ekushkai, Takhtamukay
District, Krasnodar Terr
itory.
8. Kotomtsev, 1van Fedorov
ich, born 1918 in the villa
ge ofPolonets,
Zuevsky District, Kirov
Region, convicted in 1937
for hooliganism
and sentenced to two year
s' deprivation of liberty,
which sentence
he served.

9, Pavlov, Vassily Stepanov
ich, born 1914 in the city
of Tashkenl.
10. Paramonov, Ivau
Ivanovich, born 1923 in
the city of Rostov
on-Don.
1 1. Kladov, Ignaty Fedorov
ich, born 1911 in the villa
ge ofSizikovo,
Nevyansk District, Sverdlov
Region.
All seven, for committing
crimes covered by Art.
58- 1 b of the
Criminal Code of the R.S.
F.S.R.
The materials of the prel
iminary and court inve
stigation of the
Military Tribunal of
the North-Caucasian
Front

[ollowing :

established the

On 9th August, 1942, the
German fascist troops temp
orarily cap-
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Police Force. 111 September, 1 942, he was, by way o f encouragement,
promoted, ftrst to the rank of Sergeant-major in the punitive body
of the Gestapo known as the Sonderkommal1do SS- IO-a' and then
to t le post of investigator of tbe Gestapo, while at the same time
servll1g as a secret agent of the latter.

�

Holding the aforementioned posts in the service of the German
.
mvaders, Tishchcnko, together with Boss and other officers of the
Gestapo, often made excursions to round up guerrillas Communists
a � d a thee Soviet citizens who were active in public l e. Under th
,
dll'ectl ?11 of the Gestapo officers Sargo and Salge, he acted as investi
gator 111 the case� of these citizens and flogged them in the process,
and was responsible for the asphyxiation of several Soviet citizens
in his custody by means of carbon monoxide in specia lly equipped
vehicles known as "murder vans."

�

i

2. Pushkarev, in August, 1942, voluntarily joined the Hitler Police
was shortly afterwards promoted to the rank of Gruppell
/uhrer, I.e., Platoon Commander, in the aforementioned SOllder

��rce a �ld

kom111olldo.

Pushkarev, jointly with the Hitlerite officers Stein Herz Hahn
and others, and under the command of Colonel Chri tl1lan
Chief
of the Gestapo, repeatedly visited the stallitsas of Gladkovska a and
Krasny �ebebs. the town of Anapa and other places, for provocative
and punitive purposes, and there participated in the search for arrest
and shoo! ing of guenillas and other Soviet citizens active in pu lic life.
cIlI� f of the guard of the Gestapo, Pushkarcv stood guard over
.
Soviet CitIZens,
took part in torturing and assaulting them, and was
pre ent whe� they were loaded in the "murder vans" in which the
GCI man fascls � butchers put people to death by poisoning them with
carbon monoxlde.
]11 the ginning of February, 1943, before the Germans were driven
flOm
the cHy of Krasnodar, he helped the Gcstapo officials to set fire
.
t ? and blow up the premises of the Gestapo where arrested
Soviet
.
CItizens
,
were conOned, as a result of which the latter perished
3, Rechkalov, in August, 1942, having been released
fore the
xPlTat on of his term from the prison where he was undergoin
g sen
ellce or larceny and evading service in the Red Army
' deserted t o
the German fascist invaders and voluntari
.
ly J'oined the German P0I.Ice
'
.
Fo 'ce, ill
WhIC
' 1
l , as a reward for zealous service, he was soon transferred
t o Ile Sollderkommalldo SS· I 0·0 of the Gestapo, where
le
I reguIarIy
served as a sen try, gllard'IIlg arrested Soviet citizens,
and saw the way
t hey were tortured.

�

;

�

�

b

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

4. Misan repeatedly helped to load arrested Soviet citizens
in
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Gestapo officials put them to death
the "murder vans" in which the
.
by means of carbon monoxide.
n Gubsky, who was carrymg on
Misan volunteered to shoot citize
the
ng
winni
y
shot Gubsky, thereb
anti.fascist activities. Misan
ards appointed a
afterw
was
and
ers,
invad
an
confidence of the Germ
secret agent of the Gestapo.
voluntarily joined the German
5. Kotomtsev, in September, 1942,
' camp, and in November, 1942,
ers
prison
war
the
at
Police Force
s of
malldo SS-I O-a, in th� ra�
voluntarily joined the Sonderkom
cllizens,
t
Sovie
ate
n
mi
exter
to
po
which he actively assisted the Gesta
itions against partisans.
.
and participated in punitive exped
III
with a punitive unit, took part
,
mtsev
Koto
1943,
In January,
c
l
t
illas at Kurundupe Farm �nd !
rounding up and arresting guerr
. ly aSSisted 10
active
he
Farm
dupe
stanitsa of Krymskaya. At Kunm
a?d
unication with th� gu�rrillas ;
hanging a girl for being in comm
.
t
Ifl hanglOg slxteen Sovie
part
took
he
skaya
Krym
of
at the stanitsa
citizens.
O·a
the Sonderkollll1lalldo S : J
6. Naptsok voluntarily joined
.
s
stood guard over the Soviet citizen
rly
regula
he
where
po,
Gesta
the
of
Gcstapo. On many occa
the
of
ons
dunge
the
in
ed
who were confin
exter
expeditions to rollnd up and
sions he went out with punitive
r, he
ye
s
i
h
t.
ary,
Jan
in
�
ns.
citize
t
�
minate guerrillas and other Sovie
.
the
ng of several Soviet citizens ill
hangi
the
in
ipated
partic
ly
active
Farm.
ndupe
Kuru
at
and
kaya,
gaevs
stallitsa of Gasto
during the temporary occupation
7. Kladov, in September, 1942,
Germans, voluntarily joined the
of the city of Krasnodar by the
o, where he stood guard
Gestap
the
of
lO·a
SSlldo
komma
SOllder
acted as secret agent in
time
same
the
at
and
over arrested people
were assisting the Red
who
s
person
searching for guerriIJas and other

�

�

Army,
in the city of
8. Lastovina, fleeing from justice as a kulak, arrived
nurse in a
male
a
as
situation
a
obtained
Krasnodar in 1932 and
fascist invaders
hospital. In December. 1942. while the German
r, he helped the
were in temporary occupation of the city of Krasnoda
citizens.
Soviet
sick
sixty
shoot
to
Gestapo
the
of
officials
of Kras
9. Tuchkov, during the temporary occupation of the city
Police
nodar by the German invaders, voluntarily joined the German
SS- I O-a, in
Force and then transferred to the SOllderkonllnando
rounding up
the ranks of which he, on three occasions, took part in
regime.
and arresting persons who were in sympathy with the Soviet
SOl1der
1 0 and 1 1 . Paramonov and Pavlov voluntarily joined the
in the ranks until
kommando SS-IO·a of the Gestapo and remained
standing guard
the fascists were driven from the city of Krasnodar,
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over th� persons arrested and confined
at the premises of the Gestapo
and lakmg parl .n the rounding up and
�
arrest of guerrillas.
Thus, the gUilt of all the aforement
ioned accused of the crime r
tr�a son tO th country is proved by
�
their own confessions and tJ e
CVI dence 0r witnesses.
]n conformity with Articles 319-3
20 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure of 111C R.�.F.S .R., and guide
d by the Ukase of the Presidium
or the Supreme Soviet or the U.S.S.R.,
or 19th April, 1943, concernin
g
traitors (0 the country, the MIlItary
Tribunal SENTENCES:
La TlS�tchenko ' Vassdy Pctrovich;
Rechkalov, Ivan Anisimovich'
.
s�ovll1a, M1kha! I Pa
.
.
,
,
tvLlsan, Gngo
ry NI � ltovlch; Naptsok, Yunus Mitsu
khoYich; Kotom�
tsev, Jvan Fedorovlch and Kladov,
Igoaty Fedorovic h-Io death b1l
.
, tollgmg.
J
Tuchkov, Grigory Petrovich; Pavlo
v, VassiJy Stepanovich and
para � no ov, lva [ anovich-bell1g
the least active of the accomplices
� .v
CODVlcte of aSslslmg the German
fascist criminals in their fiendish
tr:atment of the Soviet civilian popu
.
lation and Red Arrny pnson
ers
01 war�I0 e.:J./e and pella/ servlI. ude /or the
term o/twenty years each .
.
ThIS verdict IS
final and flot subject to appeal.
•

�

�

Signed: Justiciary Colonel N.

MAYOROY,

Presidellt.

Justiciary Colonel G.
Jusliciary Major N.

ZAKHARYANTS,

KOSTROV,

Members 0/ 'he TriblUlal.

THE TRIAL
Of the Case of the Atrocities Committed by the
German Fascist Invaders in
KHARKOV and the

KHARKOV

REGION

Proceedings ill the trial of the case of the atrocities committed by
the German fascist invaders in the town and region of Kharkov
during the period of their temporary occupation were opened in
Kharkov on 15th December, 1943, before the Military Tribunal of
the 4th Ukrainian Front, president Justiciary Major-General A. N.
Miasnikov, and with the participation of the State Prosecutor,
Justicjary Coionei N. K. Dunayev.
Those committed for trial in the present case and charged with
crimes covered by the Order of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
or the U.S.S.R. of 19th April, 1943, were:
Corporal of Auxiliary Police Reinhard Retzlaff, official of the
560th Group of German Secret Field Police; Officer of the German
Military Counter-Espionage Service Wilhelm Langheld; S.S. UlI1er
sturm/iihrer Hans Ritz, Assistant S.S. Company Commander of the
S.D. SOllderkommalldo; and their accomplice the traitor to the
motherland. Bulanov, who served as a chauffeur with the Kharkov
S.O. SOllderkommalldo.

The board of medico-Iegal experts taking part in the proceedings
was composed of: the chief medico-legal expert of the People's
Commissar for Health of the U.S.S.R., Director of the Research
Institute of Forensic Medicine V. I. Prozorovsky; Professor of
Forensic Medicine at the Second Moscow Medical Institute V. M.
Smolyaninov; senior staff member of the Institute of Forensic Med icine
Semenovsky; chief medico-Iegal expert of the 2nd Ukrainian Front,
Major of Medical Service M. P. Pritvorov; medico-Iegal expert
Major of Medical Service Gorodnichenko; and pathologist-anatomist
Major of Medical Service Yakash.
Counsel appointed by the Court for the defence were N. B.
Kommodov, C. K. Kaznacheyev and N. P. Belov.
The presiding judge interrogated the defendants and witnesses
and warned the latter of their duty to testify the truth. He then
warned the medica-legal experts that they must present their findings
45
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in conformity with their special knowledge. The interpreters of the
court were theJ � warned that their duty was to interpret all questions
and answers with absolute precision.
When the questioning of accused and witnesses was completed
the comt heard the indictment, which was read by the Secretary of
the Court, Justiciary Captain Kandibin.
The indictment gives a detailed account of the massacres and
torture to w�lich were subjected perfeclly innocent Soviet people, who
were exterrnUlated by the thousand by the German fascist monsters
in the town and region of Kharkov. The text of the indictment
follows:
THE INDICTMENT

In the case of the atrocities committed by the German
fascist
invade �s in the t wn of Kharkov and the Region
�
of Kbarkov during
the pen od of their temporary occupation.
�s the German fascist invaders are being expelled
from Soviet
terntory. ever greater crimes committed by the
troops of the German
Army are coming to Ijght. After the liberation
of the city and Region
�f Kharkov numerous facts were revealed of
the monstrous exter
mination by the Germans of peaceful Soviet citizens
" including women
old men and children.
Ull�er the directi�n of thei ! superiors, the German
fascist troops
.
asphyxmted In specmlly eqUipped gas lorriesumurder vans"
hanged, shot or tortured to death many tcns of
thousands of Sovict
peo�le; plundered the property of State, econom
ic, cultural and
public organizations; burned down and destroye
d entire towns and
thousands of inhabited places; and drove to
slavery in Germany
hundreds of thousands of the peaceful population.
these crimes and outrages are not isolated facts,
but only a
�k m the long chain of crimes which have been
and are being com
.
mitted by the German Invaders on the direct instructi
ons of the German
Government and the Supreme Command of the
German Army.
LOllg before the war, even, Hitler, the leader
of the German
fa�ists, in expounding his plans for the
enslavement of Europe,
pomt�d out the necessity for exterminating the Slav
peoples-Russians,
.
Ukrmmans, Poles, Czechs and others. Hitler's
closest associate
Goring, acting on the principles enunciated by
his master, caUed upo�
the aerma�s to murder Soviet citizens. These
cannibalistic principles
of the faSCist leaders have formed and to-day
form the basis of the
education of the German Army, which bas yielded
sanguinary results.
For the practical implementation of Hitler's plans
to exterminate

. �II
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the Slav peoples, the German Command introduced in its military
schools and coUeges a special course of lectures on the subject of the
necessity of exterminating the Soviet people. Thus, the accused in
the present case, Corporal Reinhard Retzlaff of the German Army,
who passed a course of trai.ning in the independent "Altenburg"
Battalion. stated at the preliminary examination:
"At the courses there were even arranged several lectures by
leading officials of the German Secret Field Police who directly stated
that the peoples of the Soviet Union, especially of Russian nationality,
are inferior. and the overwhelming majority of them are to be exter
minated while an insignificant minority are to be used as slaves by
German landowners. These instructions were the outcome of the
policy of the German Government with regard to the peoples of
occupied territories and it must be admitted that in practice every
member of the German Army, including myself, carried th�m out
inrallibly." (Vol. n, page 67.)
When the war against the U.S . S.R. broke out the German troops
proceeded to put these principles into effect in the temporarily occupied
districts of the U.S.S.R. lnvading the territory of our country.
encountering the resistance of the Soviet people, the German armies
and punitive organs began to practise brigandage and murder on a
large scale against perfectly innocent Soviet people.
Having been taken prisoner by the Red Army, Oberslurmban nfiihrer
Georg Heinisch, formerly assistant chief of Hess's general s taff, a
.
.
member of the National Socialist Party since 1923, and holdmg. 10
temporarily occupied Soviet territory, the post of Dist.rict Commissar

of the town of Melitopol, stated during his interrogation:
"Ln mid-August, 1943, a conference of 28 District Commissioners
of the Ukraine was held in a settlement near the town of Rovno.
The deliberations of the confcrence were directed by Reichskommissar
of the Ukraine Koch. It was evident from reports of the District
Commissars tl1;t the population was resisting compulsory mobilization
for work in Germany. in this connection Koch spoke of the necessity
for adopting severer measures against the population without restricting
themseLves to the extermination of a few thousand supernuous people.
In particular he stated that he had decided to dispatch for work in
Germany the maximum number of able-bodied inhabitants of districts
of the Northern Ukraine, and completely to exterminate the rest of
the population of these districts, because several elusive guerrilla
detachments operated in them, and repressive measures previously
carried out against the peaceful population-burning down of viUages,
mass shootings and extermination of the population of these districts
had, according to Koch, not yielded satisfactory results.
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"The extermination of the greatest numbers of citizens of Soviet
Russia can only be of benefit to Germany, as it is bound to weaken
Russia.
"These last words of Koch express the pol.icy of Hitler and his
staff, a policy which they carried out with particular brazenness
during the retreat when all inhabited places were completely destroyed
and their population compulsorily evacuated.
"Those who refused to be evacuated were shot on the spot.
"Children, old men and also women were driven off by the Germans
to die of hunger, as no one supplied them with food, and from sickness
and privation. It is clear that these measures had no other design
than the extermination of the maximum number of Soviet citizens
so that the Bolsheviks might be deprived of labour-power and
reinforcements for the army." (Vo!. 3, pp. 9-10.)
Thus the brutal extermination of Soviet people by means of
asphyxiating them in gas lorries-"murder vans"-by shootings and
beatings, violence and plunder perpetrated by German troops in the
city and Region of Kharkov, constitute the fulfilment of the monstrous
pians of the ruling clique of fascist Germany for the extermination
of the Soviet people.
Investigation has established that the atrocities, violence and
plunder in the town and Region of Kharkov were committed by
officers and men of the German Army and in particular by: S.S.
Division "Adolf Hitler,'" commanded by Obergruppen!iihrer of
S.S. Troops Dietrich; S.S. Division "Totenkopf," commanded by
Gruppen/i;hrer of S.S. Troops Simon; the German Punitive Organs:
l erkommafd
l o
the Kharkov S.D. SOfd
balllifiihrer Hanebitter; the group of German Secret Field Police in
the town of Kharkov, headed by Polizei Kommissar Karchan and his
deputy-Police Secretary Wulf; the 560th Group of Secret Field Police
attached to the staff of the 6th German AnnY-Polizei Kommissar
Mehritz; the defendants in the present case: Reinhard Retzlaff, official
of the 560th Group of the German Secret Field Police; Wilhelm
Langheld, Captain of German Military Counter-Espionage Service'
Hans Ritz, Assistant Commander of the S.S. Company S.D. SOld
l er�
kommando;
MikhaH Bulanov. chauffeur of the Kharkov S.D.
SOld
l erkonllllando.

The preUmary examination has established the system followed:
Asphyxiation with carbon monoxide in specially equipped auto
mobile "f!1UTder vans" of many thousands of Soviet people;
Brutal massacres of peaceful Soviet citizens and destruction of
towns and villages of temporarily occupied territory ;
Mass extermination of old people, women and small children;
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Shooting, burning and brutal treatment of Soviet wounded and
war prisoners.
All this constitutes a flagrant violation of the rules for the conduct
of war established by international conventions. and of all generally
accepted legal standards.

The proceedings in the case of atrocities conunitted by the German
invaders in the town of Krasnodar, which took place in July, 1943,
established the existence of specially equipped motor vans caJJed
"murder vans," in which German punilive organs asphyxiated peaceful
Soviet citizens by poisoning them with carbon monoxide.
Medico-Iegal experts who exhumed and examined bodies found
ill an antj·tank ditch near Krasnodar stated in their post-mortem
fmdings on 29th June, 1943: "The skin, skeletal muscles and mucous
membranes of lips, stomach, intestines, pericardium and peritoneum
were either a paie pink or bright cherry COiOUf, ajso noted in some
cases in sections of internal organs such as the kidneys, lungs and
heart. Spectroscopic and chemical examinations of the blood and
portions of organs removed for biopsy showed that in 523 cases out
of 623 bodies, death was caused by carbon monoxide poisoning."
As established by the investigation similar "gas lorries," which were
nicknamed "murder vans," were used by the Germans for murdering
peaceful Soviet citizens not only in Krasnodar but also in Kharkov.
These vans, as testified by the German defendants in tile present
case and also by witnesses who witnessed the crimes conUllilted by
the Germans) are large closed trucks of dark grey colour, driven by
Diesel engines.
The vans are lined inside with galvanized iron and have air-tight
folding doors at the back. The noor is equipped with a wooden
grating under which passes a pipe with apertures. This pipe is
connected to the exhaust pipe of the engine. The exhaust gases of
the Diesel engine, containing highly concentrated carbon monoxide,.
enter the body of the van, causing rapid poisoning and asphyxiation
of the people locked up in tile van.
The accused in the present case. Corporal Reinhard Retz.laff of
the German Army, and official of a group of the German Secret Field
Police in the city of Khal'kov, who directly participated in the murder
of Soviet people in gas lorries-"murder vans"-stated:
"Mass executions by hanging and shooting seemed to the Germarr
Command too troublesome and slow a way of accomplishing the.
D
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assi�l1ments set to the punitive organs and therefore onc had to tll ink
o� sImpler methods of exterminating tbe popuJation and it can be
saId t�a� these were found.
Once, early in March, 1942, as I came
.
to thcJad, my attention was drawn to a group of poljcemen, crowding
near a large dark grey truck at the very entrance to U1C jail with the
back doors flung open. Seeing among the crowd of policemen my
.
acquall
�tance the S.D. employee, Kaminsky (a German from Berlin
\\:ho pnor to the �
va r, served in an S.S. detachment) I asked him what
kmd of tru �k this was and what it was intended for. Kaminsky
stated that Jl was a ".8?S lorry" intended for killing people. Later,
1 had many opportunttles of observing the work of this van and on
�veral occasions I directly assistcd in pulling arrested persons held
In the Kharkov jail into it. On these occasions 1 fouud that the
gas Iorry fully served its purpose." (Yol. 2, pp. 68-69.)
1 , h� 1I� of gas lorries-"murder vans"-by the Germans for the
exterl1lmahon of Soviet citizens is also confirmed by the accused in
the present case-the German Unlerslurmjiiltrer Hans Ritz, Assistant
S.S. Company Commander; Captain WiUlchn Langheld of the German
Aimy, officer of Military Counler-Espionage- and lhe traitor to ihe
Motherland, Mikhail Bulanov, chauneur �f the Kharkov S.D.
SOllderkommalldo, and also by the witnesses: the German Obetslltr",.
balln/iihrer Heinisch, District Commissar of tbe town of Melitopol'
K?-r ' . Kosch, engineer ?f a comp ny of the 791h German Infantr;
�
.
DIvIsIon;
and lvan BOlko, chaufleur of the Kharkov S.D. Sonder
koml1lfllldo. The witness Oberslllrmbarllljiihrer Heinisch stated:
"1n the S.D. (Security Service) a so-calJed 'gas lorrv' was manu
fact�red. 0ll;twardly it hardly differs from an ordinary prison van,
but . lts body IS hermetically closed and exhaust gases pass from the
engme along a special pipe 10 the body. This van holds several
dozen persons. They are usually told that they are to be dispatched
�o another jail or camp. When the van starts the gases penetrate
.
inSide tI�e Iorry and the people are asphyxiated." (Vol. 3, p. 4.)
.
Testifymg
to the use of this horrible murder instrument the
German accused in tJle present case drew a monstrous picture �f the
pr�paratjons for the killings, and the violence used against Soviet
.
CitIZens when being loaded into the gas lorries-murder vans.
The same testimony was given by Corporal Retzlaff: "When it
came to putting women into the van the most horrible scenes took
place. All women without exceptioD, not to mention children sobbed
fell on t�eir k�ees and implored us to spare them, the weepU;g of th�
.
.
women l�termmgled With the cnes
of the children, who appealed to
us, the direct perpetrators of these atrocities, to spare them. But in
reply they received kicks, blows with riHe and pistol butts. On such
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occasions I and other officials or the Secret Field Police and the S.D.
bound the women and put them into the van. As regards the children
it was simpler; they were seized by their arms or often by the legs
and fiung into the lorry. These deeds brought down curses on t1le
Germans, and the courtyard was filled with heartrending shrieks and
appeals for help and mercy. 1 remember the case when a woman,
before whose eyes an S.D. officer had flung her child into the van,
pommelled the officer and dug her hands into his face, scratching it
But in most cases short shrift was made of such
till the blood came.
recalcitrant prisoners: they were shot on the spot and then flung into
the van." (Vol. 2, pp. 94-95.)
Witness Ivan Semenovich Boiko who worked as a chauffeur for
the Kharkov S.D. So"derkonlmQlJdo and who, in this capacity,
witnessed many crimes committed by the Germans, testified: "Real
izing that they had been deceived and that death awaited them. the
sick people who were being put into the van resisted; hut the Gestapo
men, with blows from rifle butts and clubs, drove them into the van
and compelled those who were not so sick to pull into the van persons
who could not move unaided. Cries for help and the sobbing of
women resounded from the van. When some 50 patients and their
attendants had been thrust into the gas van its doors were slammed
and it drove off beyond the town." (Vol. 3, p. 87.)
Witness Ulyana Podkopay, residing in Rybnaya St., Kharkov, in
which was situated the Gestapo garage where the murder vans were
kept, testified: "There were men, women and children among the
arrested and the Gestapo men drove them into the murder vans with
kicks and rifle butts. Many had bruises and blood on their faces,
their clothing was torn, women and children sobbed, but the Gestapo
men seized them and forcibly pushed them into the van. When the
van was crammed full with people and the Germans were just about
to shut it up, two Gestapo men brought out a weeping wOlTIan with
two little girls aged about eight and ten into the courtyard. One of
the children, not realizing what was happening, exclaimed: <Mamma,
come quickly or the car will leave without us.' When the woman
approached the van and heard the cries and groans inside, she wept
the more and held back, but was forcibly pushed into it. One of the
little girls now also began to cry and to scream 'Mamma! Mamma!'
Gestapo men standing near by seized the two little girls and flung
After
them into the van after their demented and terrified mother.
that the doors of the van were slammed and it drove out of the prison."
(Vo!. 3, p. t82.)
The investigation has also established that after murdering Soviet
people in the "murder vans," the German invaders conveyed their
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bodies to the outskirts of Kharkov, dumped them in empty barracks
or other half-demolished buildings, poured pelrol over them and set
them on fire.
Accused Retzlaff, Corporal of the German Army. made the follow
ing testimony on this point:
"At the end of March, 1942, I helped to load people into the
'gas van' and then was ordered by Hanebitter to accompany the van
to the place where it was to be unloaded. We drove through the city
and stopped at the barracks of the Kharkov tractor works. Then
Hanebitter, who was the head of the S.1. detachment, ordered the
men of the SOllderkommal1do who were with us to unload the bodies
and J saw with my own eyes that there were already a large number of
corpses, evidently brought there earlier. When we had finished
uuloading, Hanebitter ordered all lorries to be driven to onc side.
except one which had carried a group of men of the SOllderkom
On I-Ianebitter's instructions the men took several cans of
malJdo.
petrol from the lorry, entered the barracks, poured the petrol over
all the bodies and over some outside parts of U1e barracks and then l'et
fire to it." (Vol. 2, pp. 95-96.)
The fact that the Germans had burned the bodies of people whom
they had murdered in gas lorries-"murder vans"-in the barracks
of the Kharkov tractor plant, apart from the testimony of the accused
Retzlatf, is confirmed by the testimony of the witnesses DaniU
Alexandrovich Serikov, Porfiri losevich Rizvan, and by the findings
of tbe medica-legal experts who effected the exllUmation and
examination of the bodies discovered on the territory of the city of
Kharkov and its districts.
Having investigated the circumstances
of the burning of the bodies in the barracks of the Kharkov tractor
plant, and the remains of bodies and bones which were exhumed during
the excavation of the site of the burned-down barracks, the medico
legal experts state, in their findings, dated 15th September, 1943:
"During the examination of the sites of several burned-down
barracks of the Kharkov tractor plant a considerable number of
charred human bones and whole skulls, with no signs of physical
injury, were discovered. During the excavation, one of several slit
trenches (open) near a burned-down barrack was found to contain
charred human bones (clavicles, ribs and vertebrae) as well as whole
skulls without sign of physical injury among the ashes, earth and
garbage. In addition there were found burnt shreds of clothing,
spoons, pots, a metal fastener of a woman's handbag, etc."
Fearing to be made answerable for their monstrous crimes and for
the e"(iermination of Soviet people in specially equipped motor
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vehicles, the German fascists have recently begun to take measUJ"cs
to conceal the fact that they used this instrument of death.
Obersturlllbamifiihrer Heinisch stated at his interrogation that in
July, 1943. at a secret conference of five district Commissioners of
the Taurida region, the S.D. and Gestapo chief of the Crimea and
Taurida. Lt. General of Police von Alvensleben, stated that Hitler
was extremely annoyed about the talkativeness of persons who in
some way or another had learned about the existence of the "gas
lorries." As a resuJt of this talkativeness, von Alvensleben said, and
also as a result of the carelessness of certain S.O. and Gestapo chiefs,
documents concerning the "gas lorries" had faJlen into the hands of
Russians. In this connection, Heinisch stated at his interrogation,
von Alvensleben conveyed to them Hitler's orders on measures
necessary to put an end to such talkativeness and introduce stricter
secrecy in the use of the "gas lorries." (Vol. 3. p. 5.)

II
In their efforts to exterminate the greatest possible number of
peaceful Soviet citizens, the German invaders murdered people not
.
onJy in gas lorries-"murder vans," but also by mass shootings.
hangings and tortures.
As a result of systematic round�ups and mass arrests of peaceful
Soviet citizens, as testified by the defendants in the present casc
Retzlaff, Ritz, Langheld and the traitor to the motherland Bulanov
the jails of the Gestapo and other German punitive organizations
were packed with perfectly innocent Soviet people. During interroga
tion of each arrested person. irrespective of the existence of evidence
against him, fascist officials of the punitive organization subjected
him to inhuman torture and beatings with ramrods, rubber clubs,
whips and sticks, thus extorting "testimony." Many of the prisoners
were beaten up to such an extent that they died in the course of
interrogation. A spectacle of particular horror was the massacre of
Soviet children and adolescents by the German monsters. There
were by DO means isolated instances of Germans throwing little
children into pits and burying them alive.
In Kharkov. on Gestapo orders, many peaceful Soviet citizens
were moved from their flats in the city to specially designated barracks
on the territory of a workers' settlement of the Kharkov tractor plant.
According to the accused Bulanov, Soviet citizens on their way from
the city to the workers' settlement were repeatedly plundered and
subjected to humiliations. Having put the people in barracks, the
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�erm�ns divided them iota groups of two or three hundred people,
mcludUlg adolescents, children and old folk, and then, under the
pretext of sending them to the deep rear, drove them to a gully
four to five kilometres away from the settlement of the Kharko
tractor works, where they were shot near large pits which had been
prepared beforehand.
In December, 1941, Gestapo men shot 900 Soviet citizens who
were undergoing treatment at the Kharkov hospital. Among them
were many children and old people. They were shot four to five
kilometres from Kharkov, near the Chugayev road. Their bodies
filled two big pits dug beforehand for tlus purpose.
The a�cused Bulanov, WI.lO participated in these shootings,
was ordered to dnve a tllfcc·ton lorry to the hospital in
testified:
.
the outsklfts of Kharkov. There 1 found more lorries. As Soon as
J parked my lorry by the main entrance of one of the hospital buildings,
the Gestapo men began to take out patients clad only in their under
wear, and loaded them on the lorries. There were up to 40 persons
in each lorry. Having loaded my lorry drove these people to the

�

1

1

shooting site which was surrounded by Gestapo men.

The patients
were dragged out of the lorries and put by the edge of a ditch.
�eartrending sobs and shrieks by adults and children fIlled the air.
SIck people begged for mercy but the Gestapo men paid no attention
to this, shot all of them and threw the bodies into the ditch. As far
�s 1 t;.;1n remember, particular brutality was displayed by the Gestapo
Ulterpreter, Hans Berg, and the medical orderly, Alex. Both of them
knocked down whoever resisted, pushed them into the ditch and shot
saw how some of those who had resisted and been thrown
them.
into the ditch tried to rise; they were wounded and covered with
blood. They were again knocked down and on the orders of the
instigators of this crime-the chief of the Gestapo and the interpreter
Hans erg-they were buried while still alive. Many adolescenlS
and children were among those who were buried alive." (Vol. 2,
pp. 255-256.)
The forest park near the Sokolniki settlement on t11e outskirts of
Kharkov is densely dolled with graves containing the victims of the
Germa,?- fascist ter�or. Describing the ghastly scenes of the shooting
of SovIet people In the park the witnesses, Alexander Filipovich
Bespalov and Darya VasiJyevna Danilenko, residents of the Sokolniki
settlement, who had been involuntary eye-witnesses of the German
crimes, testified that in the course of 1942 and 1943 the German
fascists used to bring several van-loads of people doomed to death
to the forest-park almost daily. Here they subjected them to humilia
tions and torture and then shot them. Some of the prisoners assaulted
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ed down , stabbed with bayonets,
the Germ ans but they were knock
Heartrending groans of dying
kicked and beaten up with rifle butts.
Some people writhing in death
people could be heard in the forest.
ioners into the ditches in this
agony were Hung by the German execut
state.
such brutal massacre, stated:
The witness Bespalov describing one
ally saw how some 300 .girls and
"At the end of June. 19 2, 1 person
in ten or twelve lornes. The
women were brought to the forest park
side to side in their t� rror,
from
elves
thems
unhappy people threw
clothes. Many of them famted,
screamed and tore their hair and
of this. With kicks and blows
but the German fascists took no heed
to rise to their feet. Those
them
forced
they
clubs
and
butts
with rifle
ioners and thrown into
execut
the
by
ed
stripp
were
who would not rise
them tried to flee but
with
en
childr
the pit. Several girls who had
y-gun burst, some women,
were killed. [saw how, after a tomm
their hands, with heartrending
staggering and helplessly waving
ans who stood there. The
Germ
the
ds
towar
shrieks, staggered
. Demented by fear and
pistols
their
Germans rrred on them from
babies with heartrending cries
grief, mothers tightly clutching their
themselves. Gestapo men
ran around the clearing trying to save
or arm and threw them
leg
the
by
them
snatched the children from
rs ran after them towards the
alive into the ditch, and when the mothe
162-163.)
ditch they were shot." (Vol. 3, pp.
ng of Soviet people in the forest
shooti
the
of
facts
the
ng
C nfi.rmi
d:
testifie
nko
park, the witness Danile
same spot for two days .the
"At the end of January. 1943, at the
s. DW'jng those two terrible
Germans were shooting Soviet citizen
and incredible shrieks of people;
days firing was heard in the rorest
children.
and
women
the voices were of men,
had melted and the earth
"In the spring of 1943 when the snow
went with other resident.s to �over
filling the ditches had subsided,
.
place where 0l1:r SOVI�t cltlz �ns
up the ditche s. When I came to the
bodIes.
thelr
th
d
WI
packe
were
pits
both
had been shot I saw that
be seen sticking out of the thin
Naked human arms and legs could
152.)
p.
3,
(Vol.
earth."
of
layer
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The standards of international law prohibit cruel treatment of
prisoners of war. According to these international standards, war
prisoners-wounded and sick-must enjoy protection on the part of
the belligerent in whose power they find themselves. However,
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trampling down nil internatio
nal legal provisions. the Germ
an fascist
cut-throats systematically
exterminated and continue
to exterminate
wounded Soviet war priso
ners. Furthermore, the Germ
an Military
.
omma�d confi es m
war prisoners' camps, Sovie
�
t civilians who fall
mto thclI' hands ID temporari
ly occupied territory of the
Soviet Union
and regards them as war
prisoners.
Witness Sergeant-major Hein
z Jantschi of the German
.
Army.
assis
tant to an officer of the coun
ter-espionage in a war pdso
ners'
camp caUe "DuJag-231," testifi
ed: "Along with Soviet war
prisoners
here were I? the c mp Dula
g-231 also civilians who had
�
been seized
111 the occupied terntory of the
Soviet Union and were regar
ded by the
German command as war
prisoners. Among them were
old people,
.
\�O�l�en an child
ren. 1 know that not only
in our camp were there
civilian pnsoners taken
.
�n Soviet territory occupied by German
troops and offiCially deSig
nated as prisoners of war,
but also in
other German camps. Sovie
t civilians are confined to war
prisoners'
camps under the pretext of
evacuation of the population
or of recruit
ment of labour- ower for
dispatch to Germany. and
p
finally for the
purpose or the Isoiation of
undesirable elements including
children
and adolescents as potential
fighters in anti-Gem13n forma
tions."
(Vo!. 3, pp. 38-9.)
With the intention of extermina
ting Soviet prisoners of war
sick
and wounded, and civilian
population, the Germans
inst tuted
unbearable conditions for
the maintenance of sick and
wounded in
hospitals and in camps for
prisoners of war and peaceful
citizens.
They were starved, denie
d medical assistance, and
excessive over
.
crowdmg
and lack of elementary sanit
ary conditions resulted in mass
epidemics and a terrific mort
ality rate. Without any reaso
n at all,
or on the strength of fabri
cated "evidence," wounded
.
.
and war
�nso
ners alike wer burned alive
, tortured and subjected to
�
humilia
tions down to settmg dogs
on them. AJI these German
crimes are
conHr med by the testimonies
of the accused Ritz and Lang
.
held, and
the wltne
sses: the German Jantschi. Profe
ssor E. S. Katkov, Dr. G. Z.
Dzhenchvilad.ze, medical nurs
e V. A. Soko!skaya, M A.
Kozlova
.
and others, and are also conf
irmed by the protocols of the
medico
legal experts
.
Accused in the present case,
Captain Langhcld of the Germ
an
Ar�y, who dir ctly participat
ed in all these murders and
�
outrages,
estifi
ed
to the inhuman torture of Sovie
�
t war prisoners and civilians
111 German camps.
Langheld said: "The atroc
ities committed by
German officers and men on
Russian people by means of
extermina
tions, starvation. beating up
of exhausted persons, shoo
tings, setting
dogs on people, etc., were
in accordance with the princ
iples of the

�
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German Goverumenl towards Russian people. People were shot
on my order on a number of occasions. For instance, in May to
.
June, 1942, in Dergachi near Kharkov, 1 had a g�ou� <:>f RUSSian
prisoners, about 20 persons, shot on the charge of mamtallung contact
with the local population. 1 admit that the charges were trumped
up; in fact, that those people were extermin� ted just because they w�re
Russians
Another occasion was the sbOolmg of a group of Russlan
officers t an assembly and transit point for war prisoners in the
autumn of 1941. Choosing ten officers of middle rank, J ordered
soldiers to shoot them with tommy-guns in front of all t e other war
.
prisoners. The ,bodies of the men shot were thrown l�tO a ditch,
which had been prepared beforehand. As a rule the Rus�Jans refused
to betray military secrets and that is why I
t the, ? wlth a club of
some four to five centimetres thick, after which the mterrogated men
often had to be carried out of my office. This beating of \�ar
prisoners was practised in all units of the German Army. Dunng
the distribution of the scanty rations, soldiers of the escort �sed to
set dogs on the exhausted and hungry people. The dogs Jumped

�

!l

�

into the crowd, tore to shreds the clothes and bodies of the war
prisoners, knocked them down, dragged and mau e them on the
.
ground. Some of the badly mauled prisoners and clvlha�s were
en
shot by soldiers and thrown over the fence so as to aVOid bothenng
about their treatment." (Vot. 2, pp. t 94-195.)
]0 March. 1943, the Germans shot and burned 800 wounded lT�en
and officers of the Red Army who were receiving treatment at the Fust
Army Evacuation Hospita of the 69th Army in Trinkler Street,
Kharkov.
Describing the circumstances of this crime,. the witn esses Professor
Katkov Dr. Dzhenchviladze and the medical nurse Sokolskaya,
employ d at the hospital at that time, said: "On 1 3t
��ch, 1943,
.
three automobiles with S.S. men of the <Adolf Hjtler dlvLSlon drove
liP to the hospital. They shut the door of block No. 8 and threw an
incendiary shell into the building. Tt caught fire.
hen the wounded
tried to save themselves by jumping out of the wllldows, they were
shot down by the S.S. men with automatic rifles.
e next da�, a
.
group of nine S.S. men came to the hospital and, dnvmg he medical
personnel out of the wards, shot all the remaining wounded m the other
blocks of the hospital."
The witness Maria Alexandrovna Kozlova, whose husband was
brutally kiUed during this Hitlerite carnage, testified:
"While on active service with the Red Army my h.usbal � d was
wounded and sellt for treatment to the First Army Hospital, s!tuated
at that time in the town of Kharkov. On 15th March 1 decided to
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���:: a iarce� When got, to t�e site. of the hospital, could not
i as t same hospital which my husba
I

nd was being
treated.
U ghastly sight
onted me. Everywhere wefe piles of ru'
d �l O e confr
ere
of charred a�d bruta��;
]e b�h�Iiesmon
�;rtu�ed ;�v:!� ��f�:n�� ��:�v� �aw
strous crune I was
S
bes'd
If
e
u
o
c
�
by :h� �'��. t:�:�l�: :;:� �:er:�r � e� l ��;�i�� 7:: �(�U
Ch d
�v ��.
I-Ieape
d m It were piles of corpses lllutiJated beyond recogs l1JtlO
Frantic, 1 rushed over to my husband's bed. It was empty and cove n.
red
with blood. At that
moment J saw the Ody o my husband, mutilated
and covered with blood
�
�
lying
�11
th oor tween the beds. The
head was bashed in on� eye had 00:
n �Docked out, the arms were
broken and blood �tiIJ flowed from gapm
g wounds." (Vol. 3, pp.
146-147.)
i
_
test���y ��l�Ser��n�t:��SI:�n�;setsh:n�a� Sofbthe investigation
of
the
I
le
� clico-legal e�perts-(hat during the period Of �he {el�::;:ryOISO cupa
tlon of the City of Kharkov
the_HKh::k::'v :e;�'�n, the GeCrman
fascist invaders killed in gas 1and
0rries
m d v
han8ed' s�ot
a!1� tortured
SOVlet
CltJzens. to death in Gestapo torture--chambers ove-:3o'OOO
us,
it
has
�en
estab
li�hed that the whole weight of responsibility
for ��e massacles and cnme
s committed by tI G a S
d�rs :ur�ng �heir temporary
pation of l�ha �n� ��!
:
�
, r ov eglOn, or the torture andoccu
massacre of tit r�:
efi
tlon.. for shoo,ting a�� asphyxiation with
on mo���� ;Is:��:�y
equlpped vehlc1es_ murder vans"-for carb
burn'�; an? °t� forms of
extermination of absolutely innocent Soviet
pe le cl r
O
e
e
l
aders
of
the
��� f�sc��g:���I�
� � ��� b; :�e �upreme Compreda
�:�t �f�����
mand of tbe German
Army.
0Wing con:�anders and
chie1:s ���:I�e;�� ��������nt�, e' pof0f,'Ice,a
nd pumtlve organizations took an ' ecli
'
t
s
h
�rv��ea����t;ga= in��i:::�n�:;��� a�;���/��':��c� �:��:c�
1. Obergruppell
S.S. Division. /iiitrer Dietrich, Commander 0f "Adolf Hitler"
' �'. Gruppell/iiitrer Sirnoll, Commander of "Totenkopf"
S.S.
DIVISlon.
3, Hapebitter, Olief of Khttrkov Sonderkommalldo S.D.
c
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4. Police Commissar KarchaD, chief of the group of German
Secret Field Police in Kharkov.
5. Police Commissar Mehritz, Chief of 560th Secret Field Police
attached to the H.Q. of the 6th German Army.
6. Police Secretary Wulf, Assistant Chief of group of German
Secret Field Police of the city of Kharkov.
The guilt of aLL above-mentioned persons in the criminal acts they
have committed has been fully proved by the investigation, on the
strength of which all of them are to bear criminal responsibility for
the crimes committed by them against Soviet citizens on Soviet territory
in accordance with the criminal laws of the U.S.S.R. Also guilty
together with them of all Ulese brutal crimes are the participants
in these crimes arraigned as defendants in the present case; the
officials of the military, police, intelligence and punitive organizations
ofthe German Army-Reinhard Retzlaff, Hans Ritz, WilhelmLangheld
and also their accomplicc, traitor to the motherland, Mikhail Bulanov.
The specific criminal acts committed by thc persons enumerated
are as follows ;
Reinhard Retzlaff, an official of the German Secret Field Police
in Kharkov, conducted the examination of a number of arrested Soviet
citizens. He extorted evidence from them by means of inhuman
cruelties and torture, falsified the evidence and brought false charges
against them.
He drew up a flagrantly invented report alleging that the arrested
persons had confessed to anti-German activities. He deliberately
implicated in his report 25 persons employed at the Kharkov Tractor
Works and the Kharkov City Electric Power Station, as a result of
which the persons in question were arrested and 15 of them were
subsequently shot and to done to death in "murder van." On more
than one occasion he had helped to load Soviet citizens into "murder
vans," thereby killing 40 more persons. He accompanied a "murder
van" to the place where it had to be unloaded and took a direct part
in bumjng the bodies of the asphyxiated.
Hans Ritz, assistant commander of an S.S. Company of the
Kharkov SOllderkommalldo S.D., took part in the torture and shooting
of peaceful Soviet citizens. In June, 1943, he participated in the mass
shooting of peaceful Soviet citizens in the vicinity of the village
Podvarka near Kharkov. He took part in the examination of persons
arrested by SOllderkommalldo S.D. and himself beat them up with
ramrods and rubber truncheons in order to extort from them Oagrantly
false evidence of their alleged anti-German activities.
Wilhelm Langheld, an officer of the Military Counter-Espionage,
took part in the shooting and torture of war prisoners and peaceful
a
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population. He used tortw"c and provoc
ation in the examination
?f war prisoners, extorting flagrantly false evidence from them.
He
tnven ed a nllmber of false charges against
Soviet citizens, as a result
of which 1 00 persons were shot.
Mikhail Petrovich Bulanov, a traitor to
his motherland, went over
to the Germans and entered their employ
as a chauffeur in the Kharkov
dep�rtmeDt of the Gestapo. He took
part in the extermination of
SOYlet people by means of asphyxiation
in "murder vans." He drove
peaceful Soviet citizens to the place where
they were shot. He took
part personally in the shooting of a group
of 60 children.
All the accused n
i
the presen t case, namely : R. Retzlaff
, H. Ritz,
W. Langhel and M. P. Bulanov. have
pleaded guilty to the charges
br�u� t against them and have given
detailed evidence of their criminal
actIvltles.
On the basis of the foregoing exposition
they are charged :
Re nhard Ret aff, born J 907 in the town
of BerUn, of secondary
education, an officlal of the German Secret
Field Police in the town of
.
Kharkov, sClllor corporal in the Auxil
iary Police.
Hanz Rit , born 1 9 1 9 in the town of
�
Marienwerder, Germany, a
.
erman of hi her education, member
of the National Socialist Party
�
since 1 937, assistant conunander of an
S.S. Company, Ulllersturm/iilrrer
S.S.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Wilhelm Langheld, born 1891 in
the town of Frankfurt-on
MaID, � Gennan member of tbe Nation
al Socialist Party since J 933,
! .
officer ill the MllitalY Counter-Esp
ionage of the German Army of
the rank of captain.
With having:
While n service in the German Army
�
dUIio g 1941- 1943 taken a
.
duect part In ma s and brutal exterm
ination of peaceful Soviet people
�
.
by the use of speclalIy eqUJpp
ed automobiles known as "murder
vans "
and � Iso with having taken a personal
part in mass shootings, hangin s,
burOJng, plunder and outrages on Soviet
people-Le. in crimes covered
by the Order of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the U .S.S . R .
of 19th April, 1943.

�

Mikhail Petrovich Bu1anov, born 1917
at Dzhanibek Station :n
the Kazakh S.S.R., a Russian, noD-p
arty, is cbarged with betr yaI
of the motherland, having voluntarily
gone over to the Germans and
a�pted eruployment in the Germ
an punitive organization, and in
.
.
conjunctIOn Ith the Gennans with
having taken a direct part in the
� .
lass extenmn tio n of S :)Viet people
by means of asphyxiation in
�
.
murder vans, With havll1g person
ally shot peaceful Soviet citizens,
among whom were old people, wome
n and children, i.e. in crimes

�
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covered by the Order of the Supreme Soviet o r the U.S.S.R. of
19th April, 1 943.
As a result of the foregoing exposition, the persons enumerated
are committed for trial before the Court of the M ilitary Tribunal.
The indictment was read and translated into German, after which
all the accused in reply to the President of the Court pleaded guilty
to the charges.
After the translation of the indictment into German, the Court
proceeded to examine the accused. All the accllsed, Reinha� d Retzlalf,
Wilhelm Langheld, Hans Ritz and Bulanov, pleaded guilty to the
otTences wilh which they had been charged.
The accused Wilhelm Langheld, Captain of the German COllnter
Espionage, was the first to be questioned. He admitted t at
e
took a direct part in the mass shooting or Soviet people. Not 1fl vam
was he considered an "exemplary" solclier, and he received three
awards from his command. Answering the prosecutor's questions,
L.a nghe!d told how in the war prisoners' camp the Hitlerites fabricated
false accusations on the basis of which completely innocent people
were to be shot.
"My immediate superior, " stated Langheld, "a major, reproached
me because there were not enollgh executions under my command.
[ apologized and said that I had not been long in the camp and had
not yet had time to assert myself."
.
Prosecutor : Did you not try to prove 10 the major that the
prisoners of war had not committed any crimes ?
umgheld : Yes, I knew there had been no crimes, and no cases.
But I understood the major's remark as an order to create cases, to
invent them if they did not exist. 1 ordered one of the most exhausted
prisoners to be brought to me, assuming that from him it would be
easier to obtain the necessary evidence.
Prosecutor : You mean invented evidence ?
Langheld : Yes, of course, invented, provoked evidence. When
the prisoner was brought before me 1 asked whether h� knew w o was
preparing to escape from the camp and at the sa�e time promised t o
improve his food. The prisoner refused to mention any names what
soever, saying that he knew nothing of such rUD1?urs. But as 1 had
to carry out the major's orders, I ordered the pnsoner to
thrown
on the ground and beat him with sticks until he lost conSCIOusness.
Then
drew up a statement, kicked the prisoner till he sat up, and
tried to force him to sign it. He again refused.
Proseclltor : Who signed the statement after a l l ?
Langheld : The interpreter.
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Prosecutor ,' Consequently, this statement was invented ?
Langlt.ld : Yes.
Prosecutor ,' What did it say ?
La,!gheld ,' We wrote that 20 prisoners of war were alleged to be
�repanng to escape. We chose the names at random from the camp
list. On the fo llowing day the statement was handed to the major•
and he ordered all of them to be shot. This order was carried out.
ProsecllIor ,' Thus completely innocent people were shot ?
Langlt,'d : Yes.

It was apparent from the further evidence of the accused that this
.
practice
of L'lIlghe�d

and other German officers was systematic.
On that occasion
.
hiS VlctUllS were six completely innocent Ukrainian women. They
were peasant wOI' 1cn from surrounding villages, who came to the camp
!
t� look or relatives. Wanting to distinguish himself jJl the eyes of
Ius supe�lors. Langheld decided to extort evidence from these women
by allegmg t a t they had attempted to establish conununic.
atio!1s
betw�n guernUas and war prisoners in the camp. For this purpose
the SIX women were arrested, including one with a five-year-old child.
ttempts were made to extort evidence from them by similar methods.
1hey were undressed, flung on to a bench and beaten with sticks and
ro s. But no tortures could force these Soviet women to give false
eVidence. They fell unconscious, but did not say a word.

�he acc�lsed gave eVidence of a second similar case.
�

�

�

�

Pr�seclltor : How did the mother of the child behave and what did
the child do 1
Lal/gheld .' The child at first clung to its mother crying. and then
crept away to a corner and crouched there in terror.
O n the following day Langheld made a statement to the Local
.
H.Q. allegmg that they had discovered five cases of communication
between guerrillas and prisoners of war. The local H.Q. took away
five women and, as it was learned later, shot them.
'
. ProsecllIor : But there were si.'\( women. What became of the
Sixth woman ?
Langheld stated spassionately that the sixth woman died the same
.
�Jght from .the be�tU1g and that it was therefore useless for him to
mclude her m the lIst. This sixth woman was the mother of the five
.
year-old child.
Prosecutor a �ked what became of the child. Langheld
W ell .
answel ed .
Be clung to hlS dead mother, crying aloud. The lance
Corporal who car:te to take away the woman's body got tired of this
so he shot the child."
A murmur of indignation passed through the haU : "These vile

�

�
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chi1d-murderers ! They will answer for their monstrous crimes.
The examination was continued.
The Prosecutor then asked whether such cases were isolated
instances or whether they were part of the system in the German Army.
"Such things happened everywhere. It was a system." answered
Langheld.
He further testified that tlus system was approved and encouraged
by orders and instructions of the German Government and the Com
mand of the German Army.
Prosecutor : This means that it may be considered a fact that
orders for the mass exterrni_nation of completely innocent Soviet
people came from the German Government ?
Langheld answered clearly and briefly : "Yes," and gave an instance
when on his orders ten completely innocent Red Army officers were
shot in the camp so as to "forestall" an escape. "This initiative
on my part," he declared, "was fully approved of by the command."
Langheld admitted that he not only knew of the existence of the
so-called "gas lorry," a speciaUy equipped van for the asphyxiation
of Soviet people with carbon monoxide. but himseif saw this van and
saw how Soviet citizens were loaded on it.
L1ngheld's further evidence presented a terrible picture of the
terror and provocation existing in the German prisoner-or-war camps.
In these camps civilians were also kept together with the prisoners
of war, the Germans regarding them also as prisoners of war.
Prisoners of war and civilians held as prisoners of war were starved to
death, had dogs set on them, were exterrninated under every pretext
and without any pretext. Langheld instanced the following fact :
in one of the camps the prisoners lived in the open. In order to warm
themselves they lit fires at night. The camp authorities gave permission
for this, and then soldiers opened fire on the defenceless people who
were gathered round the fires. This was previously planned, cruel
provocation.
"TelJ me, Langheld," asked the Prosecutor, "how many Soviet
citizens have you personally exterminated 1"
The fascist hangman raised his eyes to the ceiling, meditated for
a moment and answered : "I cannot give the exact figure, bul l imagine
there were at least 100."
ProseclItor .- And do you know how many Soviet people had been
killed altogether by the Germans during the occupation of Kharkov
and the Kharkov region 7
Lallgheld : 1 have heard that over 30,000 people had been exter
minated. As many, if not more, had been exterminated in Kiev
and about 1 5,000 in Poltava.
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This. is how Langheld and others like him were carrying out the
. � ucttons
of the German Government on the mass extermination of
U1s
Soviet people.
The President of the Court, Justiciary Major-General Miasnikov
gave more pr�cise information on the activities of hangman Langhel d
.
on SovIet terntory. He was at Poltava, Kiev, Berdichev, and Rossosh.
President : And did you everywhere take such an active part in
the extermination of Soviet people ?
Langhcld: Yes, everywhere.
p,.e�ide" t : Do you know of instances when the German Command
called Its officers to task for atrocities against peaceful inhabitants T'
T? Langheld this question seemed incomprehensible: "Such
practlces were not only not punished but were encouraged in every
way by the German Command.
When the President asked how he had earned his three decorations
a� � whether it was because he was so zealous in exterminating Soviet
cttLzens, Langheld answered : "Yes. I tried to fulfil the orders of
my superiors."
President ,' The accused is at the disposal of the member 'of
. the
Court, Comrade Kharchcv.
KharcheJ' ,' For what reasons and when ctid you join the National
Socialist Party ?
Lallgheld : 1 joined the National Socialist Party in 1933 mainly
because L approved of its programme.
Pres;de", ,' Have the experts any questions to the accused Lang
held ?
There were no questions.
Presidem ,' Have counsel for the defence any questions to the
accused ?
Counsel for the Defellce Koml11odov ,' What was the occupation
of the accused Langheld before the war ?
Lal1gheld ,' Before the war 1 was an official of the Town Council
of Frankfurt-on-Main.
Kommodov : How long have you been on the Eastern front ?
LalJgheld : Since the beginning of the war.
Kommodov : Did yOll share the views of the National Socialist
Party before you joined the party ?
Langheld ,' No, before then 1 was not a party member.
KOll1l11odo v : Did you take part in the war of 1 9 1 4- 1 91 8 ?
LOlIglteld : Yes, l took part i n the war of 1 9 14-18.
Kommodov : How do you explain your personal participation in
the crimes to which you plead guilty ?
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Had l not done
Langlteld : 1. fulfil1ed the orders of my superiors .
so 1 would have been court-martialled.
President : Has the Defence any other question to put to the
accused '/
The Defence : No.
Summing up all the facts which had becnelicitedduringtheexamina
tion of Langheld, the President of the Court asked him whether he
considered the German Government and the Command of the German
Army fully responsible for all these crimes, and for the mass extermina
tion of Soviet citizens. Langheld answered, "Yes, I do."
The Court was then adjourned till 16th December at 10 a.llI.
The session was resllmed at 10 a.lll. on 16th December, 1 943.
The President, Justiciary Major-General Miasnikov, announced
that the Court's examination of Langitcld would be continued.
Preside"' .- Accllsed Langheld, where did you see a 'gas van' ?
The accused Langheld replied through the interpreter Kopilov :
1 saw the 'gas van' in Kharkov.
Preside::t ,' When ?
Lallgheld :

Sometime in May, 1 942, when l was on a service visit

to Kharkov.
Describe what the 'gas van' is like.
As far as 1 remember tbe 'gas van' is a vehicle dark
grey in colour, completely covere-d in, having hermetically sealed
doors a t the back.
President : How many persons can a van hold ?
Lallgheld : Approximately 60 to 70 persons.
Presidelll : Under what circumstances did you see the van io
Kharkov ?
Lallgheld : 1 was at 76, Cherniskevsky Street at the H.Q. of the
S.D. and heard a terrific noise and screaming outside.
President : What happened then ?
Ll1Ilgheld : A gas van at that moment had driven lip to the main
entrance of the building, and one could see how people were being
forcibly driven into it, while German soldiers were standing at the
doors of the van.
President : Were you present when the people were driven into the
gas van ?
Lallgheld : Yes.
I was a few paces away from the gas van and saw
it being done.
Presidelll : Tell the Court how the people were loaded into the
gas van.
Lal1gheld : Among the people being loaded into the gas van were
old men, children, old and young women. These people would not
Preside"' :
Langheld :

B
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go into the machine o f their own accord and had therefore t o be driven
into the gas van by S.S. men with kicks and blows of the butt ends of
automatic rifles.
Preside", : Why didn't the people go into the machine of their
own accord '! Did they know what kind of a machine it was ?
La"gheld .' I presume that these people guessed the sort of Tatc
that awaited them.
Presiden t .' Who conducted the loading of the machine when you
were there '1
Lallgheld .' It is dilficull for me to mention any particular name,
as the men there were all unknown to me, but at any ratc, they were
all S.S. men. Near the gas van I met an acquaintance of mine, a
captain in the German Army.
President : What was his name ?
£allghe/d .- Jt was Captain Deukow.
President .. ]0 what towns of occupied Soviet territory was the

gas van used for the extermination of Soviet citizens 1

Langheld .- I heard from Captain Beukow that the same kind of
gas vans were used in the majority of towns in occupied Soviet territory,
such as Kharkov, Poltava, Kiev.
Presiden t : Did you know that the gas van had also been used
in Smolensk, as you testified at the preliminary examination ?
Langheld : Yes, I had heard that the gas van was also being used
in Smolensk .
President : By whose order ?
LangiJeld : As the gas van was used by S.S. men it must be pre

sumed that it was done by order of the Government.
President : Tell the Court the names and functions of the assistants

with whom you worked.
Langheld ,' My assistants were Sergeant-Major Runge, the inter
preter Schu1z. Senior Corporals Ettman and Maine.
President :

Did they also take an active part in the shooting and

beating up of Russian prisoners of war and civilians ?
Lallgheld : Yes, they a l l took the same part.
President : Explain the offences of each of them in particular.
Langheld : Sergeant-Major Runge mainly fulfilled instructions in
the arrangement and carrying out of shootings. The other three
took part in beating up people during interrogation and the like.
Presidem : Tell us why, when German officers and soldiers came
to the camp, as you testified at the preliminary examination, they
tore off the caps of war prisoners and threw them into a forbidden
zone ?
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LAngheld .' The soldiers practised this .as a sport in order thereby
to show their contempt of the Russians.
Presidellt : And what happened afterwards ?
LAlIglzeld : When thc prisoners tricd to pick up their caps, the
guard frred at them. NaturaiJy there were occasions when they were
killed.
Presidelll .'
Were there other occasions when prisoners were
fired at ?
Langheld : Yes. There were other occasions and I myself witnessed
similar incidents in the camp at Poltava .
President : Who did the shooting, soldiers or officers ?
Langheld : A man particularly to distinguish himself in this was
a sergeant whose name 1 cannot for the moment remember.
President .' So it means that war prisoners were chosen as
shooting targets ?
Lallgheld .' Yes, it may be said that at the given moment they were
regarded as game to be shot at.
President : Did German officers and soldiers take the prisoners'
clothes from them ?
Langheld : Yes. All the good things they had were taken from
them.
Preside"t .' That is to say, they were robbed.
La"gheld : Yes, that is so.
President : And did you take a part in this robbery ?
Langheld : Yes, I did.
Presidelll : What was done with the things stolen from the war

prisoners ?
LAlIgheld :

As a rule, they were distributed among the men of

the company.
President .' Did the German Army also take things from civilians ?

In regard to the civilian popuJation, [ am unable to
give any details.
President .' And how did the camps dispose of the corpses of
prisoners of war ?
Langheld : Ditches had been dug beyond the confines of the
camp and the bodies of the prisoners killed were thrown into them.
President : Approximately how many prisoners of war perished
in the camps 1
LAngheld .' The highest figure is approximately 60 dead prisoners
per day.
!..angheld :

President : Apparently they were not camps for prisoners of war,
but camps of death.
Langheld : Yes, that is so.
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President .'
Does the military prosecutor wish to put any
supplementary questions ?
Military Prosecutor : No.
President .' Does the defence wish to ask any questions ?
De/ence .' No.
Presiden! : You may sit down, accused Langheld.
After the examination of Langheld, the Court proceeded to examine
the accused Ritz, who was first questioned by the Prosecutor.
Prosecutor : Accused Rilz, tell us what rank you held in the
German Army.
111e accused Rilz answered through the interpreter, StesIlOV, that
he held the rank of S.S. Umerslllnnballnfiihrer. which corresponds to
the rank of Lieutenant.
Prosecutor : You served in the S.S. troops ?
Rilz .' Yes, 1 served in the S.S. troops.
Prosecutor : What functions were fuLfIJled by the S.S. troops 1
Rill. : The S.S. troops are used like ordinary army units, but
certain demands arc made on members of the S.S.-Aryan originj
a particular height, devotion to National Socialism, etc.
Prosecutor : What were the fUllctions of the detachment under
your command ?
Rill. : 1 commanded an S.S. Company which was a punitive
company and was attached to the S.S. Sonderkommalldo in Taganrog.
Prosecutor : What was the actual work of this Company ?
Rill. : The S.S. Company acted on orders of the Taganrog S.S.
SOllderkommolldo and carried out punitive actions, for example,
shooting, forcible evacuation of villages, the transportation and
guarding of arrested persons.
Answering further questions put by the Prosecutor, Ritz gave
more precise information on the activities of the S.S. Company of
which he was assistant commander. It appeared that they consisted
mainJy in exterminating the peaceful population by means of
inventing aU sorts of false charges. Ritz admitted that on his
personal orders alone about 300 people were killed in this manner in
the Tagamog district.
Prosecutor : Do you know anytiling about othel districts 1
Rill. : I know facts about the extermination of peaceful citizens
in Kharkov. I heard about this when I passed through Kharkov
and later when 1 was attached to the Sonderkommondo of the town
of Kharkov.
Prosecutor : Tell us in detail about Hus.
Rill. : On 31st May, 1 943, ] arrived in Kharkov and reported to
the Chief of the Kharkov SOl1derkommOlldo, Hanebitter, whom I used
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to know in Germany. lhere J also met the officers of the SOlider·
kommolldo .. AssisLant·Chief of the SOlJderkommalldo Lrchner, officers
Fast, Peters, Dr. Kappe and Lt. Jacobi. I can tell of certain incidents
which 1 happened to see in Kharkov. Most of all 1 came in contact
with Lt. Jacobi, who told me they had much work to do in connection
with arrested persons detained in the Kharkov prison, but that,
thank God, they had a special method of clearing the prisons of
arrested persons. When L asked him what this special method was,
Jakobi told me that this was the 'gas van.' Hearing the expression
'gas van' 1 remembered that 1 had heard about this vehicle in
Germany. I remembered the vehicle from my slay in Warsaw, when
J witnessed the evacuation in it of the unreliable sections of the Warsaw
population. From conversations with the secretary of the National
Socialist organization in Warsaw-Richter-l got to know that part
of the Warsaw population were evacuated by railway and another
part were loaded into the 'sas vans' and exterminated. When 1
asked him what sort of a machine this was, Richter told me that it
was just all ordinary goods van, but that the exhaust gases were
directed into tbe body of the machine, thereby exterminating the
persons inside.
I was given a similar description of the gas van in September, 1 942,
in Riga by the engineer·constrllctor Deppe. Moreover, in May. 1 942,
1 was told by an official of the Russian Town Council, Meier, that the
gas van was used for exterminating civilians in the town of Vitebsk.
] remembered all these conversations when Lt. Jacobi told me about
the use of the gas van in Kharkov. ] asked Lt. Jacobi to let me
have a look at the vehicle. Lt. Jacobi agreed, saying that there
would be a good opportunity to do so, as at six o'clock the next morning
tbe machine wouJd be loaded and that if I came to the prison yard
1 would see it. The next day 1 appeared af the appointed time in the
prison yard and found Lt. Jacobi, with whom J exchanged greetings,
and who afterwards showed me the vehicle standing in the yard.
It was an ordinary closed army transport lorry, only with an air-tight
body. Lt. Jacobi opened the doors of the machine and Jet me look
in. Inside the macltine was lined with sheet iron, in the [loor was
a grating through wh.ich entered the exhaust gases of the motor
which poisoned the people inside tbe van. Soon afterwards the doors
of the prison opened and arrested persons were led out in groups.
Among them were women of varying ages and old men ; they were
accompanied by S.S. men. The sight of those people made a very
painful impression on me : they were emaciated, their hair was matted
and there were traces of blood on their faces from blows. Those of
the prisoners who held back were beaten and lcicked. They had been
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ordered to go t o the van and get into it. I should add that they
n l11bered abou 60 persons. When the loading began, some of the
�
pnsoners went mlo the van, others wouJdn't go in and resisted but
they were forced in by kicks and blows from the butt ends of ifles
When 1 saw this I asked Lt. Jacohi how it
on the part of S.S. men.
was t at t�e people knew what awaited them in the gas van. Lt.
Jacohl replJed that the people had nol been told what would happen
to them, but as the gas van had been so extensively used in Kharkov
many people appeared to have learnt what the van portended.
Prosecutor : How many times did you wiLness similar loadings
.
mto gas vans ?
RiIZ : l saw it only on the occasion I have told you about.
. . Prosecutor : Were you ever present at the mass shooting of Soviet
citizens ?

�

�

�

RiIZ : Yes,

1 was.

Prosecutor : Tell us aU about it in detail.

Ritz : H�nebitter told me that some 3,000 persons were to be
shot ror havmg welcomed the Soviet authorities when the So�jet
tr?ops occupied the town of Kharkov. Hanebitter told me that 1
ffilght be present at this shooting.
P�OSeCu.lor : Di? you ask to be allowed to witness this shooting ?
RlIz : Yes, 1 did ask and Major Hanebitter gave me permission
to watch the operation.
Prosecutor : Tell us in detail about it.
Rill. : On 2nd June, Major Hanebitter took me and several officers

and drove o�t to a village near the town of Kharkov, called Nadvorki
or Prodvorkl, where the shooting was to take place. On the way we
overtook three lo �ries loaded with prisoners accompanied by S.S.
rode
men who were gOlOg to the same place. The car in which
p�ssed a lorry with prisoners and arrived at a forest clearing where
Soon
Pits had been dug. This clearing was surrounded by S.S. men
afterwards the lorries arrived with the prisoners. Hanebitter said
hat about 300 would be shot that day. The prisoners were divided
l�tO sma1i groupS and were shot in turn by S.S. men with automatic
nft�. I do n� t wish o conceal my own participation in this operation.
Major Ha �ebJtter saId to me : "Show us what you are made or."
,
did not refuse, I took the
man and an officer
So as a nuJltary
automatic rifle from one of the S.S. men and fired at the prisoners.
Proseclltor : Were there women and children among the people
shot ?
Rilz : Yes. I remember a woman with a child. The woman,
,
trymg to save the child, covered it with her body. But this did not
help her because the bullet went through her and the child.

1

:
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o n that occasion in
Prosecutor : How many people were shot
your presence ?
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.
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it was true that these lorries of which
had heard were used on the
Eastern Front. Therefore.
expressed my desire to be present when
people were loaded on them.
Prosecutor : But you took a direct part in the shooting of innocent
Soviet citizens ?
Rifz : As 1 have testified earlier, during the shooting at Podvorki.
Major Hanebitter said to m e : "Show us what you are made of," and,
not wanting to get into trouble, took an automatic rifle from one of
the S.S. men and started firing.
Prosecutor : Consequently, of your own free will you entered upon
this vile cow'se of shooting completely innocent people, as nobody
had forced you to do it.
Rilz : Yes, I must admit that.

1
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Prosecutor : Now, Ritz, you are a man with some knowledge of
law. Tell us, were the standards of international law observed to
any extent by the German Army on the Eastern Front '1

Rilz : I must say that on the Eastern Front there was no question
of international or any other law.

Prosecutor : Tell us, Ritz, on whose orders did all this take place ?

Why was this system of complete lawlessness aDd monstrous slaughter
of perfectly innocent people instituted .,

Ritz : This lawlessness bad its deep-seated reasons. It was
instituted on the i_nstmctions of Hitler and his collaborators, instruc
tions which arc capable of detailed analysis.

Prosecutor ,' Tell us in detail and concretely : Who is actually 19
blame for all this ?

Rill. : 1 consider the primary and chief culprit to be Hitler, who
calls first of all for the introduction of a system of cruelty and,
secondly, speaks of the superiority of the Germano-Aryan race whose
mission it is to establish order in Europe. He also speaks of the
necessity of exterminating the inferior Russian people. Further, J
wouJd like to point out that Himmler stated repeatedly that there is
no need to pay any attention to the paragraphs which entail the death
sentence, but that the death sentence must be imposed according to
one's Aryan instinct. This Germano-Aryan instinct had to be covered
up to a certain extent in Germany, but on the Eastern Front the
German troops acted openly. Further, I want to speak about
Rosenberg, the propagandist of the superiority of the German race.
This propaganda, carried on by Rosenberg also in relation to the
Russians as barbarians, caused the German soldiers to behave as
they do. Thus, when speaking about the actual and fundamental
reasons for these crimes, 1 considered it necessary to single out these
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major Schulz took a direct part 10 the shootlogs. I also remember
Captain Wassberger, Lt. Heintel and Privates Mainhor and Retschke.
Presidelll : Did you personally take part in the shootings in the
pits in the vicinity of Taganrog ?
Rilz : As in many other cases, I was ordered by the Chief of the
So"der o �mllando, HaUplsturm/iiftrer Eckcr, to detail a ftring squad.
fter g�vmg my orders, 1 went to the site to check up whether my
mstructlons had been accurately carried out.
Presiden' : What did you see on the spot ?
Rilz : When I got to the spot 1 saw a pit ofapproxjmately 50 X 50
metres and 4 metres deep. Inside it were a group of persons who
were to be shot, approximately 50 in number. Sergeant-major
Turkel was the leader of the squad. Sergeant-major Turkel reported
that everything was ready for the shooting. The prisoners were
poorly clad and had been beaten up. I said "Begin" and fife was
opened. As soon as the firing began a mass of bloodstained bodies
piled up in the pit,_ but among them were some not yet dead. I then
ordered two privates to go down into the pit and finish off those who
were sti!! alive. Soon aftei t\VO S.S. men and i got into the pit. Two
persons who were wounded but still alive 1 finished off with my pistol.
When the operation was completed I ordered two privates to stay
on the spot as guards, and the others to return to Taganrog, where
I also went to report to Ecker that the order had been fulfilled.
President : Were there women and cruldren ?
Rill : 1 did not notice any children, but I can say with certainty
that there were women.
Presidenl : In which towns were gas vans used ?
Ritz : To my knowledge, gas vans were used in Kharkov and 1
have also testified to this in detail. I know from conversations with
cker and officers of the SOllderkommolldo S.D . that they had been
mformed by Rabbe, former Assistant Chief of So"derkomma"do SD.
in Krasnodar, that gas vans were used there.
President -' Who was exterminated in the gas vans in Krasnodar ?
Ri/� : I know that in Krasnodar the civilian population was
extermll1ated and that gas vans were also used to destroy the patients
in hospital.
President : That means that they exterminated women and
children and sick people ?
Rill : That is correct.

�

�

�

President : How many people were exterminated in Krasnodar ?
Rilz : Several thousand.
Presidenl : You stated that gas vans were used in 'Warsaw
and Riga.
.
Who directed their use there ?
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Ri/t. : In those cities it was also done under Gestapo direction
President : And who specifically directed i t ?
Rilz : 1 do not know.
?
President : Who told you that gas vans were used in Warsaw
a cerlain
Ritl : 1 was told about it, as 1 have already testified, by
of the
Richter, a former leading functionary of the district leadership

National Socialist Party.
Presiden/ .' And how did you hear about the use of the vans in
Riga ?
named
Rilz .' 1 got to know this frolll a construction engineer
town
Riga
the
of
official
former
a
Major,
certain
a
Deppe, and from
administration.
s to the
Presidelll : Have counsel for the defence any question

accused ?
loyal to the
Kommodov : Tell the Court whether you still remain
ideas of the National Socialist Party.
of National
Ritl : I cannot say that I remain faithful to the ideas
1 have been
Socialism because since 1 have been on the Eastern Front
National
the
of
ideas
the
that
step
by
step
myseif
onvince
able to

�

Socialist Party are false.
ent and
Kommodov : Do you realize that the German Governm
?
the National Socialist Party deceive the German people
to descri e tltis.
Rilz : The word "deception" is the most suitable
the ideas of
Kommodov : Did your father, the professor, share

�

the National Socialist Party ?
was a member
Ritl : My father, who before Hitler came to power
because he
Party
Socialist
l
Nationa
the
joined
Party,
of the Liberal
that he completely
wished to retain his post. However, 1 cannot say
shared the ideas of the National Socialist Party.
This concluded lhe interrogation of the accused Rilz.
Retzlalf.
The Court then proceeded to ex.amine tbe accused
who your parents
Prosecutor : Defendant Retzlaff, tell the Court
are and what education you received.
ce bureau.
Relz{aff : My father was an employee of a health insuran

1 graduated from a secondary school.

war ?
Prosecutor : What was your occupation before the
ent in the office
Retl/aff: 1 was assistant manager of a departm
of a Frankfurt newspaper.
German Army ?
Prosecutor : How long have you served in the
Relzloff : Since May. 1940.
German Army ?
Prosecutor .' In what capacity did you serve in the
I was trained as radio operator o f
Retl/aff: Early in May,
I w a s transferred
an artillery unit. Then after the campaign i n France

1940,
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to a security battalion which was stationed
at first in France and then
in Pomerania.

Prosecutor : What was this security battalio
n?
Relz/off: This battalion was charged with

the guarding of war
prisoners and at that time we were guardin
g French and Belgians.
Prosecutor .' How did you come to serve in that
battalion ?
Relz/off.' j was assigned to that battalion
because I reached the
age which, after the French campaign, was
no longer called up for
active service.

Prosecutor ,' Was this battalion subordinate
to the German Secret

Prosecutor : Thus, in the battalion you were taught methods of
extermination of the Soviet people ?

Relz!aff: Yes.
Prosecutor : Was this policy ordered by the German Government ?
Rell/aff: Yes. In the course of a number of year� the German

Government

In May. 1 940,
"AJtenburg" Special

Battalion.

ProseC1I10r : Tell the Court in detail what
was this "Altcnburg"

Battalion.

Retzfoff : The "Altcoburg" Battalion

officials for the German Secret Field Police.

is a school for train ing

Proseculor : How did you come to join this battaUo
n?
ReIL/off : 1 was sent thcre by the Command.
Prosecutor : What was the strength of this
battalion ?
Retz/off : Its strength fluctuated, but at the
time 1 was undergoing

training there it numbered about two hundre
d men.
Prosecutor : Whom did they train in this
battalion ?
Retzlaff : This battalion trained officials
for the German Secret
Field Police. Tlus was the only school
in Germany for training
them.
Its course comprised military training and
special instruction
in the service of the Secret Field Police.

Prosecutor :
Battalion ?

What

subjects were studied

i.n

the "Altcnburg"

Retz/aff :

In this battalion chiefly the followin
g subjects werc
taught : criminal law, methods of examin
ation, arrests, searches,
espionage activities among the civilian
popula tion. ln addition,
special lectures were given us.

Prosecutor : Specifically, what kind of lectures ?
Relz/off:

Leading Gestapo

officials

gave

us special

reports

a superior race and its tasks in the establishment of the "New Order"
in Europe and measures related to it.

Prosecutor : What are these measures ?
Retl/off:

.

'
Prosecutor : Thus you were trained in this battabon not as offictals

but as hangmen ?

.

.

Relzloff: Yes, one may say so, as L later ��y. Ln practice .
Prosecutor : And in your practical actiVIties you pursued the

�

.
attall�n ?
hangman's policy you had been taught in the "Altenburg"
Police,
FIeld
Secret
the
of
Relzloff,' Yes. Like the other officials
1 carried out these instructions.
.
'
Prosecutor : That means that you took a dIrect part Ul the
extermination of the Soviet people 1
.
.
Rezt/aff: I must admit that upon the � rd�rs of my 1Inn��dlate
.
superiors 1 personally look part in the extenmnalton ?f SO�I�t lt zens.
.
_
Prosecutor : Tell the Court how you exterminated Soviet citizens.

� �

Relz/off: In June, 1 94 1 , in Zhitomir where the 5601h Group of
the Secret Field Police was stationed, I saw for myself that the methods
which we had been taught were being applied.

Prosecutor : Put it more concretely.
. .
.' .
Relz/of: Every person detained by the lll1htary authol ltles and
f Secret Field Police for examination, was first of Il beaten
sent to the
up

�

�
If a prisoner gave the evidence we needed, the beatlllgs were

dis ontinued while those who refused to give evidence were further
beaten and

�

this

frequently resulted in their death.

Pr seclltor : This means that if a person did not co
murdered.

�ess, he was

And if he did-he was shot.

I� that correct .
Relzlaff: Yes, that was so on most occaslons.
Prosecutor : Was there any occasion when cases were trumped

up and evidence was faked ?
Relz!af)": Yes, all this happened and rather frequently.

One may

say th"a t this was quite a normal procedure.

explaining the mission of the German people as a representative of

We were told that the Soviet people as one of the

inferior races must be cxterminaterl.

impressed this policy upon German mmds through

Press, cinema and radio.

Field Police ?

RelzlaJf : No. It was a reservist battalion,
rather.
1 was transferred from this battalion to
the
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Prosecutor : In addition to shootings and hangmgs, what other
methods of extermination of Soviet citizens were employed by the
Secret Field Police ?
Rellloff: In addition to this, as far as

I

gas van.

know, they used the

.
Prosecutor : What is the gas van like ?
Relz!aff : In March, 1942, when J entered the courtyard of Kharkov

Jail, I saw there a large van painted dark grey.
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Prosecutor : Did you see this van once or several times ?
RelzlaJf .' After that I used to see this van often.
Prosecutor : Tell the Court all you know about the use of the
gas van.
RelzlaJf.' In March, 1942, I saw a van parked in the courtyard of
.
Kharkov Jail. j asked an acquaintance of mine in the Kharkov
.
Squad, na �lcd Kal1�InskY. what was the purpose of this van, as l knew
that prevlousl� pnsoners were taken to execution in open vans.
'
Kam�sky replied that the van was a new method of exterminating the
RUSSians which greatly reduce time. Kaminsky further explained
that the �x aust ga�s �enetratLng from the engine into the body of
.
the van w,tlun a certa in time pOisoned the people inside. In the middle r
of �ay and 8 t the cnd of that month 1 myself received orders from
,
Pellec ComnlJssar Karchan to turn over to the S.D. Security Service
twenty pe�ple arrested on a charge of anti-German activities. 1 was
accompa-'.lled by Sergeant�major Folmann and N.C.O.s Tetzmann
and Gerlltz. Wh:ll 1 arrived in the court-room of the prison, 1 saw
t �re S.D. SllIrmfuhrer Frese. I reported to t-ajm the purpose of my

�

�

�

VISit and he answered that on that day the jaiJ was to be cleared and
propo�d that 1 take part in this work. Soon after, Sturmbamifjihrer
.
anebltter entered the pnson office and ordered all employees to go
hen we came out into the courtyard, the gas
IUto the courtyard.
ove up to the p�lson entrance. Hanebitter ordered us to fetch
van
th� pnsoners from thelT cells. 1 bad a list with the names of twenty
pnsoners and called them out from various cells. Then they were
ordered to line up in the corridor. After that they were told that

�

rn:

�

some would be transferred to another prison and others transferred
to a camp. Then the prisoners were led out to the courtyard where
the �as va� was already waiting for them. There the S.D. men were
putting pfls?ners on board and we also loaded our batch. A1though
the destInalion of the gas van was strictly secret, nevertheless certain
.
i formed of it. Some of the prisoners
eo n
pe�ple had eVld�ntly
reSisted wh�n being put mto the gas van and they were driven into it
by blows With clubs and rifle and pistol butts. There were old folk
women and even children among the prisoners. On that day a wil
scene took place. Women sobbed, some of them fell to their knees
imploring that their lives be spared. I recall how, when one woman'
child was snatched out of her arms. she shook with sobs, jwnped at
he S.,? omcer who stood neru' by. and scratched nis face. The latter
unmediat�ly pulled out his pistol and shot her. S.D. soldiers threw
her body mto the van.
Prosecutor .' How many Soviet citizens in all were exterminated
by means of the gas van ?

tx:

d
�

�
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me, mor� than 5,000
RelzlajJ.' As S.D. man Kaminsky told .
conSIderatIon this
mto
Taking
.
March
in
ed
destroy
people were
made its deadly rounds
figure as well as the fact that the gas van
total number of persons put
every day, it can be considered that the
30,000.
imately
approx
is
v
Kharko
in
death
to
were exterminated by
Prosecutor .' How many Soviet citizens
ation '1
particip
direct
your
means of the gas van and with
in loading people into the
Retzlaff: 1 personally took part twice
there about twenty persons
gas van, in March and July, 1 942. 1 put
.
each time.
?
ed in the gas van buned .
Prosecutor : How were the people murder
a
in
buried
were
people
red
Ret1.laff: The bodies of the murde
gully to the south of Kharkov or burned.
Prosecutor : Why were they burned ?
was ordered to accompany
Retzlaff: At the end of March, 9942. 1
barracks of the Kharkov
the gas van and drove to the area of the
Hanebitter ordered all trucks,
Tractor Plant. When we arrived there
car with the S.D. me�, to
wiLl} tl}e exception of the. gas van and the
in front of a grey-pamted
up
drew
van
gas
be driven on one side. The
car and began t? unload
barrack. The S.D. men jumped out of their
the gas van and carned them
the bodies of the murdered people from
1 saw that the rooms on the
into this barrack . When 1 entered,
packed with bodies which
already
were
r
right and left of the corrido
.
had apparently been brought there earlier.
.
bodles were there In the
Prosecutor : Approximately how many
t?
barrack together with those you had brough
to 350.
RelzlaJf.' There were approximately 300
Prosecutor : Continue your testimony.
d in the corridor, the
RetzlaJf.' When the bodies had been stacke
over them. They
petrol
poured
and
k
barrac
the
d
S.D. men entere
of the barra�k. Then t e
also poured petrol over the outside wall
set fire to It. 1 saw SlX
S.D. men flung blazing torches inside and
.
manner
same
the
in
down
burnt
s
barrack
other
these burnt barracks and
Retzlaff then stated that he had seen
gas van were burnt there
knew that bodies of people finished off in the

�

also.
g the bodies of people
Prosecutor : What was the purpose of burnin
finished off in the gas van ?
van should be ke.pt secret,
Retzlaff: So that the use of the gas
bodies-were to be burnt.
and therefore tile traces of its work-dead
to ask the defendant.
.
Prosecutor : 1 have no more questions
occupied Soviet towns did
what
in
ff.
Retzla
d
President : Accuse
you work 1
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Relz/aff: In June, 1942, 1 was in Zhitomir, where 1 worked in the
5601h Group of the Secret Field Police. The 560th Group of the
Secret Field Police was attached to U,e H.Q. of the Sixth German
Army and together with this group I worked in the towns of Ivankov,
Pereyaslav. Lubny and PoltaV3.
President : Were you in Zhilomir ?
Relz/off; 1 stayed in Zhitomir from the second half of June till
September.
President : In all these towns you also took part in the extermina
tion of Soviet people ?
Relz/aff : Yes, in all these towns a group of the German Secret
Field PoHce conducted similar activities.
President : . How many Soviet citizens were exterminated in tile
towns in which you were ?
Rell/aff: In Zhitomir the Secret Field Police alone exterminated
approximately 5,000 to 8,()(X) persons. 1 find it difficult to give exact
figures.
President : Did you mention at your preliminary interrogation
the numbers of Soviet people wbo were exterminated in PereyasJav
and Lubny ?
Retzlaff: Yes, I did, but in these towns lhe extermination of
Soviet citizens was done by the S.D. organs. I know that in Kiev
35,000 Soviet citizens had been exterminated, in Lubny--4,OOO, in
Pereyaslav-2,OOO. 1 have no information about PoJtava.
President : How many Soviet citizens were exterminated with
your direct participation 1
Ret1.laff: With my participation no more than 40 persons were
loaded into the gas van. In addition, on the orders of Police
Commissar Meritz, when I was in Zhitomir, I took part in mass
shootings.
President : Who else was engaged in the mass shootings 7
Relz/off; The entire personnel of the 560th Group of Secret
Field Police.
President : Defendant Rezlaw, teU the Court how you trumped
up charges against workers whom you examined.
Relz/off ; In April, 1942, I received orders from the Chief of the
Secret Field Police at Kllarkov, Police Commissar Karchan, to examine
two arrested workers. Karchan warned me that it was necessary to
convict. them of guerrilla activities and obtain from them information
about their accomplices. During the interrogation I established the
fact that both prisoners were workers from the Kharkov Tractor Plant.
T got the impression that these persons were not guilty and I reported
this to Karchan. The latter asked me whether I resorted to beatings.
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replied i n the negative. Then Karchan ordered me to beat up the
prisoners. 1 obeyed his order, but this failed to produce the desired
effect.
PresidelJl : Relate in detail how you carried out Karchan's order.
Relz/off: 1 borrowed a rubber truncheon from Sergeant-major
Tichner which he usually used at interrogations and beat the prisoners
with it.

11

President .. Did you achieve any results by this means ?
Relz/aJJ: 1 failed to achieve anything by this means and reported
to Police Commissar Meliss, who then came to the office in which
Meliss told me that in examinations one
I examined the prisoners.
must display greater resourcefulness. Pointing at the prisoners, he
said : "Look, this prisoner has a fine beard. Pluck out the hair from
i t and prick the other with a needle." r obeyed this order too, but
failed to obtain any result.
Presidelll : You plucked out the man's whole beard without
achieving any result 1
Relz/aff : Not quite so; I plucked out the hair from the beard
of one prisoner, and pricked the other somewhat with a needle.
Presidellt : TeU us what happened to the workers whom you had
examined 1
Relz/off : In spite of everything 1 failed to elicit the necessary
evidence from them. Then Police Commissar Karchan ordered me
to obtain through the Kharkov Passport Bureau a list of workers of
the Tractor Plant and to copy out fiftccn names. I carried out this
order of Karchan and next day handed him a list of 1 5 workers.
I know that the two prisoners whom I had examined were asphyxiated
in the gas van and the 15 workers who were on my list were shot.
President : Did you write a report about these 15 workers ?
Relz/off : No, as a rule in the Secret Field Police we did not keep
any files or write reports. i merely drew up the list and turned it
over to the Police Commissar and in accordance with this list they
were shot.
President .. How often did you resort to such methods of
investigation ?
Relz/off.' J used this method twice : once in ApriJ on the orders
of Police Commissar Karchan and later on the orders of Police
Commissar Wulf. This time it concerned workers of a power station.
President : Who commanded the battalion in which you were
trained 1
Relz/off ,' The battalion was commanded by Krone.
Presidenl : Who gave you lectures on the extermination-of
the
Soviet people 7
p
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Relz/off : Judging by their badges, they were leading officials of
the German Secret Field Police. Uut as they did not teach regularly
but only read papers, 1 do not know their names.
Presidellt : Do yOll remember the names of the two workers from
the Kharkov Tractor Plant who were finished off in a gas van and
those J 5 workers who were shot ?
Relz/off : No, L do not remember. During my work I bad to
deal with so many prisoners that 1 could not remember all these
Russian names.
President : Were you often present whcn Soviet citizens w.ere put
into the gas van ?
Relzlaff: I personally took part only twice in putting people into
the gas van, but 1 frequently had occasion to see the gas van because
I went daily on a round of inspection of Kharkov Prison.
President .' Defendant. describe how people were put on board
the van, especially women and children.
Retz/aff : ]n general the loading of the gas van went off com
paratively smoothly: as on most occasions the people were unaware
of the purpose and destination of this van. But sometimes it happened
that old men, women or children caused us difficulties. On such
occasions the S.D. men had to urge them on with rifle butts and sticks.
Presidelll : Do you admit that you were engaged in the methodical
extennination of Soviet citizens ?
RelzlaiJ : J do, although 1 did all this upon the orders of my
direct command.
President : Who gave you instructions concerning the extermina
tion of Soviet citizens ?
Rel1.laff: I received orders from my superiors. I also wish to
add that for years the German people had been trained by the National
Socialist leaders in Ute spirit of such a policy .
Presidelll, addressing counsel for defence : Have counsel for the
defence any Questions to ask the accused ?
Kamocl,eyev .' Accused Retzlaff, you spoke here about a number
of atrocities and I will ask you to make it more precise : to what
extent do you hold yourself personally responsible for these crimes ?
Relz/aff .' Mr. Kawacheyev, J plead guilty to all the crimes I
have committed upon the orders of my immediate command.
Kaznocheyev .' For what reason were you, a radio operator by
profession, sent to a battalion guarding war prisoners and then to
the "Altenburg" Battalion ?
Retz/aff .' When I completed my training as radio operator, the
war with France came to an end and therefore they did not use me
as a radio operator, but sent me to a battalion guarding war prisoners.
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Subsequently, as I was unfit for active military service, and also
because being a clerical worker 1 had sufficient training, 1 was sent
to lhe "Altenburg" Battalion.
Kozllocheyev .' 1 would like to know who selected men for the
HAltenburg" Battalion and how the selection was made.
Relzlall: 1 was selected for the "Allenburg" Battalion by the
former commander of the battalion guarding war prisoners.
Kavracheyev : How long did you spend in the "Altenburg"
Battalion?
Relz/aff : The course of training in lhe "Altenburg" Battalion
lasted six weeks.
Kavzacheyev : Were all the men of the "Altenburg" Battalion
sent for service in the Secret Field Police 1
Retl/aff : No, not all. After completion of the course of studies
all the men were instructed to write a detailed account of their lives,
after which some of the students were sent back to their former units.
Kavzacheyev : Were you immediately sent for service ? And did
you immediately become a police official ?
Relz/aff: Yes, precisely so. I was sent as an official and the
same happened to the majority of the others with the exception of
only a small number of those who proved incapable.
Kazllacheyev : You served as a police official for about a year,
did you not 1
RelzlaiJ : Yes.
Kavlocheyev .' I have no further questions to ask accused Retzlaff.
Presidel11 : Bas the Prosecutor any questions to ask the accused
Bulanov ?
Prosecutor .' Yes. Accused Bulanov, how long did you serve in
the Gestapo and the SOllderkommalldo ?
Bulallov : 1 served with the Gestapo from October, 1941, till
February, 1943.
Prosecutor : in what towns did the punitive activities of the
SOl1derkommando take place ?
Bu/artOv : As far as I know, the punitive activities of our Kom
mal1do were conducted in the city of Kharkov and in Nizhne Chirskaya
village.
Defendant Bulanov then gave a detailed account of the brutal
suppression of the civilian population practised by the SOl1derkom
mando in Kharkov, in Nizhne Chirskaya village and in other places.
Employed as a chauffeur by the SOl1derkommal1do, Bulanov was often
present at shootings of Soviet civilians.
Prosecutor : Did you personally take part in shooting Sovie�
.people ? When and where did this take place 1
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BIl/aIlOV ,' Yes, L did. When I worked as chauffeur for the Gestapo
ollen had to drive to the sites of shootings and also to places in
Kharkov, in Nizhne Chirskaya and in other areas where arrests weTe
effected.
Prosecutor : Tell the Court about this in detail.
Bu/anoy : Early in December, 1941, on the orders of the Gestapo
Chief, about 900 sick people undergoing treatment in Kbarkov
Hospital were shot.
Prosecllfor : What was your part in this affair ?
BII/allov .' I was ordered to bring the three-ton truck at the ci,isposal
of the Kharkov Hospital . When [ arrived there, nine more three-ton
trucks had arrived besides mine.
Prosecutor ,' How many trips did you make ?
Bu/anol! ,' 1 made four trips during which 1 brought to the shooting
site approximately 150 persons.
Prosectllor ,' Did you see how the Germans shot them ?
BII/aIlOIl : Yes, 1 did.
Prosecutor ,' Tell the Court how this was done.
Bu/al/ov : When 1 arrived at the hospital 1 was told to drive up
to one of the hospital blocks. At this moment Gestapo men began
to lead out patients dressed only in their underwear, and load them into
the trucks. After loading, I drove the truck to the shooting site
under German escort. This place was approximately four kilometres
from the city. When we arrived at the shooting site, screams and
sobs of patients who were already being shot filled the air. The
Germans shot them in front of the other patients. Some begged for
mercy and fel l down naked in the cold mud, but the Germans pushed
them into the pits and then shot them.
Prosecutor : Tell the Court what you know about the shooting of
children in the Children's Hospital of Nizhne Chirskaya.
BII/allo l' : I n the summer, when the S.D. Squad split up into
sections which left for various towns, districts and villages, I had to
drive one section orthe S.D. Squad to the village of Nizhne Chirskaya.
On 25th to 26th August, 1942, J, together with chauffeur Blokhin,
was ordered to get the trucks ready.
When the trucks were ready,
we were ordered to drive them to Nizhne Chirskaya ChiJdren's
Hospital. Upon our arrival there, the Gestapo men began to lead
the children out of the hospital and load them on to the trucks. The
children were ragged, and swollen from hunger. Many children
resisted and would not board the trucks, but the Gestapo men assured
them that they were going to their uncles and aunts in Stalingrad.
Some children yielded to persuasion and got on to the trucks, while
others resisted ; the Gestapo men forcibly put them in and 1 was
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ordered to fasten the canvas a t the back of the truck. When L bad
carried out this order, I. drove to Clurskaya statioo, escorted by the
Germans. Here, behind the bridge, at a distance of three to four
kilometres from Nizhne Chirskaya village, a pit had been prepared
beforehand. Having reached the pit, l and other Gestapo men, on
the order of the chier of the section, began to take the children towards
the pit near which stood the Gestapo man Alex, a German whose
exact surname 1 do not know. Point-blank he shot the chiJdren in
the head with an automatic rifle and then pushed them into the pit.
Seeing this, the children struggled and tried to break away, crying
"Uncle, 1 am afraid!" "Uncle, l want to live, don't shoot me!" and
so on. But the Germans took no notice of tlus.
Prosecutor : What was the age of these chiJdren ?
BulalloY ,' They ranged in age from six to twelve years.
Prosec/ltor : Did you, Bulanov, sce the gas van in which people
were murdered with carbon monoxide ?
BlI/arrov ,' In January, 1 942, such a van arrived at our garage
from Germany. The Germans caHed those vans Gasellll/lIgell.
Prosecutor : Did you have occasion to repair it ?
Bulallov : 1 bad occasion to repair it and clean it. When cleaning
it and sweeping the inside of the body 1 saw there children's caps
and tiny shoes which had evidently fallen off the murdered children.
Proseclltor : Tell the Court i n detail what this van \vas like, how
i t was designed and how people were murdered in it.
Bu/ano l/ : This machine was a huge two-axJed truck of approxi
mately five to seven tons capacity. It was painted grey and had a
six-cylinder engine. The body of this macltine had folding doors
which closed hermetically. It was evidently made airtight by means
of the rubber lining of the door.
Prosecutor : The lining of the door ?
Bu/alloll ,' Yes, the lining of the door. The body is lined inside
with galvanized iron and there is a wooden grating in the lower part
of the body.
Prosecutor ,' That means that tllis grating forms the floor 1
Ell/allOY : Yes, this grating forms the floor on w hich the prisoners
stand. In tbe lower part of the truck is the exJlaust pipe of the
engine through which the exhaust gas passes into the body. After
the people are put into the truck, the door is closed, the engine is
started and the truck is driven to the unloading point. During this
time the people are done to death.
Prosecutor : Did you often witness how people were beiog put
into the gas van 1
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witnessed the loading of the van several times and
BIt/allo v ,the unloading more than twenty times.
Prosecutor : Which of the Germans was in charge of this van ?
Bu/allov : The driver of this truck was a Gennan of about 35 or 36•
who looked very ill. I do not know his surname.
ProseCLttor : And do you know OD whose orders this van was used ?
Bfllallov : By order of the Gestapo Chief.
Prosecu tor : What was his name ?
Bulanot' ,' 1 am not absolutely certain of the Dame of the Chief• but
I think it was Hanebitter.
Prosecu tor .- What part did you take in putting people into this
truck ?
Bulall o v : It was my job to drive the police to the unloading point.
ProseclIlor : How many times ?
Bu/all o v : I had to take them more than twenty times in the period
from January to June, 1942.
Prosecutor : How many people were murdered in this truck before
your eyes and with your participation 1
Buiallov : When 1 drove the police to the unloading place we used
to carry bodies into the barracks of the Kharkov Tractor Plant after
which the Gestapo men would set fire to the barracks. Wh n we
returned. the barracks were already burnt down. Similarly 1 had to
to two barracks which already containe a large
dump bodies
number of bodies. 1 cannot give a precise estimate, but approxi
mately six hundred bodies and maybe more were burned before myeyes.
Prosecutor .- Were these barracks burnt down before your eyes ?
Bulallov ,' j only saw that liquid was poured over them but I did
not see how they were set on fire.
Proseclllor : Have you ever seen how children and little babi�
were put ioto Ulese murder vans ?
1 happened to sec Gestapo men on two
Bulalloll : Repeatedly.
or three occasions putting women and children into the murder vans.
Prosecutor : What remuneration did you receive from the Germans
for your traitorous activities ?
Bulal/ov : j received from the Germans 90 marks or 900 roubles
as wages. 1 also received a soldier's ration. Furthermore the
belongings of executed Soviet citizens which remained afte the
Germans had selected the best for themselves were given to us.
Prosecutor : Did the Germans send the best things away to
Germany ?
Bulauo v : The Germans sent the best things to Germany.
Prosecutor : 1 have no more questions to ask.
Pre s iding Judge ,' There will be an adjournment until 6 p.m.
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EVENING SESSION, 16TH DECEMBER, 1943
the
We shall continue the session of the Court of
ever repair the murder
you
did
,
Bulanov
Accused
l.
Tribuna
Military
van '?
van.
Bu/allo v ,' Yes, j had occasion to repair the murder
in shooting sixty
Presidenl : YOll testified that you took part
Presiden t ,'

children ?

Bu/all ov : Yes, 1 told about this.

shooting site ?
Preside11l ,' Did yOll bring these children to the
BlIlauov : Yes, 1 did.
truck ?
Presidell t : Did you lead the children out of the
men.
Bulan ov ,' Yes, 1 did, together wilh other Gestapo

money
You testified that for your work yOll received
did yOll receive for
and belongings of executed people. What things
your work ?
myself, also two
Bulan o v : I received overcoats for my wife and
suits of clothes and footwear.
your testimony
Presiden t : Accused Bulanov, it follows from
sold yourself to the
that you betrayed your motherland, that you
systematic shoot
Germans for ninety marks, took an active part in the
Do you plead
ings and extermination of innocent Soviet people.
guilty to this ?
BlIlanov : Yes, J do.
ask
Have counsel for the defence any questions to
Presiden t ,'

President :

the Defendant ?

ng as honestly and
De/ending Counsel Be/ov : Did you tell everythi
you did here in the
sincerely during the preliminary investigation as
OJurt ?
that in the front zone
Bulallov ,' No. When arrested, I was afraid
for the Gestapo.
I might be treated cruelly, and j concealed my work
to tell the whole truth.
But when I was transferred to a camp I decided
the SO llder
Belov ,' Do you know, defendant Bulanov, whether
?
kommando with which you served evacuated in time
served was able to
Dulal/ov : The Sonderkommando with which I
get away in time.
Belov : I have no further questions to ask.
President : Have the accused any questions to put to Bulanov ?
Tb.rough the interpreter lvanov, who interpreted to them the whole
examination of Bulanov, the accused replied that they had no ques
tions. This ended the examination of the accused.
The Presiding Judge, Major·General of Justice Miasnikov,
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then announced that following this the Court would proceed with
lhe examination of Ihe witnesses.
The first witness to be examined was Gearg Hcinisch with the aid of
.
Interpreter Kopylov.
Preside,,! .- When were you born ?
He;,,;sc" : 1 was born on 8th November, 1901,
in the town of
Neustadt.
Presidel/t : Who are your parents ?
Heinisch : My father is a merchant.
President : What military rank do you hold 'I
.
eillisch : I am an Obersturmballlifiihrer. In
the past 1 was tlle
.
A?SIS ant of th Chlef of Hess's I-J.Q., and recently
held the post of
.
DIstrict Commissar 10 the town of MeJitopol.
My rank corresponds
to that of major-general,

!-I
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sabotaged deliveries while others were generaiJy unable to deliver lhe

I1

required quotas of agricultura l produce.
PrOSeCIlfO,. .' What did you do to the people who did not deliver
produce '1
[feillisch : Those who resisted and refused to deliver the required
produce were arrested by the Gestapo and S.D. squads and liquMated.
Prosecutor : What does it mean-liq uidated 7
Heinisch : To liquidate means to destroy, to shoot.
Prosecutor : Thus you were engaged in plunder, and the Gcstapo
in murder.
Heinisch .. Exactly.
Prosecutor .' How many people were exterminated during YOllr

Slay in Melitopol '1

He;II;sc/z : In the period from 3rd September, 1 942, till 14th Sep

The Pr sident warned �e witness Heinisch
that he must give
truthful eVIdence to the MI litary Tribunal and
that he would bear
responsibility under law for false evidence.

tember, 1943. between 3,000 and 4.000 persons were exterminated in

President : Witness Heinisch: the Military Prosecu
tor has questions
to put to you.

from

Prosecutor : Witness, are you a member of the
National Socialist
-

Party 1

the MeJitopoi region.
ProsecU/or : Do you know that after the expulsion of the Germans
Melitopoi

14.000 bodies were discovered

there ?

You are

underestimating this figure, are you not ?
Heinjsch : This difference is due to the fact that as far back as
1941 and 1 942 during the occupation of Melilopoi the Gestapo and
S.D. had exterminated many Soviet citizens.

Heillisch .' Yes, l am.

Prosecutor .'

Prosecutor : Since when '1

How many such large-scale operations were carried

out during your period in Melitopol '1

H'eil1isch : Since J 923.

Heinisclr .' During my work in Melitopol there were three or four

Proseclltor : Were you engaged in active Party work ?
Heinisclz .' Yes, I was.

mass operations, in particular in December, 1 942, when 1 ,300 persons

Prosecutor : What kind of Party work did you do ?

were arrested at once.

1

Heillisclz .'

was organizer and leader of S. D. detachments in

Bremen and Frankfurt-on-Main, and political leader of the
of Hess up to 1941.
Prosecutor : What decorations have you ?
Heinisch : I hold the foHowing decorations :

H. Q.

Honour of the NattonaJ Socialist Parly as a Party member since 1923.
What were your occupation and activities while you

were Commissar in Melitopol '1
Heil1;sch :

Jt was my duty to direct the economic management

and exploitation of the region entrusted to me.

1 was to pump out

agricultural produce in order to supply the Army and the GeITIlan rear
Prosect/tor :

Prosecutor .' Why were those people arrested '1
Heinisclr : For sabotage and anti-German sentiments.

the Bronze. Silver

and Gold Medals of the Nati?nal Socialist Party, and the Badge of
Prosecutor :

Proseclltor : Was this on Christmas Eve ?
Heillisch : Yes.

�

Did lhe local residents willingly deliver produce t

you '1
Heil1iscll .' The population delivered it unwillingly : some of them

Prosecutor : And what was done to these people afterwards ?
Heillisch :

They were scnt to Simferopot Camp and there shot

or fmished off in the gas van.
Prosecutor : Was there a war prisoners' camp there '1
HeilliscJt :

Concentration camps were not set up in Russia, but

war prisoners' camps were used for this purpose.
Prosecutor : Consequently civilians were confined in war prisoners'
camps '1
Heinisch : Yes.
Prosecutor : Tell the Court everything you know about the gas
van.
Hei"iscJt : The gas van is a kind of prison van, equipped with
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hermetically closing folding doors, in which exhaust gases from the
engine pass along a special pipe into the body of the van, thus causing
asphyxiation of aJl the people inside.
Prosecutor: How long have you known of the existence of this
gas van"
Heillisch: 1 learned about its existence ill January this year during
a conference of District Commissars at which Lieut.·General of
Police vcn Alvensleben was present.
ProseclItor: Tell the Court about this conference and what you
learned there about the gas van.
Heillisch: Von Alvcnsleben slated that information concerning
the gas van had fallen into the hands of the Russians. According to
Lieut.·General of Police vcn Alvensleben, the Flihrer-that is, Hitler
-had ordered that t.here should be no further open talk about the
gas van on pain of arraignment for tdai by a special court of S.S.
Prosecutor: Have you yourself ever seen a gas van?
Heillisch: Yes, I saw one in the town of Rovno, but not in action.
Prosecutor: Did you take part in the extermination of people
by means of gas vans?
Heil1isch: No, I did not.
Prosecutor: Tell the Court in detail about your talk WiUI Somann.
J{einisch: Somann told me that death caused by gas poisoning
was painless and more humane. He Sc.. id that in the gas van death
was very quick, but actually death came not in twelve seconds but
much more slowly aDd was accompanied by great pain.
Somann told me about the camp in Auschwitz in Germany where
the gassing of prisoners was also carried out. The people were told
that they were to be transferred elsewhere, and foreign workers were
told that they would be repatriated and were sent under this pretext
to bath·houses. Those who were to be executed first entered a place
with a signboard with "Disinfection" on it and there they wlClressed
the men separately from women and children. Then they were ordered
to proceed to another place with a signboard "Bath." While the
people were v'lashing themselves special valves were opened to let
in the gas which caused their death. Then the dead people were
burned in special furnaces in which about 200 bodies could be burned
simultaneously.
Prosecutor: Did So'mann tell you on whose instructions execution
by gas poisoning was introduced?
Ifeiflisch: Somann told me that ill the autumn of 1942 a conference
took place between Hitler, Himmler, and S.D. Chief Kaltenbruuner,
at which it was decided to perform executions by means of gas
poisoning.
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Prosecuto,.: Will you tell tile Court about your attitude towards
the atrocities of Hitler and his clique.
Heillisch: As a National Socialist, 1 am bound to obey
. ,
FUhrer's orders and instructions. However, I repudiate the atroclttes.
Prosecutor: You repudiate the atrocities 1
Heillisch: Yes, 1 do.
ove of poisoni1lg people
Prosecutor: And do you also disappr

with gas?

be a humane method, but
Hein;sch: 1 believed gas poisoning to
prolonged agony.
.
1 did not know that death followed after such
any document f?rm� latmg
Proseclltor: Does the witness know of
par
ID
es,
countn
occupied
the policy of the German Government in
of the U.S.S.R.?
ticular in the temporarily occupied districts
documents. . However,
Heinisch: No, I do not know of such
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aders know It ha
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German iUlers ?

Hejllisch;

Exactly.

ns.

Prosecutor." 1 have no more questio
Somann?
President : \Vitness Heinisch, who is

Security Service of the Breslau
Heillisch: Somann was Chief of the

area.

learned about the use of gas 1
President: Was it from him ti1at you
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Heb,;sclr: Exactly.

In what towns were bath-houses used for poisoning
civilians with gas?
Heillisch: Extermination of people by gas poisoning was to take
place in concentration camps.
President,' 10 German-occupied territory?
Heinisch: There are no concentration camps in the occupied
regions.
President: That means in Germany?
Heinisch: Yes.
Preside,,': It is known that J 4,000 persons were asphyxiated,
hanged or shot in Melitopol, whereas you mentioned only 4,000.
When were the remaining 10,000 persons destroyed?
Ifeillisch: The majority of the Soviet elements were destroyed
immediately after the town was captured.
Presidenl .. That means at the time when advanced units of the
German Army were passing through there.
Heill;sch.' Exactly.
President.' And the population was exterminated by the advanced
units of the German Army?
Heillisch.' Yes.
Presiden!: But when the advanced units of the German Army
proceeded further beyond Melitopol who then destroyed tbe 4,000""
persons 1
Jfeinisch.' The Gestapo and Security Service.
Preside,,!: And during the retreat of the German Army was the
civilian population exterminated then also?
Heinisch.' During the retreat of German troops towns and villages
were burnt and the civilian population forcibly evacuated.
Presidellt.' What were your tasks as District Commissar in tbe
event of evacuation of the town of Melitopol?
Heinisch.' I received instructions personally from the Field Com
mandant concerning the forcible evacuation of the population. 11
was conducted by army units.
Presiden!: What instructions did you receive concerning the
destruction of State and public buildings and dwelling-houses in the
towns?
Heillisch: Houses and institutions in the towns as weU as buildings
of importance for defence were demolished by the Army Commissary
detachments.
President : Upon whose orders?
He;l/isc".' Upon the orders of the Field Commandant.
President: Who was the Fjeld Commandant at that time 1
President:

KIIARKOY
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Heillisch: Genera l Taser.
President:

It follows from your statements that when German

advanced units captured territory they murdered and plundered the
civilian population, and after this the Gestapo, Security Service and
other punitive organs exterminated the Soviet people.

Before the

retreat of the German Army civilians were also exterminated.

]s

that right?
Heillisch: I have no right to criticize the FOhrer's instructions
conditioned by the war. (Laughter in Court.)
President:

What do you know of the removal of property and

valuables from territories occupied by the German Army, and what
instructions did you receive on this subject from your superiors?
Heinisc/,:

1 was instructed by the Reichskommissar to

squeeze

out of the population everything not needed by the German Army
on the spot-this refers to agricultural produce-and send it away to
Germany. Executive powers to carry out this measure was granted
to the Commissary detachments under the General Commissariat.
President: And who exported the property and valuables ?
Heillisch:

This was in charge of the Economic Departments in

the Districts and Commissary Squads in the German Army.
Pres;dent:
ordinated?

To

whom

were

the

Economic

Departments sub�

Heillisch: To the Chjef Economic Department under the General
Commissar.
President:

Whom do you believe responsible for all the crimes

committed by the Germans, for destruction of towns and villages, fol'
extermination of guiltless people?
Heinisch: I do not give orders to the GesLapo and Security Service.
President:

Have counsel for the defence any questions to ask the

witness Heinisch?
COllllsel Be/ov:

Can the witness Heinisch tell the Court what

punishment is provided by war�time laws for attempts to evade evac�
uation during the retreat of German troops?
Heillisch: I cannot say anything about what orders there are on
this subject.
Be/ov.' And if a man in the Sonderkommalldo evades evacuation
during the retreat of German troops 1
Heillisch: Then according to war�time law he is shot.
Be/ov: I have no more questions.
This concluded the examination of the witness Heinisch.
President: The next witness to be examined is Kosch.
President: What is your name and place of birth?
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I was born on 27th December,

that this was a gas van, but I must not say a word about it to anyone
because the machine was strictly secret. He also said that they had
just come from a place where 42 Russians had been put to death.

Prosecutor: From whom did yOll first hear ahout this gas van?
Ko sch: ] first heard of it from N.C.O. Haas. Previollsly [-laas

had been in the central sector of the Eastern Front and he said he had
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seen the gas van on the outskirts of Smolensk and in Vitebsk and
Byelgorod. I also heard about it from Winn and Bernhold, who s?r ved
.
.
in the 1st Company, 179th Battalion, 79th German Infantry DivIsion.
These men also said that they had seen and heard about the gas vans
in the central sector in the areas of Smolensk, Vitebsk and Byelgorod.
No wonder that all nations now associate the Dame of German with
barbarism. The German people may thank Adolf Hitler for this
and also for the fact that now one is far from happy being German.
Blood and more blood goes with the whole HitJerite organization from
its very beginning to its end. The Hitlerites have had orgies of blood
shed wherever they have appeared. it would he most just if Hitler
and his clique were given a ride in this gas van which they have con
ceived to Germany's disgrace.
The next to be examined was the witness Jantschi.
Presiden t: Your name?
Jantschi replied through the interpreter.
Ja lltschi: Heinz Jantschi.
Presiden t: When were you born '1
Jan tschi: 1916.
Presiden t: Place of birth 1
Ja lltschi: Vienna.
President: Education '1
Jan tschi: Higher education.
Presiden t : What post did you hold in the army 1
Jal ltschi: 1 was sergeant-major.
Presiden t: Witness Jantschi, you must tell only the truth. Wit-

Presidellf: And what was your profession?
Ko sclt: 1 was an architect.
Presidellt: What post did you hold in the army?
Ko sch: 1 served in the sappers.
Pre sidellf: As officer or private?
Ko sch: I was a sapper.
President: What was your mi litary rank?
Ko sch: Private.
P ro secu to r: Tell us, witness Kosch, what you know about methods
orexlerminating the Soviet civilian population practised by the German
Army.
Ko sclt: Besides mass shootings to· which National Socialists
resort to exterminate the Soviet civilian population, 1 also know of a
special method. viz., the gas van.
Prosecutor: How do you know about the gas van?
Ko sch: 1 heard about it from my comrades and also saw this
machine myselr.
Prosecutor: In what circumstances and where did you see it 1
Kosc},: It was early in May, 1943, in Sretcnka, near Volnovakha,
where our battalion was stationed. On that day 1 had to go to
Volnovakha on service business. Waiting on the road for a truck
to take me back to my battalion 1 saw a big van coming in my direction.
J took it for a prison or mail van. It stopped near mc. An Ullter
sclla rfiillre r came out of the driver's cabin and asked me whether 1
had seen a big truck with S.S. troopers in it. Then he came closer
and lit a cigarette, and 1 noticed that he was slightly drunk. 1 asked
him if he could give me a lift in the direction of Mariupol. He laughed
and, taking me to the back door of the van, said: "Well, climb in.
There is plenty of room in here." When he opened the door a wave
of terrible stench came out. The truck was completely empty. It
suddenly occurred to me that this was probably the gas van of which
I had heard. I said: "So you want to give m e a ride to heaven in
this truck 1" The Un terscharfiillrer suddenly stopped talking, looked
grave, and asked me: "And what do you know about this machine 1"
1. answered that I had heard a great deal about the gas van. He said

TRIAL

nesses are held responsible before the law for false testimony.
Prosecu to r: Did you serve in Camp 271 1
fan tschi: Yes, I did.
Pro secuto r: Who was kept in this camp 1
fan tsclli: Officially only war prisoners, actually civilians as well.
Presiden t: Describe the regime in the war prisoners' camp and
J

tell the Court what you know about the war prisoners' camp in
Vyazma.
fan tse},i: In October and November, 1941, there was a war
prisoners' camp in Vyazma.
Prose cu tor: l-low many persons were kept in this camp?

Ja 1ltsehi : When we arrived there were approximately 25,CXKJ war
prisoners and civilians in the camp.
P roseclllo r: How were the prisoners evacuated from the Vyazma
camp to Smolensk 1
Jan tsehi: The camp command in Vyazma decided to escort the
prisoners to Smolensk on foot.
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Prosecutor.' How man.y persons were to be escorted?
Ja flfs chi: 15,000.
Pros ecuto r: Does the witness know how many of Ulese 15,O<Xl
reached Smolensk 1
Ja nlselli: Yes, the receiver in the Smolensk camp reported that
2,<XK> persons arrived there.
Prosecuto r: What happened to the remaining 13,OOO?
Ja llfschi: These 13,000 died on the way from exhaustion while
some were simply shot by the escort. The prisoners, among whom
were women, old people and children, were emaciated, poorly clothed
and barefoot even before they set out. On the way many fell from
ratigue and exhaustion or died from starvation. The exhausted
people were shot by soldiers of the escort.
Pros ecuto r.' Witness, tell the Court how the war prisoners and
civilians left in Vyazma were quartered and how they lived after that.
Ja l1tschi : The 10,000 war prisoners and civilians who remained
were transferred to the building in the area of the plant.
Pros ecutor: Was it in Pekarnaya Street?
Ja lltsc hi: Yes.
Prosecutor: Was tlus building large enough to hold this number
of people?
Ja nts chi: No. The war prisoners and civilians in this building
had to stand up day and night and were unable to sleep. They stood
as people stand in a crowded tram. The building was so packed that
at first it was impossible to enter it.
Pros ecutor: What was the weather at that time?
Ja nlschi: The weather was very bad, damp, rainy and cold.
Prosecuto r: You said it was absolutely impossible to enter the
building. And did it become less crowded later?

.=
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Ja nts chi: Yes, after a large proportion of the war prisoners and
civilians there died it became somewhat less crowded.
Prosecuto r: Did many people die in the camp?
la ntschi: Of the 10,000 who were there at the beginning 6,CX>O died .
Prosecutor: Was medical aid rendered to the sick?
Ja llts chi : There was no doctor in the camp itself, only small
premises equipped as a hospital.

Prosecu;or: Witness, teii the Court how the inmates of the camp
were fed.

Ja lltschi: There was no kitchen of any kind in the camp.

Feedi.ng
was arranged as follows: The guards' squads were issued with cases
of dehydrated cereals in packages. In order to save their labour in
distribution of the food, the soldiers of the guards' squads would

;
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stand on the staircase and throw the packaaes into the crowd of
prisoners.
Pr ose clltor.' And could they cook the food?
Ja llls eili : Nobody bothered about that. This method of food
distribution was considered Quite satisfactory.
Pr osecu tor : Was everyone given food?
Jallts chi: No. With such a method of distribution the packages
of cereals could be obtained only by lucky prisoners in the first row
and who could catch them in the air, while the remaining mass of war
prisoners and civilians, including the children, old people and sick
who were in the camp, could not obtain this food and died of hunger.
Prosecutor: Were there many children, women and old people
in the camp?
Ja nts chi : Ycs.

Prose cut or: Witness. tell the Court whether there were cases of
shooting war prisoners and civilians.
Ja ntsi: There were. The guards seized at every opportunity
to shoot at the prisoners. For instance, during the distribution of
food the guards shot at war prisoners and civilians with rifles from
the watch tower. They also fired from machine·guns and flung
grenades. On the suggestion of Capt. Rzywar, the counter-espionage
officer, a special order permitting shooting was issued by Major van
Tittskron, the commandant of the camp. I have already said that
prisoners who got the packages of cereals were unable to cook them
because there were no facilities for that. They collected water from
dirty puddles and drainage ditches to try and cook something. They
also collected bits of fuel in the camp and made fires. With sllch a
number of military people and civilians it \vas necessary to light fires
even during the njght. The camp guards took advantage ofTittskron's
order to open fire not only on those who made the fires, but also on
those who gathered water from the puddles or wood splinters and
bits of fuel in the camp. The shots rang out in this camp from morning
till night. Anybody approaching the camp might have thought that
an engagement between infantry units was being fought.
Pl'ose clllor: Witness, did you enter the premises of the camp?
Ja llfs chi : Yes, 1 did, but only after, with all these shootings and
deaths the camp became so empty that it was possible to enter it.

Pr osecutor. '
premises when you entered.
Ja lltsc/tl: The appearance of the camp after it became possible
to enter it was horrible. The plot of land in front of the factory
building was a sea of mud, in some places half a metre deep, and
hundreds of bodies or war prisoners and civilians were buried in this
o
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muo. You could see here and there an arm sticking out or a leg or
head. There was a particularly large heap of bodies near the walls
of the factory building. Bodies of sbot people lay there. Dying
people also kept near the camp walls, sitting or standing in some nook
to get shelter from the cold. There was a large number of ditches filled
with mud and rain water. BocUes blue and swollen with water lay
here also. Some of these ditches were used by the war prisoners as
latrines. III these there were also many bodies. 1 had never imagined
that a person could be so emaciated before death. They were so
emaciated that their bodies were mere skeletons covered with skin.
Their heads were like bare skulls. Inside the building 1 saw the same
sort of thing. There were no windows, the roof was half destroyed,
and the place was terribly draughty.
Pros ecutor: Were the bodies buried?
Jalltschi: They began to bury bodies only when almost everybody
in the camp had died. The bodies lay everywhere in mountains.
There were five or six hundred of them in the attic alone. Those
who could still move were given lengths of telephone wire whieh
were fastened to the neck, arm or leg of a body which was then dragged
through the whole camp to a pit dug beforehand, and earth was thrown
over the bodies. The prisoners who buried bodies knew that in a
couple of days they themselves would be dumped in the same pit.
Prosecuto r: Tell the Court what conditions were in the camps in
BorissoY, Kastornoye and Millerovo.
Jalllschi,' Conditions in those camps were the same as in Vyazma.
Pros ecuto r,' Were there dogs in the camps?
Ja llts chi: There were. Officially dogs were kept to guard the
camps, but actually they were set on prisoners and also on civilians
who collected round the camp to fmd out about the fate of their
relatives.
Pro secutor.' Did any inspectors visit the camps?
Ja llts chi,' Yes. very frequently.
Prosecutor ,' And did the regime improve aner that?
Jall/schi: No. conditiolls did not change.
Prosecuto r: Consequently the Supreme Command knew about
these horrors in the camps.
lants chi: Yes. The supreme Command was undoubtedly
informed as to the situation in the camps. Colonel Rielh came to the
camp at Evdakovo and said that he came straight from Adolf Hitler.
The Supreme Conunand was not only aware of the regime in the camps,
but organized it. These camps were in fact not camps for war
prisoners but camps for the extermination of war prisoners and civilians
in the Soviet Union.
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Pros ec/tfo r .' Witness, tell the Court who bears direct responsibility
for the deaths of Soviet war prisoners and civilians in camp No. 231.
Ja lltschi : Direct responsibility in the first place belongs to Major
Fonst, Commandant of Camp 231. who worked from the beginning
there until December, 1941; then Lieut.-Colonel Gutschmidt, who
replaced him; a counter-espionage officer, Dr. Grzewann; Camp Dr.
Rabensonfner, and Lieut. Kirns, who was Adjutant and concurrently
Assistant of the Camp Commandant. Those are the chief culprits.
Prosecutor: Did you live in Kharkov?
JatJIschi: Yes, I was in Kharkov.
Proseclltor: What do you know about war prisoners and civilians
kept in Camp No. 364 located on Kholodnaya Gora?
Jantschi: I lived in the camp on Kholodnaya Gora only four days.
1 came there to collect prisoners for work. What I saw there was no
different from the conditions in Camp 231. Moreover, Officer
mann told me a good deal about this camp.
Pros ecutor: Were civilians also kept in this camp on Kholodnaya
Gora?

Jafltschi: Yes. 1 myself saw civilians in that camp.
Prosecutor: Describe this camp in detail.
Janlschi: Jt was set up in the former prison building.

1 did not
enter the building but did go into the grounds of the camp. There,
too. bodies of dead and dying people who were getting no assistance
were lying around. They were all emaciated and ragged and many
were barefoot. Guards drove these prisoners to work with clubs.
During the four days I spent there an order was received to dispatch
prisoners on foot to Poltava. They were marched in the same way as
from Vyazma to Smolensk. The people were so exhausted that the
majority never reached the destination. A few days later l bad to
ride in a car to Kolomak and I saw that the road was littered with bodies

of war prisoners and civilians. There were women and children
among them. Several hundred war prisoners remained in the camp
in KhoJodnaya Gora. But they were so exhausted that they could
no longer keep on their feet. As I later learned from the soldiers
who remained at the camp. the war prisoners who stayed there were
shot not long before the Soviet troops arrived.
The next to be exaInined \vas the \vitness Boiko, whose evidence
was translated into German for the benefit of the Defendants, first
by interpreter Stesnova and then by interpreter Ivanova.

Pres iden t.' Your name?
Boiko.' Boiko.
Presiden t: Your first name and patronyrruc?
Boiko,' lvan Semenovich.
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P res id el1l: When were you born?
Boik o: 1900.
Prosecutor ,' Tell the Court how YOll came to be

the Germans.

KHARKOV

,

.

m

[

the service d

Boik o: 111 October, 1941, in Kiev, 1 went to work as a driver an
also as interpreter for a punitive detachment of the Gestapo.
,
P ros ecutor: And then together with the detachment you move �
to Kharkov 1
Boik o: After a while the detachment moved from I{jcv to Kharkov1
where we arrived on 16th November, 1941.
Pros ecu tor: TeU the Court how the citizens of Kharkov were
moved from city apartments to barracks by order of the German"';"
Command. Do you know about this ?
Boik o.' Some time later camc the order orthe S.D. chief concerning
eviction of residents of Kharkov from the city to the barracks near the �
.:'
Kharkov Tractor Plant.
Pros ecu tor: Tell the Court how the patients were carried away - -flom the hospital in Volchansk and destroyed.
-I
Boik o: On 12th June, 1942, an order was received to detail 15 men. r
J was included in this number, and 1 had to go to the town of Volchansk. l �
On arrival in Volchansk the hospital was chosen as our quarters.
The hospital was overcrowded, but Helmrich gave the order to clear
the hospital of patients. This order was carried out. German
soldiers entered the hospital and ordered all patients to gel ready for
removal to Kharkov. Everybody began dressing. But when the
order was given not to put on clothes some of them understood what
was up and panic set in. They refused to come and had to be driven
out. The patients rushed the doors, but the Gestapo men stood all
round and did not let them pass. They fired at those who tried to
escape and many were wounded or killed. Then loading into a van
commenced with free use of clubs and weapons.
Prosecu tor : How many people were murdered in this manner?
Boik o: The first tinle they carried away fifty people and then the
rest. In all 90 were killed, 80 patients, the rest being hospital staff.
Pros eclltor: What do you know about the extermination of Soviet
citizens, residents of Voronezh, deported on the order of von Radezky ?
Boik o: When our detachment completed the work we had to do

1

�

in Volchansk we left for Voronezh. When we drove through Byel·
gorod the Gas ellwa gen was left there. 'We reached Voronezh by way
of Kursk.
Pros ecu tor : Did you not arrest anyone Oil your way?
Boik o: On the way from Volchansk to Kursk and tJlen to Voronezh
arrests and shootings were carried out continuously. On arrival in
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Voronezh von Radezky issued an order for all residents remaining
!.fi the town to evacuate it.
Those remaining would be shot or hanged.
The population was ordered to go in the direction of the Khokhol
settlement. The terrified citizens left with their children in the

direction of the Khokhol settlement. Some were left there while
others were sent elsewhere to have their documents checked.
P rosecu tor : How many people were exterminated then '1
Boik o: About 2,000 people.
Pros ecu tor: How was the extermination effected?
Boik o: Olher drivers and 1 drove people who arrived on foot in
the Khokhol settlement to Matrenovka vil1age. On arrival there we
were ordered to unJoad the trucks. Those in the trucks gaL into a
panic. Those who tried to run away were shot immediately. 1
remember how one woman wept and screamed: "What do you kill
liS for?
Do not kill us." l also remember how one little girl
entreated a Gestapo man not to shoot her mother. She begged:
"Uncle, don't kill my mother." But the Gestapo man first shot the
mother and then the little girl.

Prosecutor: Where did you go then?
Boik o: This went on there for several days and about 2,000

people were shot. Then we went to Kursk. When we were in the
garage in Kursk, driver Hans Hem told me how people were shot
in Kursk. He said that several trucks drove up to the jail.
Arrested
people were pushed into them and on the order of Radezky they were
driven to the barracks and shot. Because of ammunition shortage
25 people were left who were not shot. Lt was suggested to Radezky
that they be driven back to the prison and shot next day, but he
ordered them not to be taken back but killed with spades, rifles, etc.
Pros ecu tor: Thus 25 persons for whom no cartridges were left
were killed with rifles and spades.
Boik o: Yes, with rifles and spades.
Prosecu tor : And where did you go next?
Boiko: Then the detachmmlt left for Kiev. From there the detach
ment went to Chernygov to fight the guerrilJas, but I fell sick and
remained in Kiev with a locaL squad. 1 stayed at Central H.Q. at
No. 5, Institutskaya Street.
P rosecutor : Central H.Q. of what?
Boik o: Central H.Q. of the Gestapo.
Pros ecutor: What did you do in Kiev?
BoUo: 1 worked in a garage. Drivers who worked there for some
time say that arrests and shootings took place in Kiev every day. I saw
a gas van in the garage.
it would leave in the morning and return at
the end of the day.
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Prosecutor: Witness Boiko, name the Gestapo men who directed
the mass extermination of Soviet citizens in Kharkov.
Boiko: Sturmbann/iihrer Granbel, Oberstllrm/iihrer Fcinholz, Ober
slurm/iihrer Kirchc, Obers/lIrm/iihrer
MORNING SESSION-17TH DECEMBER, 1943

At the morning session on J 7th December the Court continued the
examinatio � of witnesses. As on the preceding days, the hall was
crowded with people, who tensely followed the proceedings, which
revealed more and more ghastly detajls of the crimes committed by
the Gel�man fascist invaders dming the period of their temporary
occupation of Kharkov and the Kharkov region.
A group of witnesses, including former personnel of the First
Evacuation Hospital of the 69th Army, were examined. Their testi
lony revealed details of the terrible tragedy enacted in the hospital,
�
.
Lfl which wounded Red Army men were being treated, after the capture
of Kharkov by the Germans.
"The uman mind simply cannot grasp wha� I saw and lived through
. the penod of the German �ccupation," stated Witness DjinchviJadze.
In the 8th block of the hospital there were 400 seriously wounded men
who needed immediate surgical attention. They were either ill the
operating theatre or being prepared for operating wl1en a duH explosion
occurred. The nurses ran towards me shrieking. It transpired that
S.S. men had driven up to the hospital, nailed up all the entrances and
hurled two incendiary bombs into the premises. The first floor was
at once enveloped in flames. The fire reached the beds of the wounded.
With their clothes burning, they crept towards the windows. Many
were so weak that they fell dead after crawling a few steps. Those who
reached windows and climbed on to sills were shot from tommy-guns by
S.S. roopers who had surrounded the building. Words cannot
descnbe what was happening at that time: burning people ran about
the wards, but there was no salvation for them anywhere-flames
raged in the building, and bullets awaited them outside the windows
Similar scenes took place on the second floor, which the fire soo
reached. We managed to conceal a group of wounded on the stair
case, and when the S.S. men departed, evidently believing that all the
wounded had perished in the fire, we pulled them out of the windows
into the street. Out of the 400 men in this block of the hospital not
more than 50 were saved.
"The same fate befell the wounded in other blocks of the hospital.
Next day an S.S. detaclunent came again, and mass shootings com-
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menced. The S.S. men rummaged in all the corners and basements.
Some or the wounded men were dragged into the hospital yard and
shot there; others were finished off on the spot. These bloody
massacres continued for four days. The bodies of the de.:'ld lay in the
yard and in the basements for 12 days. The Gestapo would not allow
us to bury them."
The evidence of Djinchviladze was supplemented by the witness

Professor Katkov, who at the time of this tragedy was deputy super
intendent of the hospital and actuaUy carrying out all the duties of the
superintendent. His testimony proved clearly and beyond any doubt
.
that this monstrous crime had been planned, prepared and orgaruzed by
the Hitlerites beforehand.
"On the eve of the tragedy," stated Katkov, "a German officer

arrived at the hospital and ordered the wounded to be gather�d in one
block which, he stated, would serve as the hospital for the Russ,ians.
When this was done, S.S. men drove up to the hospil3l, surrounded
the block into which we had begun to gather the wounded, and set fire
to it with incendiary bombs. Those who tried to jump out of the
windows in their efforts to escape from the fire were shot from tommy
gW.lS. Next day the Germans made a round of the other blocks
ward after ward, basement after basement. Coming to a ward, they
would first toss several grenades into it, tlre
then enter the ward and finish oITthose who were still alive. Wounded
men who, by some miracle, escaped with their lives, later told me that
the Germans were accompanied by an officer, who flashed a torch into
all the corners. On approaching each bed and ascertaining that the
patient was dead, he would say: 'Kaput,' and walk on.
.
"Not content with these atrocities the German monsters cruCified
a seriously iU patient, nailing him to the wall in the hospital yard.
A small crowd of Germans gathered round the crucified man. They
iaughed merrily, and some of them look snapshots of their victim."
The audience heard with deep emotion facts cited by the witness
Katkov, depicting the exceptional devotion and patriotism of Russian
women who, at the risk of their lives under the German bullets,
penetrated the hospital grounds, brought food to the wounded men
who had survived the massacre, and nursed Utem as their own mothers
and sisters would have done.
Unfortunately the names of these
women remain unknown.
The next to be examined was witness Sokolskaya, who was
employed as a nurse in the First Evacuation Hospital. Her testimony
fully confirmed everything said in Court by the preceding witnesses.
She stated:
"On 14th March I was in the hospital when an explosion was heard.

Fast, and
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It was the Germans, who had thrown incendiary bombs. Fire broke.
out in the building, The wounded, endeavouring to save themselves
Om a painful death by fire, crept down from the beds, but the majority
munedlately fell down. Even those who reached the windows
failed
to escape. Germans were watching out for them and shot them
wit.h
tonuny·guns.'·
The witness Sokolskaya then described the unprecedented crime
committed by the Hitierites in the hospital yard. They had found
a
man still alive in one of the basements. They dragged him into
the
y �rd and were about to shoot him.
One German was already aiming
his tornmy-gun when another said something to him and both burst
out laughing. The first German ran off and soon' returned with
a
h �mmer and nails
Both Germans seized the half-dead man, stripped
:
hun naked and nailed him to a wall for the amusement of themselves
and other German monsters."
A profound impression was produced on the audience by the brief
testimony of the woman witness Kozlova.
During the bloody
massacr� perpetrated by the Hitlerite monsters, her husband, who was
undergo109 treatment in the hospital, also perished.
"When I came to the hospital," stated Kozlova, "I could
not
recognize the building.
It was a charred ruin. lnside it I saw
numerous bodies. The whole wing was packed with them. To pass
from one room to another, 1 literally had to tread on bodies. Among
them I found the mutilated body of my husband."
The witness Bespalov, residing on the territory of the park,
gave
.
eVidence
on the massacres of Soviet people in the Sokolniki Park.
From the window of his house, at a distance of some 150 metres he saw
on three occasions how the Bitlerites exterminated several t ousand
Soviet citizens, including many children, women, and aged people.
"For several hours," stated BespaIov, "the Germans drove
the
arrested people to pits prepared beforehand. They were aU ordered
to
un ess.
Those who resisted were beaten up and forcibly stripped of
their clothes, then dragged alive to the pits and trampled down.
The
Germans collected the things taken from tile victims loaded them
into
'
lorries, and then drove away singing lustily.
A few days later a
large party of wo�en and children were brought to the same spot.
The alf was filled With loud SCr�:1m� :1nrl li:nhhin<T Th r!.................... 1........ .
l
the victims with rifle
t r
o
e
l
f
.
therr mothers' arms.
"Before the mass shooting began many Hitlerites amused themselves
by selecting victims and shooting them with their pistols. Then
the
mass of people was driven into the pits and shot with automatk
rifles.
Near my garden the Germans dug an enormous pit. For three
days
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they had been bringing arrested Soviet dtizens-war prisoners and
women, little cruldren and very old people. The heart-rending scenes
there defy description. People wept parting with each other and
parents pressed their children to their breasts. Some in their despair
spat into the faces of their executioners or rushed at them with their
fists. The Hitlerites forced all the doomed people into the pit, threw
in hand grenades, and simultaneollsly fired several volleys from auto
matic rifles."
Bespalov described a further massacre of a large number of Soviet
women who had been gathered ostensibly to cut down trees in the park.
Replying to a question of the President, the accused Bulanov
confirmed the testimony of the witness, and stated that he himself had
repeatedly driven Soviet citizens for shooting to the Sokolniki Park.
The next to be examined was the witness Serikov, who testified to
the circumstances in which thousands of Kharkov residents were moved
from the city apartments to the barracks of the tractor plant. These
people were forbidden to move about the streets after nightfall, and
they were a1so forbidden to enter houses to warm themselves. They
were only partly dressed and barefooted; many of them froze to death
in the streets. At dawn their frozen corpses were seen lying around.
Further, Serikov described how he had seen the barracks full of
corpses. "On one occasion," he said, "I was ordered to help clear
I myself carried charred bodies from the barracks
the barracks.
Several times 1 saw German soldiers
and put them in trenches.
drive up to the barracks where the bodies were stocked and set fire
to them."
The woman witness Podkopa, residing at No. 8, Rybnikovskaya
Street, in Kharkov, where the garage of the Gestapo was located,
helped to fill in the picture of the mass extermination of Soviet citizens
in "murder vans." "There were many lorries in the yard of the
garage," she said, "but one of them attracted special attention. Tllis
was a van with a huge body, painted grey. I asked Gestapo driver
Boiko what kind of lorry this was. At first he refused to tell me,

saying that it was secret, but then "he did tell me.
" 'Tltis lorry,' he said, 'is for gassing people.' One day, 1 was
standing out of doors when a 'murder van' drove up. All of us were
LrnmecEately told to go indoors. Through the windows we saw German
soldiers dragging bodies out of tile van. Later I learned that tbe
'murder van' had developed a defect on a trip and was brought back
to the garage for repair."
Witness Gaidamak, who lived in the grounds of the hospital in the
Lipetsk district of the Kharkov region, testified to the brutal extermina
tion of the patients.
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arrive at the hospital.

We heard a burst of rifle fire.

thoroughness and had planned everything down to the smallest detail.

I stole a look out of the

The officer ordered the soldiers to lead the patients from the wards in

window and saw a German leading a group of half-dressed patients

batches of ten. The patients were taken out of the building and
ordered to go to the hospital garden . There, in a ravine, were several

through the hospital yard gales. Then came another volley. This was
repeated many times.

The patients screamed and tried to wrest

German soldiers with an officer.

themselves free from the hands of the butchers, but the Germans

went on till nightfall.

This bloody massacre

"At that moment another car arrived with another German Omcer

Soon after, some members of the hospital staff

told me the whole story.

who stated tbat he was a doctor and had been sent to take over (rom
me the property of Lhe hospital. On hearing the word 'do� lor' my
spirits rose and I asked him to help me to put an end to thiS brutal
massacre of derenceless patients. The officer stated that his business
On
was to take over the property and the rest did not concern him.

A German officer came to the chief surgeon

and suggested that the patients be poisoned.

When the chief surgeon

refused, the officer said he would finish them off himself.

He ordered

all the hospital staff to stay where Uley were, and himself went into the
yard to direct the shooting.

When the patients approached the

ravine the Germans opened f1fe. Some of the patients tried to run
away, but the German soldiers caugbl tbem and killed them.

pushed and beat them with the butt ends of their riOes and automatic
rifles, forcing them towards the execution place.

l

guns were installed outside the lence on the �rossroa . E�erYth i
indicated that the Germans had prepared thIS operation WIth gfe

We all ran into our hOllses to hide our belong·

iogs, as we knew that when the Germans came, they would immediately
rob us.
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"Onc day we saw," he stated, " a large group of German soldiers

In this way 435 patients, including many

entering the storehouse this 'doctor' first of all chose a sweater for

women, were killed."

himself. tried it on, said

'

l

Gi t I'

and walked 011.

"Meanwhile the shooting was still going on in the garden.
lasted late into the night and was resumed next morning.

EVENING SESSION, 17TH DECEMBER, 1943

all the patients except for a few who could not walk were murdered
in that way. The Germans carried the helpless patients into the yard

At the evening session on 17th December, the COllIt examined the

and shot them also."

witness Golovko, who served as a doctor in the Lipetsk Hospital.
"On

21st November,

1941,"

stated Golovko,

Pr esidelll: How many patients were there in the hospital ?
Golovko: Four hundred and thirty-five.
Presid ent: Were there children and women among them ?
Golovko : Yes, more than fifty per cent.
Presidellt: Was the building of the hospital used subsequently

"three Gennan

officers came to the hospital-one captain and two lieutenants.

One

of them told me that there was an order to exterminate all patients
undergoing treatment in our hospital, and suggested that I poison
them.

l hotly protested, and stated that a doctor's duty was to cure

people, not poison them.

that there were no such people among us.

Golovko :

1 replied

'Nevertheless the officer

proposal.

1. submitted to the order and gathered the whole medical
As 1 expected, they unanimously authorized me to tell

the officer that they refused to become the murderers of our patients.

1 conveyed this answer to the officer. who then stated : 'in that case
I sha!! do it myself.' 1 tried to save the patients by saying tha t if the
German Command needed the building of our hospital it would be
immediately vacated. 'No, we do not need the building; the officer
replied, 'all that we need is to eXl� minate the patients.'

He ordered

the hospital personnel to enter the building, and not to leave it on pain
of being shot.

Then a number of German soldiers entered the yard,

other soldiers surrounded the entire hoc;pital grounds, and machine-

No, it stood vacant for more than a year and was only

used for a short period as a barracks.
The Court proceeded to the examination of witness Osmaehko.
This elderly collective farm woman had faced a firing-squad and
survived by mere chance. She stated : "On hearing the sound of
shooting several o f us women collective farmers decided to go to the

ordered me to gather the medical personnel and inform them of tbis
personnel.

by

the German Command 1

Then the officer asked : 'Perhaps somebody

on your medical staff would undertake this assignment l'

It

Almost

I

l

1. also went and
No sooner had we reached the end of

outskirts of tile village to see what was happening.
took my son Vladimir along.

the village than German soldiers halted us.

They ordered

us t?

line

up along the road and led us to a field.

There, near a large PIt, the
Germans were shooting people. They ranged us up aJong the edge
of the pit and opened fire.
Women screamed and many fell down

bleeding.

I, too, fell into the pit and fainted.

heard shots.

When I came to I

Beside me my son Vladirnir lay dead.

bodies fell right on top of me rrom above.

More and more

1 could hardly prevent
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myself screaming, but decided that my only salvation was to seem
dead. I lay in the pit till nightfall and when the Hitlerites finished
shooting and went away I cUmbed out of the pit and somehow crept
home."
The President of the Court, Major-General M iasnikov, announced
that the examination of witnesses had been concluded. After a short
interval, the Court heard the report of the medice-Iegal experts. The
protocol drawn up by the experts was read by Professor Smolyaninov
of the Second Moscow Medical lnstitute, Chajr of Forensic Medicine.
Senr. staff member N. P. Semenovsky of the 1nstitute of Forensic

Medicine, and medica-legal expert of the 69th Army, Major of
Medical Service G. S. Gorodnichcnko answered questions put to the
medico-Iegal experts in the morning session of 17th December. The
chief medico-Iegal expert of the People's Comntissariat for I-Jea lth
Protection of the U.S.S.R., V. 1. Prozorovsky, read the general findings
of the medico-Iegal experts in the case.
FINDLNGS OF THE COMMISSION OF MEI?1CO-LEGAL EXPERTS
The medico-Iegal experts examined in Kharkov and neighbouring
localities the scenes of the crimes of the German fascist invaders--the
places where they carried out the extermination of Soviet citizens.
These included the burned-out block of the army hospital, where they
shot and burned war prisoners-severely wounded personnel of the
Red Army ; the place of the mass shooting of the healthy and sick,
of small children, juveniles, young people, old men and women in the
forest park of Sokolniki, near the viUage of Podvorki, in the Dobritsky
At these sites
gully, and in the therapeutic colony of Strelechye.
the medico-legal experts examined the grave-pits and exhumed bodies
of Soviet citizens shot, poisoned, burned or otherwise brutally
extenninated.
The medica-legal experts examined the places where the German
fascist invaders burnt bodies to destroy evidence of their crimes-the
poisoning with carbon monoxide. This is the site of the conflagration
on the territory of the barracks of the Kharkov tractor plant.
Examination of territories on which bodies were burnt or buried,
examination of the grave-pits and positions of bodies in them aDd

comparison of material thus obtained with data of the Court pro
ceedings, provide grounds for considering that the number of bodies
of murdered Soviet citizens in Kharkov and its environs reaches
several tens of thousands, whereas the figure of 33,000 exterminated
Soviet citizens given by accused and some witnesses is only approxi
mate and undoubtedly too low.
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]n the 1 3 grave-pits opened in Kharkov and its immediate vicini�y
were found a huge number of corpses. In most graves they lay In
extreme disorder fantastically intertwined, forming tangles of human
bodies defying e
scription. The corpses lay in such a manne� th � t
the can be said to have been dumped or heaped but not b�f1ed 10
co
on graves. In two pits in the Sokolniki forest park bodies were
found lying in straight rows, face downward, arms ben.t at the elbow
and hands pressed to faces or necks. All the bod
ies had bullet
.
wounds through the heads. Such a position of �he bodies was not
accidental. It proves that victims were forced to lie do �n face down
In the grave-pits where .the
ward and were shot in that position.
bodies lay and in places where the bodies had been burnt the medico
legal experts found articles of everyday use and personal effects, such
,
as bags, sacks, knives, pots, mugs, spect�cles, Fast�Ders of women s
handbags, etc. The fact revealed by the II1ves�lgatlon-na�eIY, that
before being murdered Soviet citizens were stnpped of the,: c1 ? thes
and footwear-is fuUy confirmed by the medico- Lega l examlllatLoos :
.
during exhumation the experts in most cases discovered naked or
half-naked bodies.
.
In order to ascertain which Soviet citizens were extermmate� a�d
in what manner, the experts exhumed and exal1line 1 ,047 bO�les In
Kharkov and its environs. These included the bodies of 1 9 chlldren
: age
and adolescents' 429 women and 599 men. The dead ranged In
from two to 70 years. The fact that bodies o� chjldren' adolescen!s,
,
women and old men as well as invalids were discovered ill grave-pits
with civilian clothes and articles of domestic use and personal e�e�ts
.
on the bodies or near them, proves that the German faSCist authontles
exterminated �viet civilians regardless of sex or age. On the other
hand, the fact that on bodies of young and middle-aged me" \vere
.
found clothes of military cut worn in the Red A�my, �lso articles of
miJitary equipment (pots, mugs, belts, etc.) IS eVldence of the
extermination of Soviet war prisoners.
.
The extermination of Soviet people (civilians and \�ar pnson�rs)
was effected by means of poisoning with carbon monOXide, shootin �.
burning, and killing with blunt, hard and heavy instruments . All tLus
.
has been established absolutely and irrefutably, by the matennl
of the
preliminary investigation,
and proved by the
medico-legal experts with scientific obJectIVity.
.
.
The depositions of the accused an � the � Ltnesses
state that In
various parts of the temporarily occuPI�d ternt�ry of the U.S.S. �_
the German fascist invaders used speC18Uy eqwpped large vans In
the bodies of which Soviet citizens were murdered by exhaust gas�s
contain in&: carbon monoxide. The medico-Iegal experts proved tillS
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beyond doubt for the first
time when examining bodi
es exhumed in
the town of Kras odar a
�
�d in its vicinity. At that time the presence
of
�rbon. monoxJd� was Irrefutably established by a
combination of
�hyslOloglcal, chemIcal and spectroscopic tests of
the blood in the
tl �sues and organs of the
corpses. The same method
of poisoning
with ca bon monoxide as
was used in Krasnodar has
�
been proved
by medica·legal examinati
on of some of the bodi
es exhumed i n
Kharkov.

The lorry which came to be
known as the "gas van" or
"murder
van," designed to extermina
te people inside its air-tight
body by means
f
� exhaust gases, must be regarded as a mech
anical method for the
sm1Ultane:ms poisoning of
large groups of peopie.
�
'
Inv
e
tJgat
lon
nd
medica-legal examinations have
.
. �
?
established that
10 addition to POl�onin
g with carbon monoxide, the
Germans applied
on a Ja ge scale, In
harkov and its environs, mass
�
shoo ting fTom
automatiC firearms, finng as
a rule into the back of the head
' the back
of the neck and the spine.
Examination of bodies has
also proved tbat there were
. .
cases of
killin
g by means of the smashing
of the skull and destructio
n of the
cerebral cortex by blows
from blunt, hard and heav
y implements.
It should be noted that i n
Kharkov gravely wounded
.
Soviet war
pnsone s w re exter in ted
in an especially painful man
�
�
� ?
ner by means
of burmng In comb1Oatlon
with shooting. This has been
proved by
the data of he preliminary
investigation, the Court proc
!
eedings, and
also by medIcal examinati
on of parts of corpses foun
d on the site of
the bu�nt-down lock of th
army hospital when, in part
icular. soot
�va� dIScovered 10 h� resp�
iratory tract of a charred
�
body, whic h
mdlcates th t t�e Vlctlm was
�
subjected to the actio d of
smoke and
fire when still ahve.
The Ger an fascist invad
ers tried to cover up t.he
�
.
.
evidence of
thelf cnmes, m the first place
.
of poisoning with carbon mon
oxide by
bur" mg t e �odies of poiso
ned
pers
;
ons. However, the materia
of
the mvestlgatIon and disco
very of portions of skeletons
.
of bodies
whic
h were burnt on the terri
tory of the barracks of the
Kharkov
tractor plant, prove the fact
of the burning of bodies . .
?n the b sis o all the com
bined data of their investigat
�
.
.
ion-the
prelinllBfLry mvestlga tlOn
and the Couri proceedingsthe medico
legal experts have establishe
d the presence of:
( a)
vast numbe of burial sites
in the city of Kharkov and
:
,
its
Immediat
e envlfons,
(b) A huge Dumber of bodies
in the grave-pits.
( c) Varying times of burial in vario
us graves,

�

i

�

�

1JJ

(d)

Varying degrees of preservation of the bodies i n the same
graves.
(e) Distinction of bodies in regard to sex and age.
(f) Uniformity of methods of extermination.
.
.
( g) Use of gas vans specially adapted for the extermmatlon of
human beings.
We regard the above as proofs of systematic, methodically
organized, mass extermination of Soviet civilians and war prisoners.
Chief medico-Iegal expert of the People's Commissariat for Health
Protection of the U.S.S.R., Director of the State Scientific Research
Institute of Forensic Medicine under the People's Commissariat for
Health Protection of the U.S.S.R. Prozorovsky.
Professor of Forensic Medicine at tlIe Second Moscow Medical
Institute, Doctor of Medical Science Smolyaninov.
Snr. Staff Scientist of the tanatoiogical department of the State
Scientific Research Institute of Forensic Medicine of the Commissariat
of Health of the U.S . S.R., Dr. Semenovsky.
Chief medico-legal expert of the 69th Army, Major of Meclical
Service Gorodnichenko.
Pathologist-anatomist Major of Medical Service Yakusha.
After the translation of the findings of the medico-Iegal ex,pcrts
into the German language, the President, Justiciary ?>.1ajor-General
Miasnikov, declared the Court proceedings concluded.
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MORNING SESSION, 1 8TH DECEMBER, t 943

Speech for the Prosecu tio n
Opening the sessi on, the President caUed upon the State Prosecutor,
Justiciary Colonel Dunayev.

Speec h of the State Prose cutor, Just ic iary Colonel N. K. DU1J ayev
"Citizen judges, since the treacherous attack of Hitlerite Gerrqany
on our motherland, the peoples of the Soviet Union learn of new
crimes each day, new monstrous viHainies committed by the German
fascist invaders in our land. It was comparatively recently that the
whole world was shocked by the bloody atrocities of the German
fascist invaders revealed at the Krasnodar trial, and again, at this
trial we have learned of the horrors which the German brigands
hav wrought in the area of Kharkov and the Kharkov region .
.
"Mountains of bodies of bestiaUy murdered, peaceful Soviet

�
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c.iti �ens have been piled LIP by tbe Hitleriles wherever they have set
Ihcrr [oo L. Thousands of murdered children, of women and aged
.
people killed, of sick war prisoners burnt to death-such are the
ghastl� traces left by German occupation.
'Like the medieval
barbanans or the hordes of Attila, the German fiends trample down our
fields, urn down ollr towns and viUages, and demolish our industrial
enterpnses and cultural institutions; said Comrade Stalin in his
speech .on the 26th anniversary of the Great October Socialist
Revolution.
".l'urnj �g ov�r the gory pages of this case, one might think that
one IS dealmg with the darkest period of medieval barbarism which
owever. has been far outstripped by the German hangme of au
limes.
" This is n�t the first time in history that one is confronted with
.
German atroclues. They are universally known. But all that was
.
known hitherto
c:ann? t be compared with what the German invaders
have perpetrated Ul this war on our land . In Kharkov and Krasnodar
w erever the Germans have set their foot, the same ghastly scenes o
Crimes, o f m�ssacres al�d destruction, rise before our eyes. The whole.
.
worl s�s plIes of rulllS, heaps of rubble and ashes, in place of the
flounshi�g to �ns and viIJages of Our motherland ; deep pits filled
to t e nnk with shot, hanged or asphyxiated Soviet citizens.
.
. it IS a .ma.lt�r of common knowledge that these are no accidental
cnmes of individual Germans, but a thoroughly considered, well�
work�d:out programme for the extermination of the Russian
U�al.l11a n, Byelorussiall an ot er peoples, that this is a system o
.
annihllatlo:" of t e population III the temporarily occupied districts
of the SovIet Umon.
''It is com�l1on knowledge that the extermination of the peoples of
.
tlle Soviet nton was proclaimed by Hitler long before the beginning
o tl�e war .!-l11posed � pon us by the German fascist invaders. Hitler
.
Gorm
.g, Gobbels, HUlunler and their kin are the chief inspirers an
orgamz�rs of Ote massacres and crimes committed by the Germans
.
on 8ovle t land, III Kharkov, Krasnodar and other towns. Ober�
.
gmppenjitilrers and Grllppen/iihrers of S.S. troops-Dietrich and Siman'
garnson commanders, commandants and gendarmes Gestapo chiefs
Gerrua � al!gll1en of aU ranks and titles-these are t e people directl
:
.
responSible lar the deaths of hundreds ofthollsands of Soviet citizens. '
The Prose�utor then gave a detailed exposition of the monstrous
"
cllm
s conu�lJtted �y. the German hangmen in Kharkov and the
KJlal k ?v r�glon. Citlllg dates and nam.ing places in which the mass
extern�lJ1atJon o S ?viet citi7.e?s was effected, enumerating methods
.
of thiS extenmnatton-shootings and hangings, asphyxiation by
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carbon monoxide in "murder vans," torture, burning aHve, etc. The
Prosecutor continued :
"Comrades judges, we have incontrovertible proofs of the fac t
that the German invaders committed a l l these monstrous crimes on
the direct instructions of the leaders of lhe Gennan predatory Govern..
rnent and Supreme Command of the German Army."
Further, the Prosecutor emphasized that, as had been proved with
the utmost precision at the preliminary investigation and during the
Court proceedings, the mass atrocities and massacres of civilians in
Kharkov and the Kharkov region were committed by officers and men
of the German Army and by German punitive organs, namely :
The "Adolf H itler" 8.S. Division under the command of Ober
gruppenjiihrer of S.S. troops, Dietrich .
The "Death's Head" S.S . Division under the command of Gruppen
/iihrer of S.S. troops Simon.
By the German "Souderko mma"do S.D." in tbe city of Kharkov
l
Hanebitter.
headed by Sturmbanllfihrer
The group of the German Secret Field PoLice in Kharkov headed
by Chief Police Commissar Karchan.
The accused in this case : Wilhelm Langheld, Hans Ritz, Reinlmrd
Retziatf, and their accomplice, the traitor to the motherland
Bulanov.
Passing over to an exposition of the specific guilt of each one of the
accused' the Prosecutor set forth in detail lhe crimes committed by
o!ach of them, and listed incontrovertible legal evidence proving the
guilt of lhe accused-their own confessions, the testimo� y of witnes� ,
the findings of medico�legal experts, etc. Then, referrmg to the um
versally accepted ptovisions of international law and also to the Hague
Convention of 1907 and the Geneva Convention of 1929, laying down
the rules of theconductofwarfare, the Prosecutor stated that the German
fascist invaders cynically trampled underfoot all international regula
tions and usages concerning the conduct of warfare in spite of the
fact that, on 27th November, 1909, Germany joined the Hague Con
vention, and on 21st February, 1 934, affixed her signature also to the
Convention of 1929. in this connection the Prosecutor said:
"Having solemnly endorsed these Conventions of her own free will,
Germany then cynically and baseiy vioiated them, just as she violated
lhe treaties of peace she had concluded. 'Wherever the German
invaders have set their foot on Soviet territory,' says Molotov's Dote
of 6th January, 1 942, 'they have brought with them the destruction and
devastation of our towns and villages.'
"Perpetrating the basest outrages against the peaceful population of
temporarily seized territories, murdering without any restraint old
H
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people, women, and children, giving no quarter to the wounded and
ihe sick, extermjnat.ing war prisoners, the German fascist barbarians
trample underfoot all the international regulations and usages of war
and commit capital crimes. The fact that the orders of the higher
German fascist military authorities prescribed terror and extermination
of Soviet civilians and Red Anny men taken prisoner is allogether
irrelevant in establishing the responsibility of the German war prisoners
accused. There are actions whose criminal nature is obvious to every
body, and this applies with special force to the monstrous crimes which
form the subject of the present trial. These crimes were committed
both on the orders orthe German Government and German Conmland
as well as on the personal initiative of the accused themselves, who
issued orders to their subordinates on the extermination of Soviet
citizens. The accused fully admitted this at the trial. Thus the
problem of responsibility of the accused for the crimes they committed
is perfectly clear. The pleas of the accused that they only executed
orders are untenable.
We can refer even to German data of the
period of the Weimar regime. Jt is weU known that, after the First
World War, in 1921, the Leipzig tribunal tried to cover up atrocities
committed by Germans in the war of 1914-18. That, as is well known,
was a 'legal farce,' but on one particular point, in order to placate
world public opinion incensed by the atrocious sinking of the British
hospital ship Llalldovery Cas/le, by a German submarine, even that
court was compelled to dec1.i:ue that, although the action of the accused
followed from the direct or indirect order of their commander, that did
not absolve them of responsibility, as there could be 110 doubt that the
accused realized the dishonourable and criminal nature of their
commander's intention.
"Furthermore, the Washington Treaty of 1922, laying down the
ruJes of submarine warfare, holds that any person in the service of any
power whatsoever who violates any one of the preceding reguJations,
whether acting on the orders of his superiors or not, shall be con
sidered a violator of the laws of warfare, and shall be subject to trial
and punisrunent as if he committed an act of piracy.
"It follows from this that the contention that the orders of superiors
absolve the thtlerite fiends of responsibility for their monstrous crimes
should be completely ruled out. Numerous orders of the Hitlerite
Government and Hitlerite military authorities prescribe such actions
as, manifestly and beyond the doubt of any person, are major crimes
and flagrant violations of international law.
"The German serviceman who sets fire to peaceful towns and
villages, who shoots civilians, who forces women, the aged, and children
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into burning houses, cannot but know that such actions constitute a
traveSty of international law and the laws of all civilized countries.
"As long as on the part of Hitlerite Germany the war bears the
nature of extensively organized miJjtary brigandage, both the inspirers
and executors must be charged with legal responsibility for the crimes
committed, as otherwise most of the monstrous crimes committed by
the fascist criminals will remain unpunished, since the criminals would
be able to use the orders of their superiors as a shield. The former
servicemen of the German Fascist Army who are to-day in the dock
are criminals, and must bear deserved punisllment for Ute criminal
offences they have committed.
"The declaration on atrocities signed in 1943 by the heads of the
Governments of the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R., and Great Britain, warns
clearly: 'Those German omcers and men and members of the Nazi
Party who have been responsible for or have taken a consenting par(
in the above atrocities, massacres, and executions wiU be sent back to
the countries in which their abominable deeds were done, in order that
they may be judged and punished according to the laws of those
countries.'
"The defendants Retzlaff, Ritz, and Langheld, who had committed
bloody crimes on the territory of the Soviet Union, should bear
responsibility as criminals before the Soviet Court under the laws of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
"&fore us, comrades judges," continued the Prosecutor, "at this
triaJ were reveaJed again and again the sanguinary, terrible misdeeds
of the Hitlerite brigands who have shed an ocean of blood of peaceful
Soviet citizcns-childreD, women and old people-who have com
mitted many of our town and viIJages to the flames and to ruin, who
have brought incalculable disasters and sufferings upon our people.
At this triaJ, before the eyes of the world, there has been demonstrated
and proved again and again the monstrous guilt of all the accused
of those who are already in the dock and of those who will yet be there.
Their bloody crimes have been exposed and proven: by the testimony
of numerous witnesses and victims; by the detailed and scientifically
substantiated data of the medico-Iegal experts; by the public and full
confessions of the accused themselves, and, finally, by the voluminous
material evidence available in this horribJe case.
"The amount of this material evidence of unheard-of crimes which
have been committed on our soil by the base HWerite invaders is
incalculable. This material evidence-houses and streets burnt down
or blown up, mountains of bodies� enormous pits and ditches filled to
the brink with the remains of absolutely guiltless Soviet people buried
aJive, asphyxiated, hanged, shot, tortured to death-this material
o·
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evidence is not far away, citizen judges. I t is in the suburbs of
arkov, in the forest park, on the territory of the tractor plant, and
ill many ot e � pla�s converted by the fascist hangmen into the ghastly
graves of Vlctuns In tens of thousands.
TI s m�terial evidence caUs for the innocent blood to be avenged!
This tnal has demonstrated again and again to the whole of
humanity whal horrible, monstrous fruit has been born of German
stupidity, arrogant self-assurance, and hatred of human kind
m� ltiplied by the deviJish Hitlerite system. Even the great Russian
wnter, Leo Tolsloy, whose grave, sacred to the Russian people and to
the whole world, was barbarously defiJed by the modern Huns-the
German fascists-when dealing with the stupid soulless Gennan
soldiers and their leaders, wrote : ·What, indeed,
ust be going on in
the head of some German Wilhelm, a narrow, iII-cducated, vain
.
glonous man with the ideals of a German Junker when there is no
stupid or vile thing he says but is received with an e thusiastic "Hoch"
as s�rnething s�premely important. . . . If he says that at his pleasure
soldiers must kill even their own fa thers-they shout "Hurrah !" If be
says tl18t the gospel must be propagated by the mailed fist-"Hurrah! "
If he says that in China troops must not be taken prisoner but kjlled
every �ne ofth�m, he is not put into jail-instead they shout "Hurrah; :
and sad for Ch
ma to carry out his orders . . . •t
"T e heroic Red Anny, led by the great Stalin, has dealt a series of
shattenng blows to the German war machine, and is expelling the
Ge�man an
fro� o�r Soviet soil! The gigantic battle being fought
agamst Hitler s bestmhzed bands by the freedom-loving peoples of the
whole world, and primarily by the peoples of the Soviet Union is not
yet over, but its outcome is alre�dy determined. The hour of co plete,
final defeat of the German armies, the great bour of victory is drawing
near. Our descendants will say with pride that in this battle wi thout
paraJIel for its scale, in this contest between ]ight and darkne s n
i this
war in which the destinies of our motherland and the destinie of the
world were at stake-the first and the decisive blows were dealt by our
Red Army, by our people who so gallantly and heroically met the
treacherous invasion of an enemy armed to the teethl
"Conc1 ?di �g my speech for the prosecution, I appeal to you, citizen
.
J�dges, to mn�ct severe punishment on lh.e three base represeniatives
.
?t.., fasclSt BerllO, an on their abominable accomplice, who are sitting
m the dock, to pUnish t.hem for their bloody crimes, for the sufferings
and the blood, for the tears, for the lives of our children' of our wives
and mothers, of our sisters and our fathers!
uTo·day they are answering to the Soviet Court. to our people to
the whole world, for the felonies they committed 011 a scale and
a
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of human history, t1�e
baseness far surpassing the blackest pages
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the U.S.S.R ., dated 19th
of lbe Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of
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April, 1943.
, in the name of tens o f
''In the name of the law and of justice
th� name o f
d to death,.
thousands o f people maimed and torture
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the entire peoplehangmg."
sentence all four base criminals to death by
President called upon
Following the speech of the Prosecutor, the
S. K. Kaznacheyev, and
counsel for the defence, N. V. Kommodov,

�

N. P. Delov.
his speech with a
Counsel for the defence Kommodov began
of education in fascist
detailed analysis of the monstrous system
crimina1 monsters as now
Germany which produced such moral and
ul, he continued, whether it
doubtf
was
It
Court.
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be
stood
those who committed th�
was possible to place on the same plane
. "The.se men," he
misdeed') and those who inspired their crimes
killing their souls, and It IS
"were made into assassins by, first of aU,
es, the moral right to pose the
this doubt which gives me, comractesjudg
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penalty
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Prosecutor."
while also admittlOg
Counsel for tbe defence S. K. Kaznacheyev,
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Retzlatf. said : "Jt must not be forgotten
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ask that his life be spared."
Belov, admitting the
Counsel for the defence for Bulanov N. P.
land Bulanov,
mother
the
to
traitor
by
ted
commit
infamous crimes
's youth and the fact
asked the Court to take into account the accused
.
tbat he had repented
.
opportuDlly to make
The President then gave the defendants the
their final statemen ts:
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Langheld stated as follows : "Supreme Court : I have nothing to
a d to the evidence I have given. I flogged Russian prisoners of war.
I Issued orders for them to be shot. On my orders, civilians were
arrested and subsequently shot. But 1 beg you to take this into con
sideration. I am not the only one. The whole German Army is the
same. [ was not the only one to perpetrate atrocities. 1 do not want
to minimize my guilt in any way, but I should like to point Qut that the
underlying reasons for aU the atrocities and crimes of the Germans in
Russia are to be sought in the German Government.
"The Hi tlerite regime has succeeded in stifling the finest feeljngs of
the German people, by implanting base n
i stincts in them. This was
accomplished both by propaganda and by acts of mass terror' and was
given �articular development in the German Army during the war.
One Imght quote the words of the German poet : 'Accursed eviJ in its
turn engendering evil.'

�

"This evil, J repeat, has shown itself particularly during the present
war. This evil found expression in the orders and directives of the
higher Gennan military authorities. To act contrary to these directives
or fail to carry them out, would have meant to sentence oneself t
death. J was also the victim of these orders and directives.
"1 beg yOll to take this into consideration. 1 also ask you to con
sider my age, and also the fact that both at the preliminary investigation
and at the trial l told the whole truth."
The President then called on the accused Ritz to make his final
statement.
Rit � said : "Gentlemen judges, the trial is nearly over, and you
have given me the opportunity to make my lasl plea. ,"Vhat I should
Lik� to do, however, is to make a perfectly frank statement of my
.
attItude �o everytnmg that has taken place here. I want the testimony
I have gIven at both the preliminary investigation and at the trial to
leave you with the impression and to convince you that J have always
talked frankly about everything, desiring to reveal completely the
crimes that were committed. As before, so now, too, l have no inten
tion of �rying to uoder-estimate the extent of the part 1 have played in
these cnmes. An atrocity remains an atrocity. I repeat that I don't
want to minimize my part in them in the least.
"However, 1 don't want you to be left with the impression that 1

�

committed murders and atrocities because I derived any satisfaction
rom them or felt any gratification. That is oot the case. The thing
IS that 1 was acting on orders. The cause lies with the entire system of
orders in the German Army, which compeUed me to do what I was told.
After listening to the speech of the Prosecutor, J would like to ask the
Court to take into consideration an old principle of Roman Law :

�
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Crime under duress. You must believe me that if 1 had not o yed
orders 1 should have been arraigned before a German n�dllary
tribunal and sentenced to death.
Ll is quite clear that the �ltler�. te
system is directed not only against alien peoples, but a1so agalllst ItS
own people should any be found who refuse to obe.>: orders.
"
"j beg you, gentlemen of the Court, aJso to take I11to consIderatIOn
the facts of my Jife. When the Hitlerite system came to power 1 was
,
a child of only thirteen . From that time on 1 v.:as �ubJected to the
systematic and melhodical inOuence of the J It1� flte system and
education in the spirit of the legend of the supenonty of the German
race ; an education which taught lhat onJy the German �op e were
destined to rule, and that other nations and races wer� Infe� l<? r and
should be extenninated. 1 was subjected to systematic tramlllg by
such teachers as Hitler, Rosenberg, and Himmier, who educated the
whole German people in the same spirit.
,
"At the beginning of the war new propaganda Ideas came from
tbese samesources,although thesewere also to be encountered before the
war. 1 have in mind the idea that the Russian peopl� were uncult,lI,red
and inferior. That is what they taught us. Then, WIth total mobllrza
tion, 1 was sent to the front. When 1 reached ,the Eastern Front l :vas
.
convinced that there was not a word of truth 111 these fa bles of HItler,
RQSenberg, and the others ; that on the �astern front the Ge�man
Army did not have the slightest understandm� of any tenets of IOter
.
national law; that there was no justice here ID all the actIons o the
German authorities. But nothing remained to me but to contmue
along the same path. On the Eastern Front J was also convin�d �f
another thing, namely, that a system on the banner , of whIch IS
inscribed tile words 'murder and atrocities' cannot be a right system.
"I realize that the destruction of this system would be an act of
justice. 1 am young. Life is stiLi only beginning fo r me. J req �est
yOll to spare my life so that I may devote myse to the struggle agamst
.
,
that system. I know that 1 am capable of waglllg a struggle agamst
It.

�

!

�

I!

To-day, gentlemen of the Court, r appear before you as an accus�d
. .
man ' but 1 am sure that the day will come when the pnnclpal culpnts
and instigators of the crimes will be sitting in the prisoll�rs' dock. for
they, as this trial has proved, are the principal orgaOlzers of these
sanguinary crimes. 1 am a soldier, and face a court of s�!diers. ! beg
you to weigh everything that J have said frankly and stralg tfor�ardly.
1 know that sentence is to be passed-a just sentence which Will take
into consideration everything that 1 have said here. 1 have no more
to say."
Presidellt : Accused Ritz, take your place.
Accused Retzlaff.
you will make your final statement.

�
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Ret:daff: Gentlemen judges and Prosecutor. 1 admit my guilt
in the crimes with which I have been charged. 1 should like to pOint
out that in every single case I acted on the orders of my immediate
superiors. I f I had not obeyed these orders, 1 should have been put
in the same position as my victims. All my criminal acts were the
result of the criminal propaganda of the Hitleritc rulers. They
drummed it into our heads tbat the German people are a higher race
and that other peoples are inferior. They told us that with the
establislunent of the "New Order" Europe the German people
would play the role of masters and the remaining people would be
their slaves. During my period of service on the Eastern Front and
also as a prisoner of the Russians I had occasion to be convinced
of the opposite. I had occasion to become convinced that the
Hitlerite propaganda is a lie from beginning to end. I want to open
the eyes of the German people to the falseness of the Hitlerite pro�
paganda. To sum up all that J have said, I beg you to grant me
pardon and give me the opportunity of returning to Germany to put
my wish into action. I have finished.
Pres idel ll : Take your place, accused Retzlaff. Accused Bulanov.
you may make your final statement.
Oulanov : I wiU not attempt to justify myself, because I admit my
guilt of a11 the crimes with which 1 have been charged, wLtich 1 com�
milled 'mder threat of German
I admit that I am guilty of
having helped the GenTIans and perpetrated bloody atrocities against
the Soviet people. I cannot express all that 1 have lived through,
but I want you to realize it. Working for the Germans, 1 saw a11 the
terrible things they did to Soviet citizens. 1 ask one thing of you,
citizen judges, that in passing sentence you spare my life so that I
may in the future atone for my guilt before the country. That is all.
President ." Take your place, Defendant BuJanov.
The Court then retired to consider its verdict.
n
i
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THE VERDICT

In t he name of t he Union 0/ Sov iet Soc ial ist Republics

From 15th to 18th December, 1943, the Military Tribunal of the
4th Ukrainian Front, composed of the presiding Justiciary Major�
GeneraJ A. N. Miasnikov. President of the Military Tribunal of the
Front; and the members, Colonel of Justice M. A. Karchev and Major
of Justice S. S. Zapolski, and Clerk of the Court Justiciary, Captain
of Justice M. Kandybin, with the participation of the State
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German invaders all the monstrous crimes carried out by the German
fascist criminals were djscovered by the Soviet organizations and
confirmed by the preliminary investigation and judicial proceedings.
Having heard the explanations of the accused, the testimony of
the witnesses, the findings of the medico-Iegal experts, as well as the
speeches for the State Prosecution and for the defence, the Military
Tribunal established the guilt of each defendant as follows:
I. Wilhelm Langheld, being a officer of the German Military
Counter-Espionage Service, took anDactive part in the shooting of and
atrocities against war prisoners and the clvilian populatioQ" and during
the interrogation of war prisoners tried to extort from thcm false
statements by means of torture and provocation. He personally
fabricated a number of cases in which about 100 perfectly innocent
Soviet war prisoners and civilians were shot.
2. Hans Ritz, being Assistant S.S. Company Commander with the
Kharkov S.D. SOllderko m molldo, personally took an active part in
the torturing and shooting of Soviet civilians in the area of Podvorki
viUage, near Kharkov, and directed the shootings carried out by the
S.D. SOllderko m17lolldo in Taganrog, and during the examination of
prisoners beat them up with ramrods and rubber truncheons, thus
trying to extort from them false statements.
3. Reinhard Retzlaff, being an official of Ule Gennan Secret
Field Police in Kharkov and conducting investigations into cases of
arrested Soviet citizens, tried to extort from them false statements by
means of torture-plucking out their hair and torturing them with
needles, drew up fictitious reports in the case of 28 arrested Soviet
citizens charging them with anti-German activities, as a result of which
some of the arrested were shot and the rest done to death in the
"murder van." He personally drove into the "murder van" Soviet
citizens doomed to death, accompanied the "murder van" to the place
of unloading and took part in the burning of bodies of asphyxiated
people.
4. Mikhail Petrovich Bulanov, having betrayed the Socialist
motherland, voluntariJy sided with the enemy, joined the German
service as a chauffeur with the Kharkov Gestapo branch, personaUy
took part 1.."1 the exterrnination of Soviet citizens by means of the
"mUIder van," drove peaceful Soviet citizens to the place of shooting
and took part in the shooting of sixty children.
Thus the guilt of all the above defendants of the crimes specified
in the first section of the decree of the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R. of 19th April, 1943, has been proved both by
preliminary investigation and Court examination.
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On the basis of Article 296 of the code of criminal procedure of
the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and the decree or the Presidium
of tbe Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. of 19th April, 1943, the Military
Tribunal of the Front sentenced :
Wilhelm Langheld, Hans Ritz, Reinhard Retzlalf, and Mikhail
Petrovich Bulanoy to death by hanging.
The verdict is final and not subject to appeal.
Presiding Judge, Major-General of Justice A. Myasnikov; Members
of the Court, Colonel of Justice M. Kharchev, Major of Justice S.
Zapolski.
•

•

•

•

•

The sentence of death by hanging passed by the Military Tribunal
of the 4th Ukrainian Front on the German fascist criminals WiUlclm
Laogheld, Hans Ri.tz, Reinhard Retziafi", and their accomplice, traitor
to the motherland Mikhail Petrovich Bulanov, condemned for the
brutal extermination of Soviet civilians, including women, children
and old folk, in the city and region of Kharkov, was carried Qut in
Kharkov Oty Square at 1 I a.m., 19th December, 1943. Qver 40,000
working people of Kharkov city and collective farmers of the neigh
bouring districts of Kharkov region, Red Army men and officers,
representat.ives of the Soviet and foreign Press were present in the
City Square when the sentence of the Military Tribunal was carried out.
The reading and execution of the sentence was received with great
satisfaction and stormy and prolonged applause by the working people
of Kharkov and the collective farmers of the districts of Kharkov
region who were present.

